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for immediate release

(Home ec teachers to meet)

Home economics high school teachers from nine
nearby West Virgin^counties will meet today in Northcott

Hall at Marshall College.
Miss Pauline Stout, state supervisor of homemaking

education, has called the meeting to discuss program planning.
Approximately 3? high school teachers and Marshall
senior home economics najors are expected.

-30-
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MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU
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November 1, 1957

for HERALD ADVERTISER

for SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3

(Choir Leaves Today)

The Marshall College Symphonic Choir embarks on a
state-wide tofir this afternoon at 1 o’clock

The first concert is scheduled for the Ravenswood
High School this afternoon, following which the choir will

travel to Parkersburg for an evening concert.
Monday’s itinerary includes Salem College, Victory

High School,9 and Roosevelt-Wilson High School in Clarksburg.

The Marshall choir makes its first appearance ever

Monday night in Morgantown.

A performance has been set for the

Wesley Methodist Church there

Appearances will be made Tuesday at Alderson-Broaddus
College in Philippi and Grafton High School.

An evening concert

is also set for Philippi.
Concluding the tour Wednesday will be programs at
Glenville State College and Spencer.

Director of the Marshall Symphonic Choir is Professor

R. Wayne Hugobloom.
-30-
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(President Smith and Bledsoe to Visit Colleges)

President Stewart H» Smith and Registrar Luther

Bledsoe of Marshall College will visit four Ohio colleges
and universities this week.
The Marshall administrators will study the institutions’

present policies on admissions,
related matters.

probation, suspension and other

Findings of the study wi21 aid in. any possible

reogranization of Marshall policies.

President Smith has arranged the visits in conjunction
with his attendance at the annua], fall meeting of the Commission
Wednesday
on Colleges and Universities of North Central Associat.ion/at
Oberlin College.

Schools to be visited include Ohio State, Kent State,

University of Akron, and Oberlin.
-30-
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(Marshall Professor Wants Tall ’’Secretary1’)

Wanted - a seven foot secretary^

If you can fulfill these qitalifications, you’re wanted right

away by the Marshall College theatre people.
James A. McCubbin, assistant professor of speech at Marshall,

is on the prowl for a seven foot by three foot “old-fashioned" secretary
to be used as a prope in the coxing college theatre production of "Reluctant

Debutante” November 12-15 in the Old Main auditorium.
What Professor McCubbin is really looking for is a writing

desk with a top section for books.
Incidentally, he also needs an old buffet in good condition.

-30-
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UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS OF WEST VIRGINIA
JOURNALISM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION OF WEST VIRGIN]
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK ASSOCIATION
Deadline time is almost herel

November 12, ■the deadline for sending in registration
------- -------------- : ■‘-■73
for the annual1 ntien
UHSP and associated
meetings, is close
at hand* Miss Virginia Lee, Professor of Journalism,
Department of Journalism, Marshall College, is the
person who is awaiting your reply*

We’re new here at Marshall, and thus are eagerly looking
forward to meeting all you folks who are high school
journalists and advisers in West Virginia *
A varied and full program awaits all of you*
..... Therers
the annual theatre party arranged by the Palace Theatre
on Friday evening* A new edition is the open house
arranged by WHTN-TV of Huntington on Friday evening*
Everyone who can get here Friday evening should
Don’t
miss out on two such golden opportunities*

Saturday will be a full day! We finish registration
'early in the morning and a general session gets the real
ball rolling* Group meetings on varied problems will
follow* Luncheon as provided by the Huntington Chamber
of Commerce precedes the Marshall-Bowling Green football
game* Business sessions will come before the annual
Huntington Publishing Company banquet at which you will
hear and see TV-man Nick Basso in operation* Closing
event of a very busy program will be an after-the-game
dance at the Shawkey Union, where delegates will be the
guests of the Student Union
If we had the space, we’d like to tell you more* For
about our exhibits and the generosity of the
instance
International Nickel Company
but we don’t, so until
November 15, we remain,

Sincerely yours,

DET;jb

Daniel Eo Thornburgh
Director, Information Service

4

Faculty Bulletin
Office of the Secretary
November 2, 1957
COMING EVENTS

Monday, Nov. 4
Tuesday, Nov

Graduate Faculty Meeting, M116, 4 P.M.
5

Community Forum, Old Main Auditorium, 7:45 P.M.

FROM THE PRESIDENTS DESK

THE SABBATICAL LEAVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE has recommended approval of
applications for sabbatical leave during 1958=59 of the following faculty
members:
Professor Reva Bo Neely
Professor Juan Co Fors
Professor Hunter Hardman
Professor Samuel Stinson
Professor Harold Ward has been designated as alternate

These recommendations have been approved by the president.
OUR UNITED FUND^RED CROSS goal of $3200 has been exceeded by $395.00
thus making a grand total of $3,595.00. Our report shows that 90% of all
college employees participated this year
Faculty and administration
participation was 100%.

I wish to thank Mr. Paul Collins and Mr Jule Rivlin as well as all the
members of the committee, Each committee member did a fine job. The
response from the faculty and staff was excellent. I am proud of this achievment

Stewart H
President

Smith

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
GRADUATE FACULTY MEETING WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 116 OLD MAIN, ON MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 4, AT 4:00 P.M.
GENERAL FACULTY MEETING, OLD MAIN AUDITORIUM, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 4:00 P.M.

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS

SECOND SEMESTER BOOK ORDERS would be appreciated by Mr. Galloway as soon as
possible.

JLUE CROSS COLLECTIONS will be Monday and Tuesday, November 4 and 5.
BLUE CROSS REPRESENTATIVE will be on campus November 4, 5, and 6 for
enrollment.

1} :-j *

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS (con’t)
BLOOD DONOR DAY will be November 13 on the Marshall College Campus.
Because of the time required to make a blood donation it is inevitable that
some students will be late for or miss a class. In the latter case the
instructor should give the student an opportunity to make up the work which
was missed and,attach no penalty to the absence. In every case of class
absence for this session, the student will bring a written statement to the
instructor.
Jo Fo Bartlett, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
D. Banks Wilburn, Dean, Teachers College

AoA.U.P. MEETING, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, CAFETERIA BASEMENT
Lunch 11:30=12:00 or 1:00=2:00
Program 12:00=1:00
■
Speaker President Smith
Subject"What We Can Do For Superior Students"
All members of the faculty are invited to come prepared to ask questions
and participate in the discussion
SOUTHERN FELLOWSHIPS FUND rFaculty members who are interested in making
application for a Grant=in=Aid for Summer Study, 1958 from the Southern
Fellowships Fund should notify their dean and President Smith at once o

THE NEA, WVEA unified membership drive will terminate on Friday, Nov. 8,
It would be appreciated if faculty members who have not joined as yet kindly
turn in their membership forms before the above mentioned date. Memberships
may be turned in to Professor Alfred Lanegger, Chairman Professional
Organizations
STUDENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
COMMUNITY FORUM, TUESDAY, NOVo 5, 7:45 P.M., OLD MAIN AUDITORIUM

Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, director of the Nuclear Science Service, will speak on
"The World of Tomorrow." Dr. Lapp is that rare exception upon whom audiences
across the country have been unstinting in their praise of his lucid
interpretations of science as well as his magnetic platform personality.
The usual prize of $10o00 for the best question will be offered..

Five copies of Dr. Lapp’s book ATOMS AND PEOPLE are available at the
Bookstore, according to Mr. Galloway. Price - $3.60 each.
PERSONALS

PRESIDENT SMITH AND MR. BLEDSOE will visit Ohio State, Kent State, Oberlin
College, and University of Akron next week to study the institutions1 policies
regarding admissions, probation, suspension, and other related matters.
President Smith will also attend the annual fall meeting of the Commission on
Colleges and Universities of the North Central Association at Oberlin.

DR. PAUL D. STEWART spoke Friday at the W. Va. League of Municipalities at
Elkins. Topic of his talk "WoVa. Home Rule in the Light of Huntington Experience
DR. CHARLES So RUNYAN spoke on "Imperative Need of Guidance Services"
on Oct. 25 at the Guidance Section of Southeastern Ohio Education Assn, meeting.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Delores Ann Wickline, Instr, in Bus. Adm.
2823 Collis Ave., Apt. 6 = JA 5=7416
James McCubbin,RE 6=3971
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for KENT STATER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall President and Registrar to Visit Kent)

President Stewart H, Smith and Registrar Luther Bledsoe of
Marshall College, Huntington, West Virginia, will visit the Kent State
e

campus Thursday o

The Marshall administrators -will study Kent State’s present
policies on admission, probation, suspension and other related matters.
The two ■will also visit Ohio State, University of .Akron, and Oberlin

College.
Findings of their study will then be used in any possible
reorganization of Marshall policies.
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for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(President Smith and Bledsoe to Visit Colleges)

President Stewart H. Smith and Registrar Luther
Bledsoe of Marshall Coliege will visit four Ohio colleges

this week to study their policies on admissions, probation,

suspension and other related matters.

President Smith has arranged the visits in
conjunction with his attendance at the annual fall meeting

of the Commission on Coliiges and Universities of the North

Central Association Wednesday at Oberlin College.

The two will meet with Ohio State officials on
Tuesday, Oberlin on Wednesday, Ketot State and University

of Akfcon on Thursday.
Findings of the study will be used in any

future reorganization of Marshall policies in those fields.
=39=
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for OBERLIN REVIEW
for IMBEDIATE RELEASE
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(Marshall President and Registrar to Visit Oberlin)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—President Stewart H. Smith and

Registrar Luther Bledsoe of Marshall College will visit Oberlin
College Wednesday to study some of the school’s policies.

The Marshall administrators will meet with Oberlin
officials to discuss the latters’ policies on admissions,
probation, suspension, and other related matters.

Dr. Smith will also be attending the annual fall
meeting of the Commission on Colleges and Universities of

the North Central Association, which will be meeting Wednesday
on the Oberlin campus.
Three other Ohio institutions will be visited by the
two.

They are Kent State, £Hio State, and University of Akron.
Findings of the visits will be used in any future

revamping of Marshall policies in these fields.
=30=
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for SUNDIAL
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall President and Registrar at Ohio State)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—President Stewart H. Smith and

Registrar Luther Bledsoe of Marshall College will visit with
Ohio State University officials Tuesday to study the university’s
policies on admissions, probation, suspension, and other

related matters.

The Marshall administrators are also visiting three

other Ohio institutions.

They are Kent State, University of

Akron, and Oberlin College.
Findings of the visits will be used in any future

reorganization of Marshall policies in these fields.
-30-
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(Marshall President and Registrar to Visit U. of Akron)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.<—President Stewart H. Smith and
Registrar Luther Bledsoe of Marshall College will visit the

University of Akron Thursday to study some of the school’s
policies.

The Marshall administrators will meet with Akron

officials to discuss the latters’ policies on admissions,
probation, suspension, and other related matters.
Three other Ohio institutions will be visited by

the two.

They are Kent State, Ohio State, and Oberlin

College.
Findings of the visits will be used in any future

revamping of Marshall policies in these fields.
-30-
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for DISPATCH
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall President and Registrar at Ohio State)

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA--President Stewart H.

Smith and Registrar Luther Bledsoe of Marshall College
are visiting Ohio State University Tuesday to study some
of the university’s policies.

The Marshall administrators are meeting with

Ohio State officials to discuss the latters’ policies on
admissions, probation, suspension, and other related matters.

Three other Ohio institutions
will be visited by
*yi
the two.

They are Kent State, University of Akron, and

Oberlin College.
Findings of the visits will be used in any

future revamping ff Marshall policies in these fields.
-30-
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for NICHOLAS COUNTY NEWS LEADER
for MEDIATE RELEASE
(SUGGESTED CUTLINES FOR FRA® HIOTOS)

PHOTO NUMBER ONE——The Queen’s float, longest ever to be in a Marshall Homecoming

Parade, features Miss Betty Frame, Birch River senior, as "Miss Marshall of 1957•"

Designed by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, the float also carried Miss Frame’s three

attendants •

The parade was delayed about 30 minutes until the Huntington fire

department arrived with a long-enough ladder for Miss Frame to climb to her queen’s
perch.

I

JHOTO NUMBER TWO---- Student president Dave Kirk plants a big kiss on "Miss Marshall

of 1957." - Betty Frame of Birch River - after crowning her during the Homeconing
dance intermission at the Memorial Field House in Huntington.

For Miss Frame this

climaxed two days of very busy and hectic doings.

PHOTO NUMBER THREE --

"Miss Marshall 1957" and her attendants themselves helped

decorate the first exclusive queen’s float in a Marshall homecorning parade.
float was built by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
left,

The

Thio newly named queen Betty Frame

is attended by from left, Jane Gessel who is Miss Sophomore, Diane Wright

and Phyllis Young who were the two Miss Freshman candidates, and Gladys Frazier,

Miss Junior.

The selection of Miss Wright as Miss Freshman was announced at last

night’s pep rally.
i

>

The word "Queen" is spelled out by wreaths held by the five

Marshall beauties.
(more)
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(Cutlines

•2)

PHOTO NUMBER FOUR-- Miss Betty Frame, Birch River senior, becomes tvro in a mirror

at her sorority house Alpha Xi Delta.
shall” from a field of five candidates.

Paul H.

Frame of Birch River.

The head Marshall majorette won the “Miss Mar
She is the daughter of Mr* and Mrs.

A journalism major, Miss Frame is picture editor

of the Parthenon, student newspaper at Marshall.

She also is a member of Fourth

Estate, women’s journalism honorary; Fagus, senior women’s honorary, and the
Student Senate, Marshall student governing body.

PHOTO NUMBER FIVE-- ’’Miss Marshall of 1957” atop the lovely Queen’s Float
constructed by Pi Kappa Alpha.

PHOTO NUMBER SIX-- David Kirk, Marshall student body president, presents Miss
Frame a trophy in recognition of her election as “Miss Marshall of 1957.”
Kesmodel, Charleston senior and Homecoming general chairman, looks on.

PHOTO NUMBER SEVEN-- Mother shot of Miss Frame atop the Queen’s float.
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FOR THE LOGAN BAWR

FOR M-ISUEATS RELEASE
(Two Logan area men pledge fraternity)

Huntington, W.Va.—Two Logan area men. Martin Smith and Charles
Carrol, were recently iniated into Kappa .Alpha Order, social fraternity

at Marshall College.

Smith, who is a freshman in Arts and Science College, is the son of
Mr« and Mrs. Levi Smith of Box 16b,, Logan.

Carrol is also a freshman in Arts -and Science Collego, and is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Carroll of Rossmo. re.

Both are graduates of Logan High School.

-30-
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FOR THE WELCH DAILY NEWS
FOR IMMEHEATE RELEASE

(Two Welch men iniated into fraternity)

Huntington, W.Va.—Two Welch area men, Richard Hicks and James Mosko,
were recently iniated into Kappa Alpha facial fraternity at Marshall College.
Hicks, •who is a fsreshamn in Arts and Scienoe College, is the son of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. H^cksy of Box 175 Welch.
Mosko is also a freshman in Arts and Soience College, and is the son

of Mr. and Mrs. John P,.Moskox of Kimball.

Both men are graduates of Welch High School.

-30-
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Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR IMMEDEATE RELEASE

(Marshall Prepares for MAC Showdown with Miami)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA.-- -Marshall coach Herb Royer studied films of his squad’s 18-0
loss to Xavier Saturday and disclosed that mental errors on pass defense contributed
largely to the Big Green’s first downfall after six consecutive wins.
However, if Marshall had to be saddled with a loss, it is just as well it came

in a non-conference encounter.

With this in mind, Royer has outlined heavy drills

for his eleven in preparation for Saturday’s showdown battle with Miami that will

decide the Mid-American Conference champion.

Both clubs are 1|-0 in loop play and a

victory by either will clinch the title
"We feel fortunate in being able to play for the title," said Royer.

"We’ll be

up mentally for the big opportunity presented us and will be ready to give it all

we got."
The Green should be near top physical strength for Miami with only reserve

guard Paul Burford forced out for the remainder of the season with a dislocated

shoulder.

Paul Gillespie, a sophomore, will be handed Burford’s assignment on the

second unit.
One change is in line in the backfield.

Roy Goines, a hard running junior, has

apparently won back his right halfback job he temporarily lost when he was out with
the flu.

Goines was by far the Green’s outstanding ball carrier against Xavier,

lugging the pigskin five times for 51 yards
In meeting Miami, Marshall will be facing the top offensive and defensive team
in conference action

In four games, the Redskins have averaged 323 yards offensively

while limiting its opponents to 195 yards defensively.

top rusher and scorer in fullback Dave Thelen.

Miami also possesses the league’s

The 190-pound senior has averaged eight

yards a carry while accounting for six touchdowns.

Overall, Miami is 14.-2, while Marshall is 6-1.
Xavier, 39-19 and Purdue, 37-6o

The Redskins were ambushed by
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and HERALD DISPATCH

for IMLiEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall ROTC to be Featured in Vet Day)

A staff photographer from the U* S. Amy Military District of
West Virginia in Charleston visited the Marshall College canpus

Tuesday morning (November 5) to film parts of a ROTC full dress review •

He was preparing a feature on the Marshall ROTC unit to be used
in conjunction with the publicity on Veteran Day programs within the

state*
Lt* Colonel Tiller E* Carter, head of the department of military

science and tactics, said that the film will be made available to TV
stations throughout the state.
-30-
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for ADVERTISER
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(Marshall Students Going to Oxford)

(By Tom Miller, Marshall Student Journalist)

A large contingent of Marshall students are planning to make the trip to
Oxford, Ohio, Saturday to see the MAC championship game between Miami and Marshall.

Marshall hasn’t won a football championship since 19379 when they traveled
to Dayton to win the old Buckeye Conference flag.

Saturday, they face a similiar

situation in Miami with the winner of that game copping the 19$7 MAC bunting.

According to Thomas S. O’Connell, director of the Marshall College Marching

Band, a small pep band will make the trip to Oxford to play for the game.
Several of the fraternities are taking groups to the game in addition to
the individual students making the trip.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity is malting plans to take two charter busses
to the game and the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is making plans to take one bus.

Members of the Kappa Alpha fraternity and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity will*

make the trip in cars.
Tickets for the game are still available to students at the Athletic Office
on campus on a "first-come, first-served" basis, according to Neal B. Wilson, busingss
manager.

The ducats are $3 apiece for reserved seats, and as of Tuesday, there were

30 seats left on the 35-yard line and

will remain on sale until Friday noon.
i

-30-

seats on the minus-five yard line.
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for ADVERTISER. SCHOOL PAGE

for MEDIATE RELEASE

Nancy Horgan Young, Charleston junior at Marshall College, was recently

named West Virginia’s Future Teacher of the Year.
Mrs. Young was selected by a committee of the West Virginia Education
Association, composed of the president, executive secretary and director of

public service.

1

Nominations were made by each college of the state.

The annual award is given to the person "who best symbolizes the best

to be found in all the young people who are training to be teachers•”
Mrs. Young is majoring in secondary education with library science and

biology as her major fields.

She is state president of the Future Teachers

Association and national president of the Student National Education

Association.

She is also a member of Alpha Beta Alpha, library science honorary, and
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.

Mrs. Young is a graduate of South Charleston High School and is the

daughter of Mr. end Mrs. Fred L. Morgan, South C harleston.
-30-
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for ADVERTISER
for U'EfSHEATE RELEASE

A Rifle and Patrol Club has been ox’ganized at Marshall College to

expand and coordinate the marlcmanship program at the college.
John P. Killoran, Lewisburg junior, is president of the newly-

organized group©
The organization plans to become affiliated with the National Rifles

Association which has over lj-,000 senior clubs in the United States.

The

hational group was founded in 18?1 to foster markmanship training and is now
recognized by the United States Congress as an element in the national
defense.

All Marshall students are eligible for memberships • Meetings are

held each Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Engineering building.

-30-
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(flood Drive at Marshall College)

TZie Huntington Red Cross Blood Center will be operating

the fall semester blood drive at Marshall College Wednesday,
from 10 A.M. to h P.M.
November 13/in the student union.
The facilities of the blood center per?nits the unit

to obtain 200 pints which has been set as the goal for this

semester’s drive.
The donated blood will be stored in a blood bank
r

which will be made available to all students, faculty members

and employees of the college. Should over 2 pints be required

for any one individual. the Marshall Student Senate must

approve this donation
A $2 5* savings bona is the award which will be presented
to the fraternity and sorority that contributes the largest

percentage of blood from the members of their organization
over a period of 2 semesters.
The pledges of Alpha Xi Delta sorority will be working

in the canteen where coffee and doughnuts will be served

-30i
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for RELEASE, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1957

(Army Chorus to Appear at Marshall)

(By Tom Miller, Marshall Student Journalist)
The Second Army Chorus vri.ll present a public concert in the Shawkey

Student Union on the Marshall campus tomorrow (November 11) at 3:15 P.M.
The chorus, consisting of 30 voices and directed by Rinaldo Massimino,
was organized in September, 1956, after a seven-state talent search conducted

by Second Army Headquarters.

Second Army’s soldier chorus includes seven first tenors, eight second
tenors, eight baritones and seven basses in addition to its director and
an accompanist.

Their repertoire includes patriotic, religious, novelty,

classical, semi-classical and folk songs.
The group stepped off its first tour series in February, 1957, appearing

at military reservations and presenting choral concerts for civilian

audiences. Members travel to performance sites by bus, carrying their own
state equipment.

Mr. Massimino was graduated from Indiana (Pa.) State Teachers College
in 1951 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Music Education.

For three

years he taught music and supervised elementary and high school choruses.
During his military service, Massimino vias arranger for the 5th Infantry

Division Band at Indiantown Gap Military Reservation, and musical director
for soldier shows there.

In 195h he organized and directed the Second

Army Band Glee Club at Fort Meade.
He has also served as choral director for the Annapolis chapter of SPBSQSA—

The Society for the Preservation of Barber Shop Quartette Singing in America, Inc.
(more)
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(Army Chorus 22222)
Before appearing at the college the chorus will sing at the

Rotary Clyb luncheon Monday.
The program is entitled "On Wings of Song” and is as follows:
The Pilgrim’s Song

TsChaikovsky

Now Let Every Tongue Adore Thee

Bach

Ave Maria

Schubert
Soloist - PEC James Knoblock

Onward Ye Peoples

-Sibelius

Oliver De Lancey-

—Shaw

The Great White Host-------------------Soloist - SP3 Guy Rotondo

•Grieg

Fire, Fire My Heart

-Morley

selections by ”The Naturals"

First Tenor - PFC William Gibbs
Second Tenor - SP3 James Grieco
Baritone - PFC Jay Guy
Bass - SP3 Daniel Dry

You Gotta Have Heart----------------------- Arranged by Massimino
soloist - SP3 James Grieco
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes-------------------- Arranged by Hardisty
Soloist SP3 Eugene Simpson
Medley From "My Fair Lady"

•Arranged by Cervone

Marry A Woman Uglier Than You--------------- De Paur
Soloists - SP3 Robert Evans
SP3 James Grieco
SFC Samuel Bailum
Sp3 Gerald Thompson
-Secchi

Love Me Or Not

•Mass imino

Praise Ye-Testament of Freedom----

--- Thompson

The program is under the supervision of the Special Services Section and
Colonel Donald F. Hull, special services officer.

Admission to the program is free.
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for HERALD ADVERTISER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall vs. Morris Harvey in Debate)

Governor Cecil H. Underwood will be guest of
honor at the Marshall College convocation, featuring a
debate between Marshall and Morris Harvey College, this

Thursday (Nov. 14) at 11 A.M. in Old Main Auditorium.

Governor Underwood, a member of the national f
forensic fraternity of Pi Kappa Delta, will be presented

an honorary membership into the Marshall chapter of the

fraternity.
The question for the season’s opening debate ac

according to Ben W. Hope, associate professor of speech
and forensic director, will be, "Should membership in a
labor organization as a condition of employment be made

illegal?”

Marshall, taking the negative stand, will be

represented by Tom Stafford, Huntington sophomore, and Tom

Carter, Huntington junior.
Morris Harvey will argue the affirmative side.
V

There will be a luncheon for Pi Kappa Delta

members, Governor Underwood, and the Morris Harvey squad

in the Marshall cafeteria immediately following the debate.
i
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for HERALD ADVERTISER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(ACSB of W.Va. annual meeting)
The Association of County School Boards of West

Virginia (Southwestern Region) will hold its annual meeting

on the Marshall College campus on Tuesday, November 12,
from 1 to 5:30 P.M.

All sessions will be held in Room 101 of the
Science Building.
-30-
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FROM?

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR RELEASE FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8
(Marshall Frosh Launch Season)
HUNTINGTON, WOVAO

’The Marshall Freshman eleven3 hampered -with flu and

injuries most of the fall, will launch its ’57 season against Xavier today at 3 P*M.
at Fairfield Stadium©

J,We just don’t know what we have until we see them play,”

offered frosh

coach Bill Chambers who has had quite a rough time getting his athletes ready*
The flu wave and an alarming number of injuries forced postponement of the Little

Green’s season opener October 25 against Ohio University at Athens, Ohio©

In between difficulties, the frosh have showed some promising signs
They are smaller in size and number than last year’s yearlings but nevertheless
are regarded faster than the ’56 squad©

’’They looked fairly impressive at time against the varsity,” added
Chambers, ”so we-may have some promising boys©”

Opening at quarterback for Chambers this afternoon will be Tags Meredith,

1955 Kennedy Award winner in his final year at St © Albans High School,

Meredith,

who spent a year at a Virginia military school., is regarded as a smart field general
who can handle the ball and pass with finesse©

Right behind Meredith is Vic Quinet

who succeeded Meredith at St© Albans and is also considered a promising quarterback©
The probable lineupss

(

XAVIER

POS

Jim Bolger, 181
Ed Davis, 226
Bob Wishart. 212
Gene Tomczak, 18U
Tom Miehaus, 199
Henry Rigler, 221
Warren Montgomery, 192
Don Rodgers, 162
Bob Kain, 15h
Lou Martin, 173
Walt Roeckers, 178

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB'
IH.
RH
FB

MARSHALL

Harry Underwood, 168
Fred Lewis, 225
Wilson Lathan, 191
Lester Little, 205
James McCallister, 207
Norman Mullins, 205
Larry Jarrett, 186
Tags Meredith, 151
■ Kenny Parsons, 161
Kent Bailey, 165
Jim McDonald, 205

MARSHALL FRESHMAN ROSTER 19g?
Player
Bailey, Kent
Burchett, Bob
Caffery, Charles
Campbell, Michael
Dahmer, Alvin
Goss, David
Hess, Paul
James, Daniel
Jarrett, Larry
King, Tom
Lathan, Wilson
Lewis, Frederick
Little, Lester
McCallister, James
McDonald, James
Martin, Clarence
Meredith, Ronald
Millins, Norman
Nardo, William
Parsons, Kenny
Peavler, Scott
Porter, Gregory
Quinet, Vic
Ray, Wattie
Tricot, Michael
Underwood, Harry
Wickline, Rucker
Williamson, Glen
Yoho, James

PoSo
RH
QB
T
PH
T
G
IH
G
E
G
G
T
C
G
FB
T
QB
T.
G
IH
G
E
QB
E
FB
E
C
T
E

9

6’2
5’10
6’
5’LL
6’1

5’ll
5’9
5’10
6’1
5’3

5’ll
6’
6’2

5fH
5’10
6’3
5’8
6’1
5’11
5’10
5'10
6’
6 ’2
6 ’2
5'11
6’
6 ’3
6’h
6’3

16^
180
190
171
182
181
166
178
186
190
191
225
205
207
205
186
151
205
185
161
190
176
177
185
178
168
186
216
181

HEAD COACH - Bill Chambers

(

Hometown
Princeton, Wo Vao
Marion, Va*
Bluefield, W« Vao
Kenova, W. Vao
Rainelle, Wo Vao
Beckley, Wo Vao
Barboursville, W. Vao
Parkersburg, Wo Vao
Charleston, Wo Vao
Norfork, We Vao
Charleston, Wo Vao
Huntington, Wo Vao
Nitro, Wo Vao
Huntington, W. Vao
Chester, Wo Vao
Barboursville, Wo Vao
Sto Albans, W. Va.
Mullens, Wo Vao
New Cumberland, W. Va.
Ripley, Wo Vao
Marion, Va.
Barboursville , W. Va.
St* Albans, Wo Vao
Hamlin, W. Va.
Clarksburg, Wo Vao
Barboursville, Wo Vao
Barboursville, Wo Va.
New Cumberland, Wo Vao
Cameron, Wo Va.
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FROM 2

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W.VA "--Marshall’s once beaten Big Green will be throwing
a Lu 2 running average at Miami, the Mid~Ameidcan Conference’s top defensive
team when the two collide for the league championship at Oxford, Ohio, Saturday.
Both squads will enter the fray with 4~9 loop records,

Overall, Marshall is 6~1

while Miami is li“2©
All told, Marshall has rushed with the ball 3U9 times that has produced

a net gain of l,l;80 yards.

Topping the Big Green ground gainers in total net yards is senior
«

halfback Ray Dunlap ■who has picked up 270 yards

He is followed by halfback Roy

Goines 258, quarterback Bob Wagner 21;2, and halfback Cagle Curtis 219.

Average wise, Goines has produced the best mark with a 5.1 figure
Curtis is next -with a ho9, followed by Wagner h.6 and Dunlap I;.!;.
Wagner’s passing average dropped

al 1 six passes he threw against Xavier.

completed 22 for a .L;00 percentage.

points as a result of missing on

Wagner now has passed

times and

His passes have accounted for 3^8 yards and

three touchdowns with two of his tosses falling into enemy hands.

Altogether, the Big Green has attempted 66 passes and has found connections
for 21; and a .361; average. Marshall’s passes has produced l;01; yards for a combined

offensive total of passing and rushing of 1,881;.
-30«
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MARSHALL STATISTICS THROUGH SEVEN GAMES

Player

Att

Dunlap

61
51
53
ii5
52
51

Goines
Wagner
Curtis
Sirianni
Miller
Jackson
Maddox
Ballengee
Thornton
Wilson
Totals

Yds.

277
271
275
230
199
130
125
59
19
13
11
1609

21i
20
ll •
ll

U

Yds

Lost

7
13
33
11
11
3
7
38

Net •

Ave.

270
258

ll.h
5.1
li.6

21[2
219
188
127
118
21
Hl
12
11

5
1
0
129

U.9
3.6
li.l
1+.9
1.0

3.5
3.0
2.8

E72

1W

PASSING

g-ayer

Atto

Wagner
Maddox
Totals

55
11

Comp

22
2

2E

I nt

Yds

TP

Pct.

2
1
3

358

3
0
3

•lioo

li6

non

.182

PASS RECEIVING

Player

No

Curtis
Goines
Jackson
Hall
Sirianni
Fugate

$

Dunlap

5

Yds
71

55

14

131

3
3
2
1
1
21+

63
■ 2U
c21

17
12

w

TD

PUNTING

1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
3

Player

No

Curtis
Wilson
Hall
Wagner
Maddox
Miller

16
2
2
2
1
1

2T
SCORING

Player

TD

EPA

Dunlap
Curtis
Jackson
Wagner
O’Conner
Sirianni
Goines
Beiletti
Totals

5
li
2
2
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
12
0
0

15

3

EPM

PTS.

0

30

0
0
10
0
0
2
12

12
12
10
6
6
2
102

o

2U

Yds.

Ave.

1193
77
72
66
14-0
28
775

30.8
38.5
36.0
33.0
LiO.O
28.0
29.9

-
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for HERALD ADVERTISER

for SUNDAY, NOV. 10
(High School Journalists Meet at Marshall Next Weekend)

The Marshall College journalism department will

be host to West Virginia high school journalists and their
advisers this coming weekend.
I th session will be the 23rd Congress of the

United High School Press of West Virginia, the 19th West
Virginia Journalism Teachers Association convention, and the

r

sixth United High School Yearbook Association of West Virginia

meeting.
Highlights of the conferences, expected to attract

approximately 300 persons, include group meetings on common
problems, the Huntington Chamber of Commerce luncheon, MarshallBowling Green football game, business sessions, exhibitions,
and the Huntington Publishing Company banquet.

Two special features Friday afternoon and evening
will be the annual theatre party for the delegates given by

the Palace Theatre and an open-house hold by WHTN radio and

television.

Registration of delegations will be held all after

noon Friday from 1 to 6 o’clock and Saturday morning from
8 to 9 A.M. in the Journalism Department, office. Miss
sor of journalism, is in charge
Virginia Lee, associate profeso
of registration.

U H S P

222222

A general group meeting of all delegates will commence

at 9:30 a.m. in the Science hall auditorium.

Daniel E. Thorb-

burgh, information service director and instructor in journalism,

will preside as director of program for the meetings.
Greetings from the college faculty, administration,
and student bodies will be Extended.

Professor W. Page Pitt,

head of the Marshall journalism department and founder of the

United High School Press, will also speak.
Sessions on common problems in the various high
school journalism fields will follow.

The delegates will break

up into editorial, business, and sports sections.
Marshall journalism majors and representatives of

commercial firms will serve as section leaders.
The Huntington Chamber of Commerce will hold its
annual luncheon for the three groups at 12 noon in Shawkey

Student Uniorn.

Exhibitions from the New York Times, Time

Magazine, Ansco, Kings Features Syndicate, and other communications

firms will be on display during the buffet luncheon.
Immediately following the luncheon the high school

students and their advisers will trek to Fairfield Stadium
for the Bowling Green game, where they will be the guests of
Marshall.

A business session for the election of officers
l

will be held by each group prior to the evening banquet.
(More)

tr

i

i

U H S P
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At the Huntington Publishing Company banquet

Nick Basso, WSAZ radio and television news and public relations
director, willspeak.

ihis annual banquet has been sponsored

since the outset of UHS9 by Colonel J. H. Long, the ’’Daddy"
of the high school journalism group.

The Student Unior will be host to the delegates
following the banquet at an after-the-game dance.

Officers of UHSP are Robert Farley, St. Albans High

School, president; Dale Perry, Wayne High School, vice-president
and Ruth Callaway, Milton high School, recording-secretary.
Willie L. AuMier, Cedar Grove High School is
president of the yearbook association.

Other officers are

Hershel E. Webb, Welch High School, vice-president; Ellen

Lathan, Welch High School, recording secretary, and Clifford
D. Russell, Wayne High School, parlimentarian.

Mrs. George Pride, St. Albans High School, is

president of the journalism teachers.

Miss Jeanne Harless, Clear

Fork High School, is vice-president and Flavy Kelly, Jr.,
Buffalo High School, is secretary.

-30-
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for HERALD-ADVERTISER
for SUNDAY, NOV. 10

(High School Journalists Meet at Marshall Next Weekend)

The Marshall College journalism department will

be host to West Virginia high school journalists and their
coming
advisers this/weekend.

r

In session will be the 23rd juongress of the United
High School Press of West Virginia, the 19th West Virginia

Journalism Teachers Association convention, and the sixth

United High School Yearbook Association of West Virginia
meeting.

Highlights of the conferences, expected to attiict

approximately 300 persons, include group meetings on common
problems, the Huntington Chamber of Commerce jluncheon,

Marshall-Bowling Green football game, business sessions,
exhibitions, and the Huntington P ublishing Company banquet.
iwo speca&l features Friday afternoon will, be the

annual theatre party for the delegates given by the Palace

Theatre.

Everyone attending will be guests of Johih Goodnoe,

manager of the Palace.
*
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FROM:

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Eire ctor

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Big Green Runners in MAC Meet)
HUNTINGTON, W*VA*—■Marshall1 s cross country team will take off by bus

for Oxford, Ohio, tomorrow to participate in the eleventh annual Mid-American
Conference meet#

The Big Green harriers will test its legs in the morning and

then sit in on the Marshall-Miami football championship battle that afternoon*

The Big Green runners have only been victorious in one of four matches

this year*

Their only win was recorded over West Virginia Wesleyan, 25-30.

Marshall has bowed to Ohio University, U9-15, Kent State, 36-20 and Fairmont, 32-25.
J

In its last appearance against Fairmont, Marshall was blanked in the
first three places*

The Green succeeding in gaining the next three spots with Al

Ferguson finishing third, Vemie Bolden fourth and John Mayberry sixth.

Making the trip to Miami are the above three along with Bill Reese, Kyle

Arthur, Carl Hickey and Bill Muth.
Miami, which has swept to the championship eight consecutive times, is

favored to make it nine* In the past eight triumphs, they have also produces six
individual champions*

-30-
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FROM:

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Big Green Ready for Miami)
HUNTINGTON, W.VA.—A 3$-member Marshall football squad -will leave by
bus for Oxford, Ohio tomorrow at 1:30 P.M. intent on subduing Miami Saturday

afternoon and copping its first football title in 20 years.

Not since 1937,

when Marshall swept to the Buckeye Conference championship, has the Big Green

annexed any additional titles.
Both Miami and Marshall enter the fray with conference marks of b-0,
and the victor will walk off with the laurels. In overall season play, Marshall

is 6-1 while Miami is h-2.
The Big Green warriors will work out at 12:30 tomorrow prior to boarding

a bus for Cincinnati where they will remain over night at the Sinton Hotel. They
will return to Huntington immediately after Saturday's crucial contest.
Marshall head man Herb Royer pronounced his squad in just about top

physical strength with the team's spirit reaching high proportions•

Only reserve

guard Paul Burford will miss the Miami clash as a result of a shoulder dislocation.
Halfback Paul Miller, who suffered a broken nose in yesterday’s workout,
will not miss Saturday’s payoff battle. Miller will be outfitted with a special

face mask that will allow him to appear in the lineup when needed.
In Miami, the Green will be encountering an old nemesis. The two
institutions first met in 1905 and intermittently through the years have played
each other 13 times. The Redskins hold a 10-3 edge, producing victories in its
last five meetings.

,rWe feel confident that we can beat Miami," remarked Royer.

"However, we

have to play better than at anytime during the season to seek our objective," he

added.

"And I also might add, I think we are capable of such a performance."

CMoye

(Marshall-Miami 222222)

To fare successfully against Miami, Marshall will have to check the
running of fullback Dave Thelen the Mid-American Conference’s leading ground
gainer.

Scouts -who studied the Redskins label them as a good sound football

team with Thelen the best back the Green will come in contact with all year.
Royer disclosed that he will make only one change in his starting
lineup

Halfback Roy Goines, who was the starting right half until he lost

his spot when hit by the flu, will replace Miller who had been operating in

Goines’ position.

Other than that change,Marshall’s lineup will be the same that opened
against Xavier.

The starting unit includes?

Tod Fugate and Bill Ray at ends 9

John Beiletti and Jim O’Conner at tackles, co-captain Herb Hess and Dick .Allen
at guards, co-captain Jim Simpson at center, Bob Wagner at quarterback, Cagle

Curtis at left halfback and Sonny Sir^anni at fullback.
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for IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Marshall vs. Morris Harvey in Debate)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA.---Governor Cecil H. Underwood will be
guest of honor at the Marshall College convocation, featuring a
debate between Marshall and Morris Harvey College, this Thursday,

November 14, at 11 A.M. in Old Main Auditorium.
Governor Underwood; a member of the national forensic

fraternity of Pi Kappa Delta, will be presented an honorary
membership in the Marshall chapter of the fraternity.

The question for the season’s opening debate according
to Ben Hope, associate professor of speech and forensic director,

will be, ’’Should membership in a labor organization as a condition
of employment be made illegal?”

Marshall, taking the negative

stand, will be represented by Tom Stafford, Huntington sophomore,

and Tom Carter, Huntington junior.
Morris Harvey will argue the affirmative side.
There will be a luncheon for Pi Kappa Delta members,

Governor Underwood, and the Morris Harvey squad in the Marshall

cafeteria immediately following the debate.
-30-
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>

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(West Virginia Ho So Journalists Meet at Marshall Next Weekend)

HUNTINGTON, WoVAo —West Virginia high school journalists

and their advisers converge on the Marshall College campus November 15
for a two-day meeting,,'

In session will be the 23rd Congress of the the United High
School Press of West Virginia 9 the 19th West Virginia Journalism
Teachers Association convention

and the sixth United High School

Yearbook Association of West Virginia meeting

Highlights of the conferences 9 expected to attract approximately
300 high school journalists 9 include group meetings on common problems,
the Huntington Chamber of Commerce luncheon, Marsha 11-Bowling Green

football game, business sessions, exhibitions , and the Huntington

Publishing Company banquet„
Nick Basso, news and public relations director for WSAZ radio
and television in Huntington, will be the banquet speaker,,

Other special features are open houses for the delegates held by
the Palace Theatre of Huntington and WHTN-radio and television,.
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FROM?

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR ^RELEASE SUNDAY NOVEMBER 10

(Basketball Season Opening)
HUNTINGTON, W0VAo

■With the opening of basketball season

less than a month away, Marshall basketball coach Jule Rivlin
summed up as "satisfactory" the progress his handful of recruits

has made up until nowo
Although confined most of the time to the small college

gym, Rivlin nevertheless has borne down on his charges in an effort

to iron out three distictive problems, depth9 height, and a fast

middleman to replace three year All-Mid=American Conference nominee,
Cebe Priceo
Currently going through its rigorious pre-season grind are 11

hopefuls 9 six lettermen and five sophomoreso

Of the returning six

veterans , three are starters from last year’s combine that finished

with a 15-9 mark and a second place spot behind champion Miami•

The trio whom Rivlin must build this year’s squad around
seniors Hal Greer and Jack Freeman and junior Leo Byrd,

are

The tallest of

the group is Greer0 who measures 6° 2^", with Freeman and Byrd standing

over the six foot mark o

The remaining three who saw some action last year are Sonny
Allen, John Derrow and Dick Hallo

All three are juniors with the

latter at 6’5" being Rivlin’s tallest eager and a contender for the
center bertho

(MORE)

(basketball

222222)

Sophomores reporting for varsity duty include John Milhoan,
Herm Conner, Tim Hollandsworth, Brooks Adkins and Starling Miller*

Milhoan at 6’3” and Conner at 6’4” possess the best chances of
crashing into the starting lineup*

Milhoan, from Gallipolis, Ohio,

has been working at a guard spot with Conner, a Huntington product,
working alternately at center and guard*
Waiting to become eligible in February is 6’5” Ivan Mielke*

Although only a sophomore 9 the powerfully built Mielke is a highly
promising prospect*

Marshall launches a 24-game campaign on December 4 against
Morehead at Huntington’s Memorial Field House*
30
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for HERALD ADVERTISER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Dr. Josephs to Give Two Addresses)

Dr. Michael B. Josephs, associate professor of physical

education, Marshall College, will speak at two education meetings
this week.

He will participate Thursday at West Virginia State College
in a career conference.

His subject will be ’’Physical Education

as a Career.”

Members of the Marshall freshman basketball team will assist
Dr. Josephs in a demonstration-speech Friday at the Eastern

Kentucky Education Association meeting ih Ashland, Kentucky.
Basic fundamentals in basketball will be shown by the Marshall

eagers before high school coaches and physical education teachers.

-30-
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for CHARLESTON GAZETTE
for MEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall Flayers Open Season ^ursdoy) *

Suggested outlines for picture

Marshall College drama students will open their 19^7-8
season Tuesday night with the College theatre’s production of

William Douglas Hume’s drawing room comedy ^Reluctant Debutante."
Professor Clayton Page is directing this first show of the drama
group’s 32nd year.

Running through some stage mcm^bnts are several

members of the cast, from left, Joe Borradaile, Charleston senior;
Nancy Robinson, Huntington freshmanj Fay Murray, Milton senior; Carole

Campton, Huntington senior, and Kay Humphrey, Huntington senior. The

play will be on stage at the Old Main auditorium through Friday night.

-30.
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for HERALD ADVERTISER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Woods Writes Article)

Dr. Roy C. Woods, professor of education , Marshall College,
is author of an article opposing election of the West Virginia

state superintendent of education.

The November issue of ’’West Virginia School JournalM carries
the article, which is in answer to a May article in the publication

calling for the officialts election.

-30-
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for Herald-Dispatch
for Immediate Release

(Pledged to Omicron Delta Kappa)

Omicron Delta Kappa9 national men’s honorary leadership fraternity,
pledged five Marshall College men, one a senior and the others juniors, at

a meeting of the organization Tuesday night, November 5°

These men are:

Dave Kirk, Huntington senior; Tom Carter, Huntington

junior; Bob Sole, Beaver Junior; Jim Hamm, Tams junior; and Buddy Turner,
Huntington junior*
Tom £& Carter is president of the pledge class*

Requirements for membership in ODK include activity in several

organizations both on and off campus, at least a 2.5 academic average, and
academic standing as a junior, senior or graduate student

Kirk is president of the student body and a member of Sigma Phi

Epsilon social fraternity; dole, besides being editor-in-chief of The
Parthenon, Marshall’s student newspaper, belongs to the Cavaliers

independent social fraternity; Turner has membership several organizations which
include the Student Christian Association, Alpha Phi Omega, Chi Beta Phi,

and Phi Eta Sigma freshman men’s scholarship honorary*

Tom Carter is a member of the Student Senate, .Pi Kappa Delta French

honorary, and the Young Republicans* In addition to having membership in
Phi Eta Sigma, Jim Hamm is a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon social fraternity.

Prospective members are nominated by organizations or faculty members,

and screened by the Circle and faculty members* The total membership of the
national organization may not exceed 3 per cent of the full-time male
student body*

-30-

Faculty Bulletin
Office of the Secretary
November 9, 1957
COMING EVENTS

Monday, Novo 11

General Faculty Meeting, Old Main Auditorium, 4 pom

Tuesday, Nov* 12

Association of County School Boards meeting, Science 101,
from 1^5o30 pom*

Tuesday9 Nov*12 I."-

College Theatre, 8sl5 p*m;, Old Main.Auditorium .

Wednesday, Nov, 13

BLOOD DONOR DAY, Student Union, 10 AOM

Thursdayp Nov* 14

Convocation, Old Main Auditorium, 11 AoM0

Friday, Nov* 15

United High School Press Congress of West Virginia

to 4 PoM,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

GENERAL FACULTY MEETING, Monday, November 11, 4 P
oM0O0, Old Main Auditorium.,
PoM
The topic for discussion at the meeting will be "Merit Raises o 11
GRADUATE FACULTY MEETING, Tuesday, November 19,

4 PoMop

Main 116o

THANKSGIVING RECESS, From Wednesday, November 27, at 12 noon until Monday,
December 2, 8 A0M0
FROM THE PRESIDENT®S DESK

Beginning this year, the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools will make evaluations of the programs and practices of
all member institutionso Reviewing committees consisting of from three
to five members will conduct these inspections,, The visits to member
institutions will require a period of eight years for completion., At a
meeting of the Commission of Colleges and Universities, which was held
at Oberlin last Wednesday, a random list of institutions to be visited
this year was made*
Marshall College is on this list*
February 1 and April 1, 1958*

We will be visited sometime between

Stewart Ho Smith
President

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY SCHOOL BOARDS OF WEST VIRGINIA (Southwestern
region) will hold its annual meeting on the campus on Tuesday, November 12,
from 1«5s30 pom« All sessions will be held in Science 101*
(

Staff members who are interested in the activities of this group are
invited to attendo
(Over)

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS (conat)

BASKETBALL SEASON TICKETS are available for interested faculty members®
Please call or see Neal Bo Wilsonp Athletic Departmentpas soon as possible®

BLOOD DONOR DAY on the Marshall College campus. will be November 13' o
Because of the time required to make a Ll_„
1
blood donation
it is inevitable that
some students will be late for or miss a class o In the latter case the
instructor should give the student an <
ti
opportunity
to make up the work which
was missed and attach no penalty to the* absence
. _>o In every case of class
absence for this session9 the student will bring a written statement to the
instructor®
Fo Bartlettp DeanP Arts and Sciences
Do Banks Wilburnp Deanp Teachers Colleg.

Jo

COLLEGE THEATRE presents 2 ’’The Reluctant Debutant”
a recent comedy
success in London and New Yorko
Opening Tuesday Nov® 12 = playing through Fridayp Nov0 15 = 8215 PoMop
Old Main Auditorium®
FACULTY STAFF COMPLIMENTARY SEASON TICKETS available in the Administrative

Assistants Office^ M107o
GRADUATE FACULTY MEMBERSg Copies of the motions presented at the last two
Graduate Faculty meetings with a ballot for voting on these motions will be
placed in the mail box for each graduate faculty member on Monday9 Nov® 11®
Ballots are to be deposited in the box in President Smithes office on Tuesday
and Wednesdayp Novo 12pl3p according to the instructions on page -1 of the
sheet of motions®
Graduate faculty members who will be off=campus on Tuesday and Wednesday
may seal their marked ballot in an envelope and have it deposited in the ballot
box by another faculty member whom they must designate as their proxy to Miss
Arnett in writing®
Dro No Bo Greenp chairman
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD has approved the following social functions
Novo 8, 1957

Kappa Alpha Order9 Informal Dancep Starks Floor Townp 9=1
Chaperones 2 Mr
Mr 0o and Mrso Paul Collinsg Colo & Mrs o T o E® Cartel
a

Sigma Sigma Sigma 9 Info Dancep Fraternal Hall, 9=1
Chaperoness Mr o & Mrs o Edwin Cubbyg Mrs® Elaine Novak
Sigma Alpha Epsilonp Info Dance9 Frederick Hotel9 9=1
Major & Mrs® Anthony Cararie; Capto & Mrso Maurice Rice

Chapo 2

Novo 9p 1957

Sigma Phi Epsilonp Info Dancep Town Hallp 9=1
Chap2 Major & Mrs0 Anthony Cararie; Capto & Mrs o Maurice Rice

Tau Kappa Epsilon 9 Info Dance9 Fraternal Hall , 9=1
Chapo 2 Mr® Howard Millsg SFC & Mrso Rafael Alvarez
Novo 109 1957

Laidley Hall9 Open House9 3=5P Mrs o Ho Clay Warth

Novo 15 p 1957

Alpha Xi Delta 9 Inf o Dance9 Fraternal Hall 9 9=1
Chapo 2 Dro & Mrs ® Gresham Toolep Mro James Stais

Novo 21 e 1957

La Sociedad Hispanicap Spanish Costume Party9 Labo School Gym
Chapo 2 Mr<> Juan Forsp Mr<> James Stais
7-923=

l

)

STUDENT ANNOUNCEMENTb
GOVERNOR CECIL Ho UNDERWOOD will be guest of honor at the Marshall College
CONVOCATION, Thursday, Nov, 14, 11 A* M* , Old Main Auditorium., A debate
between Marshall and Morris Harvey College will be featured.,
BLOOD DONOR DAY, Wed*, Novo 13, 10-4, Student Union* The quota is 200 pints
and unless it is obtained, the blood bank will be discontinued* A $25 bond
will be awarded to the sorority or fraternity with the largest percentage of
donors *
ARTISTS SERIES Mrs* Mount will be in the hall of Old Main Monday and
Tuesday, Nov* 11-12, to provide tickets for "The Rivalry’,' the new Paul Gregory
production featuring Raymond Massey, Agnes Moorehead, and Martin Gabel* All
full time students are eligible to attend*

COLLEGE THEATRE presents "The Reluctant Debutant 11 - a recent comedy success
in London and New York « opening Tuesdayg Novo ?
12‘ and playing through Friday,
Novo 15* Curtain time 8?15 POM* in Old Main Auditorium
STUDENTS WILL BE ADMITTED BY ACTIVITY CARDS0 Other admission
o60t

PERSONALS

An article by DR o ROY Co WOODS "Why We Should Not Elect Our State Superintendent” was carried in the November, 1957 issue of THE WEST VIRGINIA SCHOOL
JOURNAL* This was an answer to an article by Dr0 Wheat in the May issue of
the journal

.->■« -i —1~ —

’•o

DR* MICHAEL B* JOSEPHS will participate Thursday in a career conference at
West Virginia State College* His subject will be ’’Physical Education as a
^Career*" Members of the freshman basketball team will assist him Friday in a
' demonstration speech at the Eastern Kentucky Education Associateion meeting in
Ashland* Basic basketball fundamentals will be shown before high school coaches
and nhysical education teachers*
DR* DONALD C* MARTIN spoke Thursday at Lions Club luncheon on ’’Earth
Satellites *"

DR* ELIZABETH COMETTI has been reappointed to the membership committee of
the Southern Historical Association for 1957-58*
PROFESSOR ARTHUR CARPENTER conducted a participation workshop in drawing
and painting Nov* 6, at the Kanawha County Art Association meeting in Charleston
DRo CONLEY Ho DILLON attended a meeting of the WVEA Legislative Committee
of which he is a member , in Charlestons October 29 and 30th*
DRo CARL LEIDEN led a discussion on “The Role of India in International
Affairs” at the Nov* 4 meeting of the Mid-day Forum at the Prichard Hotel*

CHANGE.IN FACULTY DIRECTORY? Change from? Anna Josephine Vickers to Anna V*
Moses (Mrs * Carl Go Moses)* Address? 1307 Washington Ave*, Milton, W* Va*
Same position.,
No Phoneo

MR* VANDERZALM has a set of extension ladders, 36 feet lengths in excellent
condition, which he will sell at a reasonable price o

-J
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for ADVERTISER
fpr IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall on North Central Evaluation)

Marshall College has been selected for ev^u^ation

this year by the North Central Association of Colleges and
Universities.

President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall announced
today that the college was included last week in a random list
of institutions to be visited during the first year of the

program drawn up at a meeting he attended at Oberlin College.

Evaulations of the programs and practices of all
member institutions of the association will be made in the study,

which will take eight years to complete.
Reviewing committees consisting of from three to

five members will conduct the inspections.
Marshall will be visited sometime between February 1
and April 1, 1958, President Smith said.
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(Marshall Play Opens Tuesday Night)

The comedy "Reluctant Debutante" opens the
32nd year of the Marshall College Theatre tonight at 8:15 p.m.
in Old Main Auditorium.

Directed by Professor Clayton Page, the play
runs through Friday night.

Playing the lead roles are Herbert Profitt,

Spencher junior, as Jimmy Broadbent, and Faye Murray, Milton
senior, as Shelia Broadbent.

K

I

The five supporting roles will be handled by

two casts.
!

f

I

\

The Tuesday and Thursday casts include Linda

?

Gardner, Huntington freshman; NancySparks, Charleston sophomore$
Linda Henderson, Huntington freshman; Charles Ricketts, Huntington

sophomore, and Bryan Compton, Huntington senior.
Cast in the Wednesday and Friday supporting roles
(

are Kay Humphrey, Huntington senior; Carol Compton, Huntington senior;
/
Da*r-id BullcckJ*
J(?e Boradaille, Charleston senior/and Norman Keyser, Huntington
freshman.

I - Ki \
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. for WILLIAMSON DAILY NEWS

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Kappa Alpha Pledges)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA.-- Two Marshall College sophomores and one
freshman from Williamson were pledged to Kappa Alpha Order, social
fraternity at Marshall.

The Williamson pledges are Bernard P. Stallard, sophomore son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Stallard, 403 Wilson Street; Charles R. Lusk,

son of Mr. and Mrs.

B. Lusk, also a sophomore, and George W. Lowe,

son of Mr. and Mirs. P. J. Brady, 40 W. Fifth Street, and a freshman.

The men are all Williamson High School graduates.
-30-
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FOR THE PARHELION
FOR UMHEATE RELEASE
(National Science Foundation Fellowships)
The National Science Foundation plans to award approximately

8j>0 graduate and 05 postdoctoral fellowships, each valued from $1500
to $2000 a year, to individuals undertaking graduate study in the

sciences during the 19>8-^9 academic year.
These fellowships will be awarded in the wtheinatical, physical.
medical, biological and engineering sciences, deluding anthropology,

psychology (Excluding clinical psychology), geography, certain interd

isciplinary fields, and fields of convergence between the natural and
social sciences#

Certain Marshall students who are citizens of the United States,
and who have demonstrated ability and special aptitude for advanced

training in the sciences are eligible for one of the fellowships*

A person must also be in one of the following categories?
Marshall students studying for either masters’ or doctoral degreesj

students entering graduate school for the first time or having

completed less than one normal year in graduate studyj students iiho’

will have completed an amount of graduate training considered by the

institution at which they are in attendance to be a normal year of
graduate studyj students who expect to complete the requirements for

a doctoral degree within one calendar year from the date on liiich

.3O£mohe)

■r

-

National Science Foundation Fellowships«.-22222222

they enter on the tenure of their fellowships; and individuals who,
as of the beginning of their fellowships,have earned a doctoral

degree in one of the fields of science listed above or have had

research training and experience equivalent to that represented by
such a degree.
Marshall applications for graduate fellowships must be

submitted to Dean Bartlett.

Deadline for their submission to the

Fellowship Office of the National Academy of Sciences-National

Research Council, which assists the National Science Foundation in the
screening of applicants, by January 3, 1958.

Applications for post doctoral fellowships must be received
in the Fellowship Office of the National Academy of Sciences-National

.Research Council by December 23, 1957.

Awards will be announced on

March 15, 1958.

Selection of Fellows will be based on academic records and

recommendations regarding each candidate’s abilities.

Final

selection will be made by the National Scienee Founddtion.

-30-
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for HUNTINGTON E^EHSESSDiaPATCH
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall AAUP Meets Wednesday)

President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College will address

that institutions chapter of American Association of Universities
Professors Wednesday noon at the Marshall Cafeteria*
wWhat We Can Do For Superior Student s11 will be the subject

of President Smith.

A panel consisting of Dr. Frank Bartlett,

deannof College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. D. E'anks Wilburn,

dean of Teachers College, and Dr. A. E. Harris, dean of Graduate
School, will participate.
Prof. Conley H. Dillon will be the mcderator.

-30-
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(High School Journalists Meet Here Friday-Saturday)

Approximately 300 persons will begin registering Friday
at 1 P.M. in the Marshall College Journalism Department offices
for the 23rd Congress of the United High School Press of West

Virginia.

Registration will continue through 6 P.M., Friday evening,
and from 8 to 9 A.M. , Saturday morning, according to Miss

Virginia Lee, associate professor of journalism, who is in charge
of registration.

Also meeting will be the 19th 'West Virginia Journalism

Teachers Association convention and the sixth United High School
Yearbook Association of West Virginia.

Friday’s activities include an open house at the studios
of WHTN radio and television and the annual movie for the

delegates provided by the management of the Palace Theatre.

Gifts will be presented to each delegate Friday by the
International N ckel Company.

The two-day conferences will close Saturday evening with

the Huntington Publishing Company banquet.

Conference directors

said today that the speakers table for the banquet will be the
smallest ever us’g^H for a convention in Huntington.

Only four

persons will be seated there.
(MORE)

f-
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High School Journalist - 2

Nick Basso, director of public relafions and news, WSAZ-

radio and television, speaker; President Stewart H. Smith of

Marshall, master of ceremonies, and theri wives will be seated
at the head table.
Other banquet guests have been asked

to sit with the

delegates to give both groups an opportunity to meet, according
to the Marshall journalism department faculty.

-30-
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1

(Big Green Fighting For Second Place)
HUNTINGTON, WoVAo

Marshall’s Big Green, showing no letdown after

its tough 25-13 loss to Miami last Saturday, worked on its defense today
in preparation for its season finale against Bowling Green this weekend
at Fairfield Stadium.,

The contest, an afternoon affair, will begin at

1 PoMo instead of the originally scheduled time of 2 POMO to avoid
conflict with the nationally televised Oklahoma-Notre Dame game at 3 POMO

Intent on securing sole possession of second place in the Mid-American
Conference, the Green will carry a 4-1 loop mark into battleo

Bowling

Green with a 2-1-2 slate, can force a second place deadlock with a victory 9

as ties count one-half game won and one-half game lost®
(

Co°Captain Herb Hess and quarterback Bob Wagner have been held out
contact work to insure proper rest in nursing their injuries

of

Both were

injured in last week9s action. Hess suffering a bruised shoulder and Wagner

a sprained ankle0

However 9 their injuries have been responding very well

to treatments and both are expected to be ready for Bowling Green
A couple of bright notes that emerged from the Miami struggle were the

plays of halfback Dick Jackson, lineman Vernon Howell and quarterback
Maddoxo

Jim

Jackson, a fast moving halfback 0 has apparently won a starting

berth for his sparkling running against the Redskins

Howell, normally a tackle D demonstrated his versatility by handling his
guard duties in fine style0

The Huntington product has been a steady

performer all season long and will probably remain at guard
Maddox

i

second halfo

displayed his field leadership in filling in for Wagner in the
He directed two long drives 9 one resulting in Marshall’s

final touchdown in the last quarter
After today9s defensive workout, Marshall will concentrate on its
offense tomorrow before tapering off on Thursday and Fridayo

r" .
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(Bachelor of Arts Candidates at Marshall)
Forty-one prospective candidates, including twelve from
Huntington, for the Bachelor of Arts degree from the Teachers
College of Marshall College have been announced by D. Banks
Wilburn, dean of the Teachers College.

The degrees will

be conferred in Januarty, 1958
(

Huntington candidates are Arnold L. Blankenship, Barbara

Jeanne Cyrus, Wanda Hay Hensley, Philip R. Herrold, Janet

Thomason Lambert, James R. Loudermilk, Jr., William C. Moran,
Marlin G. Nance, Ethel Perry Napier, Willa Sue Thacker, and

Inez Stone Thompson, and Rosetta Anastasia Wolfe.
Other candidates are Donald V. Adkins, Jane Fairfax Lynn,

and James F. Pyles, all of Charleston; Gypsy Seilards Adking,;
Orpha Curry Gilliam, and James D. Wilson
Bowyer, Charles W. Tanner, Beckley;

of Wayne; Billye Sue

Donald R. Adams, Baileysville;

Kloris Ann Dressier, Hinton; William J. Dunkle, Lavalette;
Lowell F. Freeman, Proctorville, Ohio,

Mamie Jane Galloway, Kenova; Oberita Plumley Hager, Hamlin;

Benjamin M. Horton, Lester; Nancy Jean Berman Johnson, Williamson;
Harry L. Miller, Madison; Barbara Hutchinson Parsons, Ripley;
Mary Virginia Pilato, Rand; Ralph W. Raike, Pt. Pleasant; William
A. Seacrist, Jr., Belle.

(MORE)
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(B. A. Candidates —2222222)

Jimmy L. Slater, Chattaroy; Gertrude Jane Spangler,
Hurricane; Joyce Pauley Stanfield, St. Albans;

Thomas, Wheeling; Ernest Thompson, Jr

George J.

Ft. Gay;

Marquis deLaFayette,Walter, Ashland, Ky.; Peggy Jo Welch,
Dunbar, and Hazel Beach Wilson, Parkersburg.

I
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(College Theatre Play at Marshall)

(By Tom Miller, Marshall Student Journalist)

A drawing room comedy, ’Reluctant Debutante,’ will

begin a four night run Tuesday night (Nov. 12) in Old Main

Auditorium on the MarshallCollege campus as the first College
Theatre production of the year.
Curtain time each night is 8:15 P.M.

All students

will be admitted by student activity card and other admission
is sixty cents.

Director of the College Theatre is Clayton Page,
associate professor of speech.

Staging is under the direction

of James A. McCubbin, assistant professor of speech.

Written by William Douglas Hume, ’Reluctant Debutante’

will run through Friday night, November 15.

Two separate casts have been announced for the play,
with the exception of the male and female leads.

Playing

these two parts of Jimmy and Shelia Broadbent in all performances

will be Herbert Profitt, Spencer junior, and Faye Murray, Milton
senior.

The remainder of the cast for the performances on
November 12 and 14 are:

Linda Gardner, Huntington freshman,

portraying Jane Broadbent; Nancy Sparks, Charleston sophomore,

Mabel Crosswaite; Linda Henderson, Huntington freshman, Clarissa
Crosswaite; Charles Ricketts, Huntington sophomore, David Bulloch*
and Brvan Comoton

Huntington senior

David Hovlake Johann

f-

*V-

—-V

(college theatre 22222)

Appearing in supporting roles on November 13 and 15
performances are:

Kay Humphrey, Huntington senior, as Jane

Broadbent; Carol Compton, Huntington senior, Mabel Crosswaite;
Joe Boradaille, Charleston senior, David Bulloch; and Norman

; Keyser, Huntington freshman, David Hoylake Johnson.
The play is in the tradition of British drawing-room
comedy in which light material carries ouite a substantial

weight of entertainment.

The entire play is concerned with a

mother and her debutante daughter, the understanding father,

one eligible and one not-so-eligihle suitor, and another
mother and her not-so-suitable daughter.

It is all very innocent and very amiable.

lhe mother’s

pretentious snobbishness is regarded with a smile rather than

a frown and the audience is hardly expected to believe that

the rejected suitor is any more a deplorable rake than the
suspected but innocent winner of the heroine’s hand.

And there is nothing uproarious about the play’s comic
manipulations.

There isn’t supposed to be.

But there is that

sly British air of blandness and humorous understatement and
as a result of good acting, a modest but genuine charm that

brightens the whole evening.
Faye Murray, as Shelia Broadbent, displays delectable

precision with the feather-brained escort hunter.

She dials a

telephone as though she were approaching a pianoforte, and she
has a glorious patience with her intellectual superiors.

makes the ambitious parent likeable rather than a menace.

(MORE)

She

/
i

(college theatre

333333333)

Herbert Profitt, as Jimmy Broadbent, is a slender
sardonic Briton who

can aake almost any line amusing simply

by ignoring it and throwing it away.

The supporting cast lends keen British flavor of

subtle comedy and presents in a dignified, but enjoyable way,

life in England.
-30-
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(Marshall Play Opens Tuesday Night)

The Marshall College Theatre opens its season

Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Old Main Auditorium with the comedy
(

’’Reluctant Debutante.”
Written by William Douglas Hume,, the play will

run through Friday night.

Clayton Page, pasociate professor of speech,
is the director.

Staging is under the direction of James A.

McCubbin, assistant professor of speech.

The leads of the play will be portrayed by
Herbert Profitt, Spencer junior, and Faye Murray, Milton

senior.
Two separate casts will play the other roles in
the drawing room comedy.

Included in the cast for November 12 and 14
performances are Linda/Gardner, Huntington freshman; Nancy

Sparks, Charleston sophomore; Linda Henderson, Huntington freshman;

ft*

(more)

Play 22222

Charles Ricketts, Huntington sophomore, and Bryan Compton,

Huntington senior.
Supporting players for the November Ik 18 and 15

shows are Kay Humphrey, Huntington senior; Carol Compton,
Huntington senior; Joe Boradaille, Charleston senior, and Norman
Keyser, Huntington freshman.

Marshall students are admitted by student
activity card.

Admission charge for the general public is

I

t

60 cents.
-30-
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Bachelor of Arts Candidates at Marshall)
HUNTINGTON, W*VA* -’“’-Forty-one

prospective candidates for the Bachelor

of Arts degree from the Teacher’s College of Marshall College to be conferred

in January, 1958, have been announced by D. Banks Wilburn, Dean of Teachers
College .

Non-Huntington candidates ares

Name

Permanent Address

Adams, Donald Richberg
Baileysville
Adkins, Donald Vandelin
Rt. 1, Box 20, Charleston
Adkins, Gypsy Seilards
Wayne
Bowyer, Billye Sue
116 Sunrise Ave.Beckley
Dressier, Kloris Ann
1323 Temple St.Hinton
Dunkle, William John
Lavalette
Freeman, Lowell Frederick Proctorville 9 Ohio
( lliam, Orpha Curry
Wayne
Hager, Oberita Plumley
Box 103, Hamlin
Horton, Benjamin Moir
Lester
Lynn, Jane Fairfax
800 Wildwood Drive,Chas.
Miller, Harry Lee
Madison
Parsons, Barbara Hutchinson Ripley
Pilato, Mary Virginia
Rand
Pyles, James Frederick
1163 Bridge Rd*,Chas.
Raike, Ralph Wayne
724 McCullouch Rd.Pt.Plea.
Seacrist, William Arthur
1807 Riverside Dr.,Belle
Slater, Jimmy Lynn
Box 111, Chattaroy
Spangler, Gertrude Jane
300 Sherwood Dr.Hurricane
Stanfield, Joyce Pauley
2746 Morrell Ave.St.Albans
Tanner, Charles Wayne
122 Huffman St.,Beckley
Thomas, George John
2206 Market St.Wheeling
Thompson, Ernest, Jr•
Fort Gay
Walter, Marquis deLaFayette 55th St.,
St. Ashland
Welch, Peggy Jo
107 Elm Ave., Dunbar
Wilson, Hazel Beach
830 Lakeview Dr.Parkersburg
Wilson, James Dow
Wayne
Johnson, Nancy Jean Berman 302 Oak St.,Williamson
30

(J

Teaching Field
Elementary Educ.
Phy.Educ.,Social Studies
Elementary Educ*
English, Speech
Latin, English
Phy.Educ.,Social Studies
Phy. Educ.,Social Studies
Elementary Educ.
Business Adm*,Phy.Educ*
Elementary Educ*
Biol.Science,Social Stud.
Business Adm.Social Stud.
Vocational Home Ec.
Business Adm*Occ*Phy*Educ.
Phy*Educ.,Social Studies
Business Adm.-P,SocialStud.
Biol.Science,Business Adm.
Phy.Educ.Gen* Science
Vocational Home Ec*
English, Library Science
Biol.Science,Phy* Educ*
Business AdrnvP, Phy*Educ
Business Adm.Social Stud*
Phy. Educ., Art
Vocational Home Ec.
Elementary Educ
English, Social Studies
Elementary Educ.

t-
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for ASSOCIATED PR$SS

>-

for II4MEDIATE RELEASE
(Marshall Nominees for Mio’s Who in Colleges and Universities”)

Nine Marshall College junibrs and twenty-two seniors have

*

been nominated for the 19p7-5S edition of ’’kho’s’Mho in American
Universities and Colleges.”

The juniors are Patricia Lloyd Cooper, Sarah /mn Crockett,
Mary Kats Harris, Nancy Morgan Young, Gary Lee Adams, Tom Eustace Carter,
Asa Monroe Meadows, and Alan Cletheis Earls, all of Huntington, and Robert

■i

•j

Carlton Colo, Beaver.

The seniors areNancy Eva Connolly, Sara Bogess Elliott,
Shirley Ann Mitchell, William Varina Brook, Jr., Lee Mason Cliambers,

David Kirk, -Albert Alex Lawrence, John Edward Mayberry, Audy Michael
Perry, and Albin Gray Wheeler, all of Huntington; Charlotte Mae Browning,

Barboursville; Betty Catherine Frame, Birhh River; Helen Ruth Locke and

Rhoda F. Wagner, St. Mazys; Irxth Ann McCabe, St. Albans; Nancy S. Marples,
South Charleston; Mary Patricia Tench, Boomer; John Frederick Glover, John
Herman Corns 5nd diaries K. gcsmodel, Charleston; Martin Donald Coyne,
Wheeling, and Norman Haddad, Beckley.

Marshall selections for ’’Who’s Who” are made by a studentfaculty committee consisting of students named Ly Dave Kirk, president of
the student body, and the two social deans.

-30-
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FOR Herald-Dispatch

FOR Immediate Release
(Governor to be Guest at Convocation Today)

Governor Cecil H. Underwood will be guest of honor at a
convocation debate between Marshall College and Morris Harvey College

on the Marshall convocation today at 11 A. M. in Old Main auditorium.
Governor Underwood, a member of the national forensic

fraternity of Pi Kappa Delta, will be presented an honorary membership
i

in the Marshall chapter of the fraternity.

There will be a luncheon for Pi Kappa Delta members, Governor

Underwood, and the Morris Harvey squad in the Marshall cafeteria

immediately following the debate.
Tom Stafford, Huntington sophomore, and Tom Carter, Huntington

junior, will argue the negative stand for Marshall on the question, "Should

membership in a labor organization as a condition of employment be made
illegal?"

Morris Harvey will argue the affirmative side.

Marshall Forensic director is Ben Hope, associate professor of

speech.
-30-
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for ADVERTISER SCHOOL PAGE
CUTLINES FOR fiHOTOS

(UHSP AND YEARBOOK OFFICERS)

(1)

Presiding officers for the 23rd Congress of United High

School Press of West Virginia today and Saturday are, from left, Robert
E. Farley, St. Albans, president $ Dale Perry, Wayne, vice-president, and

Ruth Callaway, Milton, recording secretary.

New officers willbbe elected

J»y UHSP delegates Saturday evening.

$2)

Officers for the sixth United High S chool Yearbook

Association of West Virginia meeting, from left, are Willie L. Auzier, Jr.,
Ward, president j Hershel E. Webb, Welch, vice-president) Ellen Latham,
Welch, secretary, and Clifford Douglas Russell, Wayne, parliamentarian.

This group will also elect new officers Saturday evening.

-30-
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h. bl7

(President Smith Dissatisfied with Board Capital Improvements)

Dissatisfaction with the West Virginia Board of Education
1958-59 capital improvements requests for Marshall College was
expressed last night by President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall.

Specific recommendations decided by the board at its
November meeting were made known to President Smith yesterday.
Only $178,000 was requested by the board for Marshall

improvements.

The college had asked for an additional $1,900,000.

Items approved were repairs to Old Main, $50,000; repairs

to V-ibrary, $53,000; and repairs and renovations of Laidley and
Hodges Halls, $75,000.

These amounts are the same as asked by

President Smith in his 1958-59 budget.

Struck off the capital improvements list for Marshall were
a classroom building including an auditorium, $1,500,000, and a new

men’s dormitory, $400,000.

Noting that the board had approved some dormitory projects
and renovations at other state colleges, President Smith said that
all Marshall could do would be to try again.
-30-
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(Marshall President Urges Praise for Brighter Student)

Spgjeial attention to the brighter college student
was urged this week by President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall
College in an address before the Marshalllchapter of American

Association of University Professors.
Colleges must make a decided effort to encourage

the superior student tommake use of his ability and to recognize
formally that he exists, he told the Marshall professors.
President Smith suggested special sections of the
basic courses faelirranged for brighter students.

Selection for

these courses in English, mathematics and like subjects should

be on basis of high school record, freshman placement tests, and

personal interview.
The addition of more honors courses to the Marsha11=

schedule was another idea the Marshall president presented.
With some departments already giving them, honors courses enable
the student to undertake more serious work under the dieect super

vision of a faculty member without actual class attendance.

(more)

Erighter Student 22222

Recognition of the superior student is far from what
it should be, President Smith stated.

Ways of publicly recognizing such students, as he
suggested them, are letters of congratulatioas to students who

do outstanding work and to the parents of those students, more
emphasis on departmental honorary sooieiees 9 greater personal

recognition of the student by the individual faculty member 9 and

more publicity to such a student.
Marshall has undertaken a plan to honor superior high

school students entering Marshall as freshmen, he told the A.A.U.P
meeting.
He explained the program started by Registrar Luther

Bledsoe in which all high school students with a 3,75 average or
better are given a certificate designating they have been admitted
with honors o
Approximately 70 of Marshall’s freshmen this fall

received a honor certificate.
"We live in a culture th&t does not honor learning.
honor funny, strong, rich and power men.

We

We give little recognition

to learned men," Reesiddot Smith said
"'We should strive on the Marshall campus to create an

atmosphere where learning is not only encouraged but is respected
and recognized.

One of the things all on the faculty can do is

creation of such an atmosphere," he continued.

Recommending that the Marshall chapter undertake a

thorough stud^nof this area and bring to him some speomfic

proposals, President Smith concluded “An average of A in studies
should receive as much recognition and publicity as any student
who excels in some college activity.”

“30-
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FROM:

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Big Green Squad Ready for Bowling Green)

HUNTINGTON, W *VA.-—Marshall quarterback Bob Wagner, who has
completed 25 passes in 60 attempts , will be taking dead aim Saturday

against Bowling Green in an effort to overtake Toledo’s Sam Tisci for
the Mid-American Conference passing leadership o

In conference action,

Wagner has completed 21 out of 46 while Tisci has a 31 for 72 figure

Wagner’s favorite target for the go for broke toss has been
halfback Dick Jackson, who has been on the receiving end of three

touchdown passes while catching five for 138 yards*

The leading pass

receiver is halfback Cagle Curtis who has speared seven for 85 yards
including a touchdown*

Following Curtis is another halfback, Roy Goines 9

who has grabbed six for 64 yards*

In total offense, Wagner continues to spark the Green*

His

passes have accumulated 383 yards and he has rushed for 268 yards for a
grand total of 651 yards*
In the rushing department, halfback Ray Dunlap has accumulated
the most net yardage, running for 274 yards while averaging 4*2 yards a

carry*

Average wise, Jackson leads the Big Green with an even 6*0 yards

a run*

Jackson has rushed 30 times for 181 yards*

Following Jackson is halfback Roy Goines 9 262 yards for a 4O9

average, Wagner, 268 yards for a 4*5 average, Curtis 240 yards for a 4*6
average, halfback Paul Miller 127 yards for a 4*1 average and fullback
Sonny Sirianni 225 yards for a 3*6 average*

Dunlap continues to pace the squad in scoring, tallying five
touchdowns for 30 points*
/

for 24 points*

Curtis is in second place with four touchdowns

However, all four have been scored in conference play,

and he will be shooting for Miami’s Dave Thelen’s first place total of
seven in .Saturday’s finale*

MARSHALL STATISTICS THROUGH EIGHT GAMES
Player

Att,

Dunlap
66
Wagner
58
Goines
54
Curtis
52
Sirianni
63
Jackson
30
Miller
31
Maddox
32
Ballengee
5
Wilson
7
Thornton
4
Totals 402

Yds,

Yds, Lost

282
307
276
251
238
188
130
101
25
31
13
1842

Net

Ave,

274
268
262
240
225
181
127
52
20
31
12
1692

8
39
14
11
13
7
.3
49
5
0
_1
150

(6-2)

4,2
4 o6
4,9
4,6
3,6
6,0
4,1
1,6
4,0
4,4
3,0.
4,2

PASSING

Player

Att,

Wagner
Maddox
Totals

60
16
76

Comp,

- -Into

Yds,

TD

Pct

25

2
1
3

383
72
455

4
0
4

,417
9313
,395

30

PASS RECEIVING
Player

Curtis
Goines
Jackson
Sirianni
Hall
Fugate
Ray
Dunlap
Wilson
Total

No,.

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
30

Yds.

ID

85
64
138
46
63
21
17
12
9
455

1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

• PUNTING

Player
Curtis
Wilson
Hall
Wagner
Maddox..
Miller
Totals

SCORING
Player

(

;

TD

Dunlap
5
Curtis
4
Jackson
3
Wagner
2
O’Conner
0
Sirianni
1
Goines
1
Maddox
1
0Beiletti
Totals 17

EPA

EPM

0
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
5
17

0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
_3
13

PTS,
30
24
18
12
10
6
6
6
_ 3
115

No,
20
2
2
2
1

J,
28

Yds_,_
605
77
72
66
40
28
888

Ave,.
30,3
38,5
36,0
33,0
40,0
28 o0
31,7
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for HUNTINGTON ADVERTISER
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

( Tribute being paid to Hungarian revolutionists)

A tribute will be paid between halves at the Marshall-Bowling
Green football game this Saturday, November 16, in honoring those

students who fought in the Hungarian Revolution one year ago.
This program is set up to include an explanation of the occasion’s

significance by Lloyd Calvert, Diamond senior, one minute of silence,
\

a rifle salute by the Pershing Rifles, Marshall’s ROTC drill team, and

taps by the ROTO drum and bugle corps.

The organization sponsoring this activity throughout the nation

on college and university campuses is the Chris tianform of Washington.,
D.C.

This group has stated its p£r purpose as being ”a non-profit,

non-sectarian organization dedicated to the defeat of atheistic
Communism and the liberation of all peoples enslaved by its tyranny.”
It is supported by contributions which are deductible for tax purposes.

The Christianform is mailing to every college in the country a
poster reprinting an artic le which appeared in The Daily Pennsylvanian

by a former “freedom-fighter” now enrolled at the University of

Pennsylvania entitled "Hungary - A Grim Anniversary."
Marshall joins several colleges tr throughout the country in

paying tribute to the cause.

-30-
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For Herald-Advertisor
FOR RELEASE NOV.
(Principals to meet at Marshall)
The fall meeting of Elementary and High School Principals of Region III

which includes the couties of Boone, Cabell, Kanaka, Lincoln, Logan, Mingo,
and Wayne will be held on the Marshall College campus Monday, November 18,

according to 0. Banks Milburn, dean of Teachers College.
The first meeting will begin at 10:00%a.m., in the Scienc e Hall

The

elementary principals will meet in Room 111 and the high school principals

will hold their dession in Science 101.
The main topic of both the morning and afternoon sessions will be the
improvement of instruction in mathematics.

-30-
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for RO; NE COUNTY REPORTER

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTIECTON 5 W.
junior f 'om Spencer

va.----

Herbert Prcfitt, a Rars' all College

has been selected to play the male lead;

in the ’’Reluctant Debutante," the first College Theatre production
of the season.

The play, a subtle British comedy, opened xiovember 12 and will
run through November 15
Pro itt, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert G. Prcfitt of

Spencer, formerly attended Glenville State Teachers College.

-30-
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MARSHALL NEUS BUREAU
Hu ti gtcn, W. Va.
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for CABELL RECORD
for IK'FDJATF RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- Fay Murray, a Marshall senior from

Milton, has been selected to play the female lead in the

"Reluctant Debutante," the first College Theatre production of
the season.

The play, a subtle British comedy, opened November 12 and
will run through November 15.

Miss Murray, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Murray
of Milton, is also a member of Alpha Phi Omega,
Omega social sorority;

Kappa Phi, Art honorary; and the Student Christian Association

of Marshall College.
-30-
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23rd UHSP
l©th WVJTA
6th UHSYA

I

November 15.16

MARSHALL COLLEGE

i

23rd Annual Congress

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS

19th Annual Convention
I WEST VIRGINIA JOURNALISM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

6th Annual Meeting
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK ASSOCIATION
•\

Friday and Saturday
November 15 and 16, 1957

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM
MARSHALL COLLEGE
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

GENERAL

• i

INFORMATION

.

GENERAL

INFORMATION

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS OF WEST VIRGINIA'
'
OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS for the three con
was organized by the Marshall College Deoa-r+
ventions
will be in the Department of Journalism
of Journalism under the direction of Prof'
offices in the basement of the Morrow Library.
W. Page Pitt in February, 1927. Annual meet?* I
were held under the Department’s auspices
j
EACH DELEGATE at the time of registration
through 1942, and were resumed after World Wa t '
will
receive a lapel badge bearing his name.,
Members are representatives of West Virain^ r. J
The badge will admit each delegate to all the
— — staffs.
ymia hxgjj
are repractivities .
school newspaper
ANNUAL MOVIE PARTY will be provided by the
UrT
LISM TEAC
HERS ASSOCIATION
organized
by f?
the
Marshall
College
Departnln+i
WEST
JEJalace Theatre at 1030 Fourth Avenue. Your
— VIRGINIA
i in February, 1931. Annual me? "3
was c held
_
under the Department’s auspices
9 ( idge will admit you anytime Friday afternoon
of Journalism
or evening.
—- resumed after World War Ijl
were l.~12
advisers of high school yearbooks aj
through 1942,and were
WHTN-TV and RADIO will hold open house for
Members are cdvi"
the delegates from 7 to 10 Friday. Each
delegate should take this opportunity to see TV
newspapers.
operate .
\ YEARBOOK ASSOCIATION OF
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL
ganized by the Marshall
WEST VIRGINIA was orc Journalism in March, 1952
THE LUNCHEON will be buffet-style in the
College Department of
Shawkey
Student Union. The Huntington Chamber
j first time the same
It met at Marshall for
the
hid
of
Commerce
is again the sponsor.
staffers of West Virginia hl
year. Members are :__
THE BANQUET will be held Saturday in the
school annuals.
College
Cafeteria. Huntington Publishing
COLONEL J. H. LONG, dean of West Virginia
Company
is again your host.
publishers and president of the Huntington
Publishing Co. g is affectionately known as
COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS are on display in the
Daddy11 of the UHSP. He has sponsored the annu<
Journalism
Department.' These exhibits contain
banquet for each meeting of the organization, |
free
material
for delegates. Be sure to see
PROFESSOR W. PAGE PITT, head of ths DapartmJ
them.
of Journalism, is executive secretary" of UHSP*
BLOWERS for the banquet tables have been
ne has been active in and for West Virginia mas*
provided by Archer9s Flowers, 534 10th Avenue.
communications since 1926.
•_
PROGRAMS by Mrs. Jeanne Bias, Mrs. Lillian
.wcomb, and Mrs. Mary Daft.
(

iC

3
..2--

10:30 to
■ 11:45

PROGRAM

*

FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING

1:00 to
6:00

REGISTRATIONI ■= Department of Journalism
Offices, 1Morrow Library,

1:00 to
9:00

ANNUAL THEATRE PARTY - Palace Thea+r.
1030 Fourth Avenue. Your official
convention badge will admit you,
I

7:00 to
10:00

WHTN^TV OPEN
Officials
delegates
wear your

HOUSE9 625 Fourth Avenue
of WHTN-TV will give all
guided tour. Be sure
official badge,

- *
V

SATURDAY MORNING
8:30 to
9 s 30

REGISTRATIONI = Department of Journalism
Library.
Offices9 Morrow
i

9:30 to
10; 15

- ----- ---GENERAL
SESSIONI - Science Hall Auditoriua
All delegates should be present.
Programs
Greetings from Prof. W. Page Pitt,
head of Department of Journalisn
and founder of UHSP.
Greetings from Miss Virginia Lee,
associate professor of journalis
and convention registrar.
Greetings from Robert C. Cole
editor of THE PARTHENON, 1Marshall
reside!
paper.
Greetings from David Kirk, p:
of Marshall student body.
Recognition of delegations.
/

*

WORKSHOPS

NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL PROBLEMS.
Room 122, Science Hall
Robert C. Cole, editor,
PARTHENON, chairman.
Mike Maroney, managing editor,
PARTHENON.
Betty Harbert, society editor,
PARTHENON.
Mrs. George Pride, St. Albans
SIMMERINGS, adviser to the
group.
SPORTS WRITING AND . EDITING..
Room 111, Science Hall
Samuel Stanley, sports editor,
PARTHENON, chairman.
Lowell Cade, sports writer,
PARTHENON and ADVERTISER.
Don Hatfield, sports writer and
columnist, ADVERTISER, adviser
to the group.

PUBLICATION BUSINESS PROBLEMS
(Open to both yearbook.and newspaper delegates.)
Room 109, Science Hall.
Don Dewey, business manager,
PARTHENON, chairman.
A 4 kk/U JL/U.1V1

____________ __

*

YEARBOOK EDITORIAL PROBLEMS
Science Hall Auditorium
Durward Brewer, editor, CHIEF
JUSTICE, chairman.
Ronald E. Richardson, Taylor
Publishington Company.
Charles Leith, Douthat Studio.

Director of the
Daniel E, Thornburgh, Master of Cerer^ni
fT"'.
Cerern
Information Service =
-5-

4-

1
Meeting officially opened
Reading of tyinutes.
Announcement of Committees.
Old.business..-,.... . .
New business.«
Reports of committees.
Resolutions
Nominations
President
Vice-president... Recording secretary
Election of officers
Adjournment.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

.'.12:00

12:40

1:00 to
3:30

4:00 to
5:00
*

HUNTINGTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCEPARTHENON BUFFET LUNCHEON
Shawkey Student Union
This luncheon is to begin promptly
at 12 noon. All delegates must wear
their badges. There will be no
program - just conversation.

TREK TO FAIRFIELD STADIUM
Delegates should gather in front of
Shawkey Student Union by 12:40 p.m.
Journalism Department students will
escort them to Fairfield. If delegates
wish to travel in their own cars, thef t
may.

I

I

* UNITED HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK
Science Hall auditorium
President - Willie L. Auxier
Presiding officer to be designated
(Each school registered will cast
two votes. If a school has only
one delegate in attendance, that
person may cast the school’s two
votes. Delegates may split their
votes. A majority of votes isj
required-to elect.offleers.)

MARSHALL-BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL GAME
Fairfield Stadium^ :.16tb and,? Char les ton
Delegates enter at Northeast Gate.
Present ticket and wear official badge.
NO special section has been reserved.
You may sit anyplace in the student
section.

Meeting officially opened.
Reading of Minutes.
Old business.
New business...
Nominations
A
President
....
Vice-president .
Recording secretary
Parliamentarian
Adjournment.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS
Room 122, Science Hall
President - Robert Farley
Presiding Officer to be designated.
Registration and Credentials Officer i
Professpr Lee
«
(Each school registered will cast three (^)
votes. This vote shall be determined by
a majority of its delegation. If the
school has only one delegate attending,
this person may cast the school’s thr "(3)
votes. A majority of votes is require to
elect officers.)
Presentation of credentials
Roll Call

* JOURNALISM TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
Room 109, Science Hall
Business meeting and election.

<

-7-

-6a

1
5;00 to
6:00

CAMPUS JOURS.
Science ;Hall,Auditorium.
^Student Senate will, conduct :tours;
of the campus for all.delegates...who
wish to see the campus,and its various? v
buildings. Groups will leave periodically!
from the Science Auditorium.
!

5 s do to
6:15

EXHIBITIONS . .-JJ”-..
. •'
Journalism Classrooms, Library.
Before and after the tour ample time is
available for delegates to view the"
various commercial exhibits.

6:30 to
8:00

HUNTINGTON PUBLISHING COMPANY BANQUET
Marshall College Cafeteria
ijp
Col. J.. H. Long, "Daddy" of UHSP, is
co-sponsor.

Address by Nick Basso
Director of news and public relations
. WSAZ radio, and television, Huntington
President Smith

Closing remarks

Introduction of new officers
United High School Press
United High School Yearbook Association
Journalism Teachers Association

< 7:00 to
?

AFTER-THE-GAME DANCE.
Shawkey Student Union.
Union ...
All delegates are invited to this
informal dance as guests of the
Please wear your official
Union. 1
badgeo

Dr. Stewart H. Smith
Marshall President
Master of Ceremonies

Guests of honor: Mr. and Mrs. Walker
Long. Mr. Long is general manager of
Long.
the Huntington Publishing Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Walker Long, Jr.
He is promotion director of Huntington
Publishing Company.
Mr. and Mrs.- Raymond Brewster.
Mr. Brewster is editor of the HeraldDispatch and vice-president of West 1
Virginia Board of Education.
Invocation by President Smith

Marshall and West,Virginia Journalism
President Smith
?
• .
•' - .
Introduction of guests of honor and
other guests by President Smith
Introduction pf Speaker
President Smith

t

Q i
9

-8A

exhibitions

OFFICERS ELECTED NOVEMBER 10

Material for display has been provided by
Douthat Studio - Taylor Publishing Co,
Canton Engrabing - New York Times
Time Magazine - Quill and Scroll,
General Electric. - Educational Television
Ansco - Columbia Scholastic Press Association
Photolith Magazine - So Do Warren
Meyer Both' - Iowa State College Press
Parthenon - DuPont - Ro Lo Polk
Champion Paper Co. - Bell Syndicate
/

STUDENT CHAIRMEN FOR DISPLAYS are Betty
Harbert and Jim Gilreath.

Welch, W. Va.

Recording Secretary... Ellen Lathan
Welch High School

THE PARTHENON has donated the 12 color post
cards of the Marshall campus which you
received with your registration envelope□

Welch, W. Va.
Parlimentarian. ......Clifford D. Russell
Wayne High School
Wayne, W. Va.

MARSHALL COLLEGE & THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT are
your hosts at the Marshall-Bowling Green
is also
celebrating
football gameo Marshall i_
1
Dad’s Day.

CONVENTION MATERIALS have been furnished by
Stender Insurance Agency, Twentieth Street
Bank, Commercial Printing & Lithographing
Company, and Taylor Publishing Companyo

10~

UNITED HIGH SCHOOL PRESS
President
Robert Farley
St. Albans High School
St. Albans, W. Va.
Vice President. ......Dale Perry
Wayne High School
Wayne, W. Va.
Recording Secretary...Ruth Callaway
Milton High School
Milton, W. Va.
UNITED HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK ASSOCIATION
President
<............. Willie L. Auxier
Cedar Grove High School
Cedar Grove, W. Va.
Vice President
.Hershel E. Webb
Welch High School

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY has generously
donated the free gifts you received when
you registered.

STUDENT SENATE is in charge of the campus tours,
Chairmen are Asa Meadows and Carolyn Thabet.
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WEST VIRGINIA JOURNALS’
President.... •
ool
St. Albans High
St. Albans, W.
Vice
.
C-xenr Fork -ngh 3
Cl'ar Fo:k9 W.
Senreta y , ......
2u;fa.iO Hich Suh '

r. *•
1

. •

FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, NOV

17, AND AFTER

(Basketball Squad Preparing for Opener)

HUNTINGTON, W0VA*

Marshall’s basketball squad gets its. first

at Memorial Field House since October 24 tomorrow when they open an
extended series of workouts in preparation for its opener against Morehead
December 40

For the most part,
part9 Coach Jule Rivlin has been a bit handicapped

in being confined to the small college gym as the short campus floor has

prevented him from getting a true perspective of his team’s ability* .
’’There’s no doubt about it,”, offered Rivlin, "we need. the use..of
the Field House floor

It’s vitally important in getting the boys familiar

with its larger surface*"

Rivlin’s small outfit, both in number and size, will have the use
of the Field House continuously up until its first appearance of the season,

However, the Big Green mentor expressed his belief that he will have to bear

down considerably to get his squad ready for the campaign’s opening*
Offensively, the entire squad has looked impressive*

But,defensively

C and the condition of his athlete ’s legs is Rivlin’s chief concern*

Rivlin

now will have to gear his workouts accordingly to the spacious Field House
floor.
The Marshall squad numbers 11, with again a distinct lack of height

evident*

Rivlin’s tallest eagers are Dick Hall, a 6’5" junior, and Herm

Conner, a 6’4" sophomore*

The two are locked in a battle for the center spot

made vacant when Hal Greer was restored to his old forward post*

Hall has been looking fairly well in his bid to secure a first
string job*

He has overcome a bad hip that hampered hirns for a week and has

been rebounding with vigor*

As a sophomore last season, Hall was confined

most of the time to the bench*

Currently working out with the varsity is 6’5” Ivan Mielke*

Although

he won’t be eligible for varsity competition until February, Rivlin is making
-

sure he’ll be ready to step in under fire*
The squad will be increased by one or possibly two additional

members tomorrow now that the football campaign has ended*

Dick Jackson, who

was a late season addition last year, is expected to report for a trial*

rf
MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU
Huntington, W. Va.
November 15, 1957
for HERALD ADVERTISER

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Dandalet Scholarship to be Established)
A former student of the late Tom^ Dandelet, one-time head
coach and athletic director at Marshall College, has established a

memorial scholarship in honor of his old professor.^
Joe Silverman, 1941 graduate of the Marshall Teachers

College, has donated $500.00 for the creation of the Dandelet

Scholarship Fund for scholarships to deserving athletes.
The former Marshall athlete, now owner of a major laundry

in Lincoln, Nebraska, wrote President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall
last week

that he wanted to set up the scholarship out of

admiration for Dandelet’s great personal guidance.
Dandalet was head coach and athletic director and, as such,

directed the football, basketball, baseball and track teams.

He

died unexpectedly in March, 1950.
Other alumnk and friends of Marshall who wish to assist

Silverman in honoring the late coach may do so by contributing
to the "Tom Dandalet Scholarship Fund.”

Checks should be made out

to the fund and sent to President Smith.

Details of the scholarship will be worked out later this
year.
-30-

Faculty Bulletin
Office of the Information Service
' November 16, 1957
COMING EVENTS

Monday, Nov. 18

Elementary and High School Principals meeting, 10 a.m.
Old Main Auditorium*
.
.

Elementary Principals meeting, 1:15 p.m., Science 111
High School Principals meet 1:15 p.m*, Science .101
Tuesday, Novo 19

Graduate Faculty meeting. 4 p*m.9 Main 116
Marshall Symphonette Concert, 8:30 p.m.9 Old Main Auditorium,

Wednesday, Nov* 20

Artists Series, “The Rivalry,”8:30 p.m.. Keith Albee

Thursday, Nov. 21

Convocation., 11 acmC9 Old Main Auditorium. Bruce McClure,
nationally famous Scottish Highland dancer,will appear
•with bagpipe accompaniment*

Mrs* Mount will be in the hall of Old Main to provide
reserved seats for Artists Series.
Friday/ Nov. 22

Artists Series reservations from Mrs♦ Mount in Old Main hall..
Marshall High Glee Club and Key Club Spaghetti Dinner,
5:30 to 7:30 i$ School basement*
' SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

GRADUATE FACULTY MEETING 9 Tuesdayp Nov* 19 0 Main 116,

4 p.m. ■

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS -

DEPT* HEADS - Schedules for the 1958 summer session are due in the deans’ 1
office on Friday, Dec*l. Please note that all two hour classes should be
scheduled at 8 a.m.
Jo Fe Bartlett

MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL and KEY CLUB are giving a SPAGHETTI DINNER Friday
*
Food will be served from 5:30 to 7:30. p.m.
November 22, in the school ’basement.,
and entertainment will be furnished* Faculty and friends are invited.
FACULTY OF TEACHERS COLLEGE: The fall meeting of Elementary and High
School Principals of Region III, including the counties of Boone, Cabell,
Kanawha, Lincoln, Logan, Mingo, Putnam, and Wayne will be held on the campus
M day, Nov. 18, beginning at 10 a.m., in the Main Auditorium. There will
a_oO be an afternoon session beginning at 1:15 p*m.9 in the Science Hall.
The Elementary Principals will meet in Room 111 and High School Principals
in Science 101*
In the general session in the forenoon and in the afternoon meetings
the discussions will be concerned with the improvement of instruction' in
mathematics* I hope that you will be able to attend as many sessions as (Over)

possible and actively participate in the discussions.
D. Banks Wilburn, Dean Teachers College

. MARSHALL SYMPHONETTE CONCERT, Tuesday, Nov. 19, 8
:30 p.m.,' Old'Main
8:30p.m.,
Old Main ' '
Auditorium, Professor Alfred Lanegger, director. Featuring Angelo Eagon
guest pianist - a Marshall alumnus. In December Mr. Eagon.will be with
the Embassy in Rome, Italy, as Fullbright Exchange Officer.
Mr. Eagon will play Mozart’s Concerto No. 21 in C Major. Included on the
program will be Weber’s Euryanthe overture and the New World Symphony.
A
coffee hour will follow the concert. . The public is cordially invited,to,attend.

THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD has approved the following social functions:
Nov. 23, 1957

Chaperones:

Alpha Sigma Alpha and Alpha Sigma Phi, Evergreen Ball,9-1
Georgian Terrace Room, Frederick Hotel.
Mr. & Mrs. George B. Corrie, Mr. & Mrs. A. M. Foose

REPORT OF BALLOTING UPON MOTIONS PERTAINING TO PROPOSED GRADUATE COUNCIL:
Motion #1 (Dr. Kingsbury) For 45 - Against 30; Motion #2 (Dr. Toole) For 28
Against 47;
Motion #3 (Dr. Toole) For 29- Against 46; Motion #4 (Dr. Green) For 66
Against 8;
Motion #5 (Dean Wilburn) For 45-Against 30; Motion #6 (Dean Wilburn) For 46
Against 29

Dr. Leslie Davis, Dr. Conley Dillon, Dr. Roy Woods, Dr. Elizabeth Cometti
Dr. Bayard Green, Chairman.
STUDENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENTS IN YOUR MONDAY AND TUESDAY CLASSES
CONVOCATION, Thursday, 11 a.m., Old Main Auditorium. Bruce McClure,
nationally famous Scottish Highland dancer will appear with bagpipe
accompaniment in a colorful program of folk dances. Please urge your
classes to take advantage of this authentic entertainment.

ARTISTS SERIES, Keith-Albee Theatre, ”La Traviata", Nov. 25.
MRS. MOUNT will be in the hall of Old Main Thursday and Friday to
provide reserved seats for the NBC Opera Company’s production of ”La
Traviata.11

PERSONALS
PROFESSOR KENNETH K. LOEMKER has been invited to attend a meeting of
heads of graduate psychology departments which is sponsored by the Southern
Regional Education Board. The meeting will be held in Atlanta, Georgia, on
December 2 and 3.

November 15. 1957

I

PLEASE READ DURING HALF OF THE MARSl-IALL^EOWLING GREEN GAME

Approximately 350 high school student journalists

and their advisers from many parts of West Virginia are guests
of the Marshall College athletic department this afternoon at

this Dad’s Day game.

They are delegates to a two-day meeting of

student newspaper and yearbook editors and journalism teachers.
The meeting began yesterday afternoon and will end tonight

with a banquet on the campus.

We welcome these high school students to our campus.
$
i
We hope they are enjoying their stay and that kthey will Return.

=3Q=

r

J

fA_
NOTICE
These will be a cut in the staff of the Information

Service Office.

Reasons beyond our control (but some not beyond

yours) necessitate this move.
Effective December 1, 1957, the Information Staff of
student assistants will consist of Judy Dunkle, Dreraa Hall,
George Bennett, Tom Miller, and Dick McHenry.

Dan Thornburgh

I
I

I

a
Marshall News Bureau
Huntington, W.Va.
November 18, 1957

FOR THE ADVERTISER
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Marshall Thanksgiving Services)

Thanksgiving services at Marshall College will be held November

26 at 11:30 a.ni. under the sponsorship of the Student Christian
Association and Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity, it was announced
by The Reverend Lander Beal, student religious counselor.
The services, to be held in front of the Student Union, will

have the annual theme, "We Give Thee Thanks." In case of rain the .

program will be held in Old Main Auditorium.
The committee in charge of the twenty minute program consists

of: Bruce Moss, St. Albans junior; Tom Stafford, ^hintington soph
omore; Cecil Jividen, St. Marys senior; and Sandra Spencer, Hunt

ington sophomore.
Included on the program will be the Marshall Symphonic Choir,

under the direction of Ned DeJournette, Huntington senior. Among
the number the choir will present are "Let Thy Holy Presence", and

O’Lord The Measure of Our Prayer."
Also included will be a number of student speakers, and group

singing led by Edwin Hazelrigg, Charleston senior.

This Thanksgiving service, which is planned and carried-on by

Marshal] students, is disgined to give the traditional background

of Thanksgiving, and to show how Thanksgiving can have a meaning
for the college student of todajl*
-30-
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I

for HERALD-ADVERTISER

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Editors-College president Meet Rescheduled)

The Daniel Boone Het el of Charleston -will be the site of a meeting

of the West Virginia Council of State College and University Presidents

on Thursday, December 5 at 6:00 P.M.
On the following day, Friday, December 6, at 10:00 A.M., the
Conference of Association of College Presidents with Newspaper Editors
which had originally been planned for October 1G will also be in the

hotel. This meeting will continue through luncheon with adjournment
at 5:00 P.M.

The presidents and editors are meeting to discuss the two-year

campaign of the Advertising Council of America to inform the people
of the increase in demand for admission to the colleges of the

country.

-30-
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for HERALD-DISPATCH

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Scholarship nominees named at Marshall)

(By Tom Miller, Marshall Student Journalist)

Marshall nominations for Woodrow 'Wilson Fellowships have
been announced by Dr. J. F. Bartlett, dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences.
Sixteen Marshall College seniors and graduates comprise
the formal list which Dean Bartlett will submit to the Woodrow Wilson

National Foundation for consideration.

Huntington residents who were nominated include:

William V.

/»

Brook, Robert T. Cantees, David B. Conley, Paul Raymond Duncan, Jane

Ann Garrette, Carol Ann Hunt, Berridge Long, .'’William Moran, Audy Michael
Perry, Frank H. Turrill, and Donald E. Willis.

Other nominees are Hilbert Campbell, Hico; Charles Richard

Casto, Charleston, Kloris Ann Dressier, H nton:,. Oberita Hager, Hamlin;
and Phil Suiter, Chesapeake, Ohio.

The one-year fellowships are awarded primarily to students

who, at the time of nomination, have not yet begun .formal graduate work.
Only members of the academic profession may make nominations.

Fields of graduate study covered by the program are the
humanities and social sciences, and the natural sciences and mathematics
when the candidate is mainly interested in college teaching,
were
The Woordow Wilson fellowships/started in 1945 by

by the National Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Program and Princeton Universit’
In 1952 they came under the more general sponsorship of the Associatior^.

of Graduate Schools in the Association of American Universities.

l

r

i

—r

r)

(Wilson Scholarship Nominees 22222)

A generous grant from the FouQ Foundation in the spring
of this year made it possible to increase the number of fellowships

to as many as 1,000 a year.

-30-
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(Marshall Literary Magazine Announces New Plans)

The Marshall literary magazine, ”Et Cetera’,’ an outlet for
student creative writing, will be published twice this year,

according to Pat Fannin, Ashland, Ky., senior and editor-in-chief.

Previous policy had been to print one issue each spring.

This year an issue will be published in January also.
Deadline for turning in copy is December 16.

Contributions

will be accepted from all Marshall students for the magazine.
Comprising the ”Et Cetera” staff are Gretchen Border,

Charleston senior, art editor; Hilbert Campbell, Hico junior,
Marjorie Cappellari, Pt. Pleasant senior, Linda McGhee, Huntington

junior, Bill Moran, Huntington senior and Bryan Compton, Huntington
senior, editorial board; LaDonna Crockett, Matewan sophomore, and
Nancy Marples, South Charleston senior, production.
Faculty advisors are John Stender, associate professor of
English; Marvin Mitchell, assistant professor of English, and
John Marvin, English instructor.

”Et Cetera1,’ established in 1953, is a literary publication,
which prints original poetry, short stories, essays, book and

play reviews, and translations and criticisms of any Marshall

student.
-30-
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(DELEGATION FROM MARSHALL AT SPEECH MEET)

(

Marshall College forensics students left Friday morning for
at Morris Harvey College in Charleston,
a two-day Pl Kappa Delta forensic conference and contest/ Among
those participating from Marshall are , from left, Professor Ben

Hope, director of Marshall forensics; Fred Fudge, Huntington;

Linda Matheny, St. Albans; Fred Lowe, Pittsburg, Pa.; Kay Humphreey,

Huntington; Bill Brook, Huntington; Bob Lowe, Pittsburg, Pa.; Tom
Stafford, Huntington; Dr. Melville Hopkins, associate professor
of speech; Wa}.don Rousch, Pt. Pleasant; Richard Kyle, Huntington,
and Tom Carter, Huntington.

Speech contests An debate, extempore

speaking, oratory, and poetry reading will be conducted.
-30-
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FROM?

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Marshall Basketball Co-captains Named)

HUNTINGTON,

W®VA® -—Marshall

basketball coach Jule Rivlin

announced today the naming of seniors Hal Greer and Jack Freeman as
co-captains for this year’s campaign.
Both are from Huntington, and both are highly regarded by

Rivlin as possessing outstanding leadership ability®

The announcement

to the squad was a highly popular one among the players.

Greer and

Freeman are the only seniors on the team and are looked upon to supply
the Marshall eagers with experience and clutch performances®

As sophomores, Greer and Freeman were members of Marshall’s

Mid-American Conference basketball champions®

1956

Greer, crashing his way

into the starting lineup, averaged 15®5 points per game®

Freeman,

appearing in a reserve role as Marshall9s sixth player. averaged 5®9 in

20 gameso
Last season Greer, who was named to the second team all-conference,
averaged 18®9 points a contest while leading the team in rebounding his

first year as a center®

Although only 69 2^” in height, he was second

only to Miami9s giant Wayne Embry in rebounding

This year. however5

Greer, who has played all positions, will be back at forward®
Freeman finally pushed his way into the starting lineup last year

as a forward after opening the season as a reserve®

He played in every

game last season finishing the campaign strong with a 9®5 average®

This

is the second captaincy for Freeman who led the Marshall golf team last
spring®
The two co^captains. are highly popular with the Huntington fans

for the all-round aggressive play®

Both have a burning desire to win;

and have played winning basketball from their high school days®

In

their two-year varsity careers, Greer has scored 810 points while Freeman
has accounted for 346®

k
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for COAL MALLEY NEWS
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Madison Woman Appointed Marshall College Student Senator)

Betty Harbert, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Harbert of 455
Kanawha Abe., Madison, has been appointed a member of the Marshall

College Student Senate.
In addition to holding this position in campus politics, Miss
Harbert is the society editor of The Parthenon, college student
newspaper, a member of Alpha Chi Omega social sorority, and a
member of the Fourth Estate, v/omen’s journalism honorary.

-30-
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for MOUNDSVILLE DAILY ECHO
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Hughes Booher name to Marshall College freshman basketball roster)

Hughes Booher, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Booher, R.D.#1,
Moundsville, has been selected by Marshall College freshman

basketball coach Mike Josephs to appear on the 1957-58 roster.
Hughes, a former member of the Moundsville High School varsity

is attending the Huntington college on a four-year county board
®±xk of education scholarship.

-30-

(Moundsville woman elected president of the Marshall College freshman dorm)

Delores Inclan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Inclan, 1010
Morton Ave
freshman

has been elected president of the Marshall College
dormitory. Miss Inclan, a member of Moundsville High School’s

class of 1957 is enrolled in the teacher’s college at Marshall.

i
-30-
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(French Honorary to Meet)

Regular and honorary members of the Marshall Alpha Upsilon
chapter of Pi Delta Phi, Freshh national honorary society, will

hold their fall meeting this afternoon at 2:30 o’clock at the

home of Dr. Alma N. Noble, faculty adviser.

After the initiation ceremony for Miss Janice Howgate,
Huntington sophomore, Professor Ernestine Jones of the Marshall
department of English will give an illustrated lecture on "Not-

So-Faraway Places.11
Europe.

She will describe her last summer’s tour of

After the program there will be a social hour.

^■Special guests will be Mrs. George Howgate and Mrs., T. W.

Harvey.

Officers of the chapter are: president - William Brook, Jr

Huntington senior; vice-president - Patricia Fannin - Ashland senior;
secretary-treasurer - Mrs. Vincent Virgallito, Huntington special
student; Mrs. Edgar Corum, honorary member and permanent corresponding

secretary.
-30-
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(Announce Marshall Play Cast)

By Tom Miller
Marshall Student Journalist

The cast for the January production of “Light Dp the Sky"
by the Marshall College Theatre has been announced by director

William G. Kearns, instructor in speech.
The play will be presented January 13, 14, and 15, 1958,
in Old Main auditorium.

Staging will be under the direction

of James A. McCubbin, assistant professor of speech., and his

play production class.
Included in the “Light Up the Sky" will be Carol Reynolds,
Huntington sophomore, as Miss Lowell; Tae Reed, Charleston freshman,

Irene; Nancy Jett, Harrisville freshman, Frances; Judy diDell,
Parkersburg sophomore, Stella; Mark Madsen, Huntington junior,
Carleton; John. William Teel

9

Pineville freshman, Peter.

Peter Harrington, Huntington senior, as Owen; John Murphy,
Clarksburg junior, Tyler; Brian Bobes, Wheeling fjreshman,

Gallagher; Varn Scandola, Wierton freshman, plainclothesman;
Margy Minichan, Huntington senior, the masseuse; Tod Crane, South

Charleston freshman, the shriner, and Jerry Rutherford, Huntington

1

I

Play Cast

i

2222222

senior, Sidney.

Assistant directors will be Miss Minichan and Diane Tincher,
Huntington sophomore.
Written by Moss Hart, the play is a farce concerning a pre-

Broadway trout of a play in Boston,
play is a Boston hotel suite.

The setting of the entire

The action centers around the

producer of the ficticious play ’’Time Is Now” and his associates,

including the director, the leading actress, and the young
playwright.
!

-30-
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for CHARLESTON GAZETTE
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTINGTON, W. Va.-- Miss Peggy Jo Welch, a senior majoring
in home economics’, at .Marshall College, has been assigned as a

student teacher at the off-campus center at Bridgeport.
The assignment 53 effective November 11 through January 17.
;l

Mrs. Evelyn Catter will acts as her supervising teacher.

Miss Welch is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.E. Welch of
Dunbar.

She is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma, social sorority;

and the Home Economics Club.
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for FAYETTEVILLE TRIBUNE
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNT1KGTCN,

VA.-- Miss Frances Whitlock, a senior majoring

in home economics at Marshall College, has been assigned as

a student teacher at the off-campus center at Buchannon.
The assignment is effective November- 11 through January 17.
Miss Susan Hammerr ’^ill act as her supervising teacher.

"I
Miss Whitlock is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Whitlock

of Fayettesvilie..

She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha, social

sorority; and the Home Economics Club.

-30-
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(Marshall Debates at Morris Harvey)

Marshh.ll. College’s debate and speech teams will travel
to Morris Harvey this morning (Friday) to engage in their

second match of the. season

Schools from West Virginia, Ohio,

and possibly Pennsylvania and Virginia will participate in

the Pi Kappa Delta area invitation meet.

Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
guest school.

3

will be a special

Ohio State University, Ohio University, and

Dennison University have also accepted invitations.
The season’s debate question will concern the pro and
cons of making the Union Shop illegal.

The debates will get

underway at 9 a.m. today.
Marshall’s squad will be made up of 12 students, nine

men and three women, according to Ben W. Hope, associate
professor of speech and forensic director.

Representing the affirmative side in the debating will be
Walden Roush, Mason freshman; Bill Brook, Huntington senior;

Tom Carter, Huntington junior, and Linda Matheny, St. Albans sophomore.
(more)
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Marshall Debates 22222

Negative debaters will be brothers Bob and Fred Lowe,

Pittsburgh, Pa., juniors; Tom Stafford, Huntington sophomore,
and Richard Kyle, Huntington senior.

Three women will recite poetry.

a selection from Robert Frost.

MimaMatheny will read

John Keats’ "Ode to a Grecian

Kay

Urn" will be done by Peggy Fleshman, Huntington senior
Humphreys, Huntington senior, will read Alfred Tennyson’s

"Idylls of the King."
■b

Extemporaneous speeches will be given by Lewis Yeager,

Parkersburg,junior, and Roush.

Oratory will be entered by

Fred Fudge, Huntington freshman.

Concerning his squad’s prospects this season, Hope feels that

experience will be the most important gain.

"Due to the fact we have only two returning veteran debaters,
Fred Lowe and Tom Carter, we will be concerned mostly with gaining

valuable experience for the coming seasons," Hope said.

-30-
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(PRESIDENT SMITH TO VIRGINIA FOR SPEECH)

Dr. Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall College,
will address the Virginia chapter of the American Social

Hygience Association this morning at Richmond, Virginia.

Speaking in the State Library Building, President
Smith will address the delegates on "Implementation of the

Program on Education for Personal and Family Living in West
Virginia Colleges."
Present at the all-day session will be delegates from

all Virginia colleges.

-30-
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for HURRICANE BREEZE
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HUNTIKGTCN , W. VA.-- Miss Gertrude Jane Spangler, Hurricane

senior majoring in home economics at Marshall College, has been
assigned as a student teacher at the off-campus center at Buckhannon.

The assignment is effective November 11 through January 17•
Miss Frances Lynch will act as her supervising teacher.

Miss bpangler is Ve daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Spangler
of Hurricane.

She is a member of the Caval? ■ ttes Independent

Organization, and the Home Economics Club.

-30-
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(Marshall ROTO rifle team wins match)

The rifle team of the Marshall College Reserve Officers

Training Corps, with a win last week over Cornell University,
has evened its record at one win and one loss.

Several more matches have been scheduled for the remainder

of the school year, according to Master Sergeant George R. Sease,
advisor to the group.

The team is usually made up of members of the Marshall College
Rifle and Pistol Club, although any student who is taking ROTC is

eligible to compete.

In arranging a match, one college challenges the other, and

then each team fires on their respective campus, and after the scores
are certified, they are exchanged and the winner is announced.

As

many stridents as possible fire and the better scores are picked

and submitted as contestants.
Prior to defeating Cornell, the Rifle Club lost the opening
match of the year to Norwich College.

The remainder of the schedule

includes Colorado College, November 23; Middlebury College, Vermont,

December 7; Canisius College, Buffalo, N. Y., December 14; Missippippi

Southern College, February 7; Eastern Kentucky, February 15, and
Dickson College Carile, Penn., February 15 in a dual match; the

University of Tennessee, March 1; and a re-match with Middlebury

College, April 18.

(more)
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The team will also participate February 20 in the William R.
Hearst match.

Plans are being made now to compete in the all

Army match, a national match for ROTC rifle teams.

Members of the Marshall Rifle Club are Noel Holt, senior,
Larry Yeater, freshman, Richard Garretson, sophomore, Arlie Turner,

freshman, Jon M. Pinson, sophom ore, all of Huntington; Gary
Nichols, Pt. Pleasant freshman, John P. Killoran, Greenbrier junior;

James P. Anderson, Welch junior; Edward D. Martin, St. Albans
sophomore, Anthony P. Cassinelli, Mullens freshman; Larry N.

Jordan, Kenova freshman; Luddy A. Kogoy, Charleston freshman;
Alpha Mayfield, Dellshow sophomore; Dennis K. Finley, Kenova
freshman; James E. Lamber, Ironton, Ohio Junior; and James

Nutter, Charleston freshman.
John Killoran is president of the club; James Anderson is vicepresident; Larry Jordan, secretary; Richard Garretson, treasurer;

Anthony Cassinelli, chief instructor, and Jon Pinson,

executive officer.
-30-
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(January Candidates for Arts and Sciences Degrees at Marshall)
Forty-six prospective candidates for degrees in the
Marshall College Arts and Sciences college have been named

by Dean J. Frank Bartlett.
Candidates for Bachelor of Arts degrees are Edwin C. Berry,

Lawrence V. Cartmill, James H. Halstead, Vinton C. Weiss, Travis

E. Wells, Jr., John P. N. Wittenberg, all of Huntington; Charles

W, Booth, Wayne; James A. Shannon, Mabscott;
Bachelor of Science degree candidates are Margie Ann Cobbs,

James R. Keller, Carolyn Miles Mileski, Edgar A. Moore, Curtis D.

Tate, all of Huntington; Charles R. Loar, Ashland, Ky.; Roy H.

Pauley, St. Albans; Charles E. Secrist, Petersburg, and Francis
L. Simon, Ironton, Ohio.
Candidates for Bachelor of Business Administration degrees

include Joseph C. Blair, Gary H. Boggs, Robert M. Bullock, Jr.,
Gerald K. Chandler, Tommy A. Cogar, Sara Bogess Elliott, Robert L.

Fulton, Edward G. Gibson, Jr., John Philip Healy, Berman J. Meadows,

Arthur W. Mitchell,

Paul J. Niggemyer, and Delbert D. Stinson all

Huntington residents.
Out-of-town candidates are Charles E. Amos, Kenova; Roger T.
Baird, Charleston; John B. Caldwell, Logan; Clark Curry, Jr., Hamlin;

Jacob A. Maynard, Jr., Lando Mines; Gordon Pratt, Wayne; Carl S.
Tickle, Williamson, and Milliard R. Young, Richwood.

(MORE)
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Candidates for the Bachelor Engineering Science degree are
Ralph L. Beckett, Leno Earl Bird, Wesley D. Maxwell, Thomas A.
Morrison, Jonathan S. Murrell, Jr., all of Huntington; and

Louis E. DeVaughn, Charleston.
Candidates for the two year Associate in Science degrees
are Virginia Jenkins Creasy, Huntington, and Annette Thabit,

Spencer.
-30-
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(Kappa Delta Pi Initiation)

Thirty-two Marshall College students will be initiated into
the Kappa Delta Pi , National Honorary Society in Education,

Tuesday, November 26, at 80OO P.m.

The ceremony will take place in the North Parlor of Old
Mainc

Presiding will be Miss Nancy Marples, South Charleston

senior and president of the Phi chapter.

Following the initiation services a short talk will be given
by Mamie Jane Galloway on "What I Expect in Teaching."

Miss

Galloway, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Galloway of Kenova,

is a teachers college senior who is doing her student teaching

at Meadows School.
Huntington initiates are Carole Lynne Cargel Compton, Marion

Janet Thomason Lambert, William Charles Moran, seniors; Sandra
Kimpel Anderson, Jean Browning, Rosalie Sue Cottrill, Dorothy

Gaynette Davis, Lenore Joanne Greenlee, Nancy Welch Hanger,
/Marilyn Brooke Hayes, Mary Alice Keyser, Beulah Baker Virgallito,

juniors; Betty Jo Clifton, Mary Katherine Estler Jarrell, and
Tressa Dale Kingsbury, graduates.

Other §enior initiates are Billye Sue Bowyer, Beckley; and

Beverly Jean Thompson, St. Albans.

Junior initiates include

Mildred Joan Fisher Adkins and Henry Lawton France, Barboursville;
(MOP^
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Kay Jolynn Leech, Nancy Morgan Young, South Charleston; Shirley
Sue Soto, Beckley;

Hilbert Haynes Campbell, Hico; Richard Hurll

Givens, New Martinsville; Nina Leoma Keener, LeTart; Elizabeth
Lambert Kinder, Wallace; Lois Ann Richey Watts, Weirton; Carol

Sue Cox, Mt. Nebo.

Graduate initiates are

Margaret Eloise Chapman Hussey,

Margaret Young Grizzell, Charleston; Billie Louise Bennett, Ripley,

and Dwight B. Heinz, Proctorville, Ohio.
A social hour will follow the meeting.

-30-
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by Dick McHenry
Marshall Student Journalist
(Scottish Dancer in Town)

The highland fling and the Scottish sword dance are two of the

favorite dances about Huntington this weekend.
Bruce McClure, Scottish highland dancer, who came to this city
Thursday to appear in a Marshall College convocation, has been
demonstrating his it skills at various gatherings in town* Among

these were his performances at the YWCA Friday and Saturday nights

to teach several Scottish dances.
McClure, a native of Scotland, was attracted to America for the

second time at the invitation of Ted Shawn, one of the United State’s
pioneers of the dance, to participate in the silver jubilee of

’’Jacob’s Piftlow."
When the dancing Scotchman was-: asked whether or not he was
enjoying Huntington, the young performer replied, "I love it. If I

were to stay in America, I would select a city of this size and
atmosphere.”

In appearing at the Marshall convocation, Thursday, November 21,
McClure was attired in the dress which represented that worn during
the 16th and 17th centuries.

Concerning the usuage of the American word ’’plaid” (pronounced
’’played” in Scotland) Mr. McClure emphasized that the fabric which
is described by this word is really called a ’’Tartan” and the former
word is used in relation to a sort of shoulder garment which the Scots

wore with their folk clothing.

MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU *
Hunt i ngt on, W.Va.
November 22, 19^

Scottish Dancer in Town-2-2-2-2

(

William Smart, 304 Ninth Street W., accompanied the Highlander

on the bagpipes during his i^arshall performance® Smart, a nativd of
Dundee, Scotland, served in the Cameron Highlanders Scots Army as

piper in the Second Battalion,

-30-
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(Marshall Services Tuesday Morning)

Marshall College will hold its traditional Thanksgiving

servicesjTuesday at 11:30 a.m

in front of the Student Union.

The services, sponsored by Student Christian Association
and Sigma Phi Epsilon, will feature the theme "We Give Thee

Thanks."

A four-member committee is making arrangements for the 20-minute
program.

Members are Bruce Moss, St. Albans junior; Tom Stafford,

Huntington sophomore; Cecil Jividen, St. Marys senior, and
Sandra Spencer, Huntington sophomore.

The Rev. Lander Beal,

Marshall student religious counselor, is assisting.

Included on the program will be the Marshall Symphonic

Choir, under the direction of Ned DeJournette, Huntington senior.

Tlie choir will sing "Let Thy Hold Presence" and "O’Lord, the

Measure of Our Prayer.,"
There will also be a number of student speakers and group

singing.

-30-
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(DuPont Man to speak at convocation)
Louis P. Shannon, manager of the Du Pont Company’s

Extension Division, will speak on ”Some Pros -and Cons of
Big Business” at a Marshall College convocation, Thursday,
December 5, at 11 a.m. in Old Main auditorium.

i '

Although this convocation is of special interest to
students majoring in business, economics and sociology, a

general invitation to attend will be issued to all students,

according to President Stewart H. Smith.

Shannon will also speak at a meeting of the Huntington

Lions Club that same day.
A native of St. Louis, and now a resident of Wilmington,
Delaware, Mr. Shannon is a widely known speaker.

He .has been

with the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company since 1942.

3
broad
experience as an educator and

Previously he gained

as a school administrator.

He received a bachelor’s degree from

Southern Illinois University, a master’s degree from the University

of Florida, and did further post-graduate work; at the University of

Illinois.

He is a member of Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic

society, and the Public Relations Society of America.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE SUNDAY

NOVEMBER 24, AND AFTER

(Green Basketball Squad Improving)

HUNTINGTON, W.VA. --Marshall basketball coach Jule Rivlin,.not
completely satisfied with the progress his squad has made in.its pre
season drills, has outlined heavy workouts for his.hopefuls.the entire

week. . The Big Green’s season opener against Morehead is only 10 days
away and Rivlin is concerned, over the condition of his squad.

._

Shifting to spacious Memorial Field House last week, Marshall was

struggling to find its legs.

The change from the small campus gym was

a task, and the squad is just now beginning to catch its breath.
However, Rivlin, who demands perfection and usually gets it from

his athletes, will bear down in order to smooth out the rough spots.
His outfit will work out every day this week except Thanksgiving Day.

Practice sessions are scheduled the day before Thanksgiving and the day

following the holiday.
Although the squad has shown improvements the last few days D they
are not quite ready to open their 24-game campaign.

Rivlin admitted that

the team’s shooting has perked up considerably p but his main concern is

getting his athletes ready to go at top speed for 40 minutes.
The past week was a very busy one for Rivlin.

He scheduled twice a

day drills some of the time at afternoon and evening sessions.

He also

received word that Marshall will meet Xavier in the first round of the
University of Cincinnati Invitational Tournament on December 13.

Finally,

he selected seniors Hal Greer and Jack Freeman as captains for the °56 °57

campaign.
(MORE)

(Marshall Basketball
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The squad has been working along without serious injury.

However,

sophomore Ivan Mielke has been troubled with a bruised shoulder that
hampers his shooting somewhat.
With only .three starters returning from last year’s team, that

produced a 15-9 record, Rivlin will have to rely to a large extent on

sophomores for depth.

Two of the first year candidates appear slated

for heavy duty, 6’4” Herm Conner from Huntington and 6’3” John Milhoan
from Gallipolis, Ohio.

Marshall will have a very testing schedule the early part, of the
season.

After Morehead, they play at St. Francis (Pa.), take part in

the Cincinnati tourney and return home to face defending Mid-American

Conference champion, Miami.
-30-
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COMING EVENTS

Monday, November 25

Artists Series presents "La Traviata’,’
Theatre, 8 $30 POMO

Tuesday, November 26

REGULAR MONTHLY FIRE DRILL - 9 $45 AOM

Keith Albee

Graduate Division of the Department of Education
luncheon meeting, Little Dining Room of Cafeteria llAobi
Library Committee meeting 9 Rm0 5 Library,

3o00 PoMo

Kappa Delta Pi initiation, North Parlor, 8$00 PoMo
Faculty Recital, Profo Alfred Lanegger, Old Main
Auditorium, 8$15 P0Mo

FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
In a single year thousands of guests attend conferences and meetings on
our campus o It is important that these guests go away feeling that the
College has given much attention to the planning and execution of these
meetings 0
The responsibility for special conferences usually falls on faculty chair
men. This responsibility includes such detailed arrangements ass clearing
dates; reserving the proper spaces for meetings; arranging for housing, food
service, traffic and parking; and announcing meetings which are of special
interest to student and faculty groups in the Faculty Bulletin.,
The Administrative Assistant and Director of Adult Education will serve
as the coordinator for all meetings where special groups are to participate
and college facilities are to be usedo
Staff members responsible for the planning of special events should
check with his office to see that the proposed dates of the events are not
in conflict with others already approved and placed on the Calendar of Events
___ date has
; been approved,
lp detailed
arrangements
should
be made
by by
the the
After the
detailed
arrangements
should
be made
faculty member responsible and the coordinator informed of these arrangements.
Stewart Ho Smith
President
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE GRADUATE DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION will have a luncheon
meeting Tuesday, November 26, at llsOO A0M0, in the Little Dining Room of
the College Cafeteria <,
LIBRARY COMMITTEE meeting Tuesday, November 26, 3 PoMo, Room 5, Libraryo

(over)

STUDENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

KAPPA DELTA PI initiation'ceremonies will be held in North Parlor of
Old Main Tuesday, November 26, at 8s00 P0M0

REGULAR MONTHLY FIRE DRILL WILL BE HELD TUESDAY,.NOV

26 s. AT 9:45_AoMo

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ”ET CETERA” should be' submitted to the Dean of Men’s
office or to Pat Fannin no later than December 16o
FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS

I have in this office a brochure pertaining to the deduction of expenses
incurred in attending summer school sessions from Federal Income Taxes0 It
is titled ’’The Case of the Deductible Tights05 o Any faculty member may see
the brochure in this officeo
Jo Fo Bartlett, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

FACULTY RECITAL, Tuesday, Novo 26, 8?15, Old Main Auditorium
Professor Alfred Lanegger will give a violin recital and the public is
cordially invited to attend0 Compositions featured on the program will be
', Sonatine - Schubert, Grand Concerto the Devils” Trill Sonata - Tartini,
Vieuxtemps, and shorter pieces by Hubay Dvorak, Kriesler and Sarasateo
Professor William Davidson will be at the pianoo
THE POST OFFICE DOBBY will be open from 7 AOMO to 7 PoMop November 25 ono

TWELVE-WEEKS GRADE REPORTS are due in the office of the Academic Deans
not later than 4?00 POMO,D December 3O
PI DELTA PHI will meet on Novo 24 at the home of Dr0 Alma No Noble for
an initiation ceremony and program0 As the main feature of the program,
Mrso Ernestine Jones will give an illustrated lecture on ”Not-So-Faraway
Places” in which she will describe her last summer2s tour of Europeo
REGULAR MONTHLY FIRE DRILL WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, NOVo 26, AT 9o45 AOMO

THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD has approved the following social functions?
December 6, 1957“ Pi Kappa Sigma, Informal Dance , Town Hall 9 9
Chap ? Mr □ and Mrs0 Lo Eo Bigley, Mr0 James Stais

1

December 7P 1957 - Sportlettes and Cavaliers, Winter Formal9 Fraternal Hall,

9-1

Chap? SoFoCo and Mrso Harry No Jones, Mrs o Henrietta Spence,

Miss Virginia Lee

0

December 14, 1957 - Sipma Alpha Epsilon , Informal, Town Hall, 9-1

Chap® SoFoCo and Mrso Rafael Ao Alvarez-SOFoCo and Mrso Harry No Jone

January 11, 1958 - Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Formal Frederick Hotel, 9-1
Chap? Capto and Mrso Maurice Do Rice^ ;Major and Mrso Anthony Cararie

PERSONALS

.

f//

MRO PAUL Ho COLLINS is on a two-week Naval Reserve Duty at Pensacolap
Floridao
DRo STEWART Ho SMITH has returned from Richmond where he addressed
the Virginia Chapter of the American Social Hygiene Association Friday
morning o
_
...

DRo CHARLES Po HARPER and students from his four National Government
classes attended the Naturalization of Aliens ceremonies in Judge Watkins
court Thursdayo Professor Harper is the director of the Marshall College
Americanization Program for the training of aliens in West Virginia, for
their citizenship examinations and some of his correspondent students
received their citizenship at this time0

o—

—

Marshall News Bureau
Huntington, W.Va.
Novdmber 25, 1957

FOR THE Herald-Dispatch and Huntington Advertiser
For Immediate Release

(Poets at Marshall)

Poems written by two Marshall College students have

been included in the poetry accepted for publication in
the Annual Anthology of College Poetry, according to
Professor R. P. Sechler, chairman of the department of

English.
Announcement was made by Dennis Hartman, secretary

of the National Poetry Association, that "Seashore” by

Nancy Louise Thomas, Charleston junior, and ”A Changeless
World" by James Dean Co&k, Charleston sophomore, were

selected to be published.
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MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU
Huntington, W.Va.
November 25, 1957

For the Huntington Advertiser and Herald-Dispatch
For Immediate Release
(Education Society Initiation at Marshall)

Kappa Delta Pi, national honorary society in ed

ucation, will conduct initiation ceremonies for thirty-two

Marshall College students, tonight at 8:00 in North
Parlor of 0,d Main.

Miss Nancy Marples, South Charleston senior and
president of th© Phi chapter, will preside.
Following the initiation services, a short talk
will be given by Mamie Janne G lloway on ’’What I

Expect in Teaching.” Mss Galloway is a Teachers College
senior doing her student teaching at Meadows School. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Galloway of Kenova.
A social hour will follow the meeting.

-30-
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for HUNTINGTON ADVERTISER X XJ
for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Faculty Recital at Marshall)

Two Marshall College music professors. will present
a faculty recital at 8:15 p.m. tonight in tVie\ college

auditorium.

Professors Alfred Lanejger, violonist, ancij William
v
Davidson, pianist, will be presented in a program^ of music
open to the public.

The concert includes works byr Tartini,

Schubert, Vieuxtemps, Hubay, Dvorak, Scott-Kreislerr and
Y

Sarasate.

The concert is one of a series of faculty recitals

presented each season by the music department.
7

i

\.
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for HERALD DISPATCH
for I® ED I ATE RELEASE

(Thanksgiving Program at Marshall)
Thanksgiving services at Marshall College will be
held this morning at 11:30 in front of the Student Union,
with the theme of "We Give Thee Thanks."

The services are under the sponsorship of the Student

Christian Association and Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity.
In case of rain the program will be held in Old Main Auditorium.
Included on the program will be the Marshall Symphonic

Choir, under the direction of
senior.

Ned DeJournette, Huntington

Among the numbers the choir will present are

"Let Thy Holy Presentee," and O’Lord The Measure of Our Prayer."

Also included will be a number of student speakers
including Sandy Spencer, Bob Chaddock, and Cecil Jividen.

They will speak on "A Student’s Thanksgiving."

Group singing

let by Edwin Hazelrigg, Charleston senior, will also be included.

-30-
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Huntington, W. Va.
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FROM:

Lou Sahadi
Sports Publicity Director

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Final Marshall Football Statistics)
HUNTINGTON, W.VA.-- Senior halfback Ray Dunlap edged running quarterback Bob Wagner

by six yards to emerge as Marshall’s top ground gainer with 283 yards for the ’57

season.

Actually, Wagner gained more yards, 335, but was thrown for losses amounting to

58 yards while Dunlap only lost eight yards all season.

Altogether, five backfield ball toters accumulated 200 or more yards.

Following

Dunlap and Wagner came halfback Roy Goines, 266, fullback Sonny Sirianni, 257 and senior

halfback Cagle Curtis, 240.
(

Average wise, halfback Dick Jackson turned in the best figure, carrying 32 times for

173 yards and a 5.4 figure.

Behind Jackson in order came Goines, 4.7, Curtis, 4.6,

Wagner, 4.0, Dunlap, 3.9 and Sirianni, 3.7.
In the passing department, Wagner closed out a fine season by completing 28 of 67

passes for a .418 percentage.

Wagner’s passes produced 459 yards, with five resulting in

touchdowns and five others falling into enemy hands.

On total offense, Wagner accounted

for 742 yards.
Wagner’s pet target was Curtis.
for 140

yards and two touchdowns.

The little Huntington halfback hauled in eight passes

Goines was next with six catches, followed by Jackson

and Sirianni with five receptions with Jackson’s three touchdown grabs topping the receivers
Curtis and Dunlap tied for scoring honors, each crossing the goal line five times.

Jackson with his three touchdowns and Wagner with two were the only other players scoring
more than once.
/

Overall, Marshall had the best of the statistical figures against its opponents.
The Big Green rushed for 1.742 yards to 1,525, collected 120 first downs to 110, and

scored 122 points to 112.
(MORE)

FINAL MARSHALL FOOTBALL STATISTICS
(

RUSHING
Player

Att.

Dunlap
Wagner
Goines
Sirianni
Curtis
Jackson
Miller
Maddox
Wilson
Ballengee
Thornton
Totals

72
69
57
70
52
32
31
33
7
5
_4
432

Yds.
291
335
280
272
251
188
130
105
31
25
13
1921

Lost

Net

Ave.

8
58
14
15
11
15
3
49
0
5
_1
179

283
277
266
257
240
173
127
56
31
20
12
1742

3.9
4.0
4.7
3.7
4.6
5.4
4.1
1.4
4.4
4.0
3.0
4.0

PASSING
Player

r

Wagner
Maddox
Totals

Att.

Comp,

Int.

Yds.

TD

Pct.

67
16
83

28
5
33

5

1

459
72
531

5
0
5

.418
.313
.398

6

PUNTING

PASS RECEIVING
Player

No.

Yds.

TD

Player

No.

Curtis
Goines
Jackson
Sirianni
Hall
Fugate
Ray
Dunlap
Wilson
Totals

8
6
5
5
3
3
1
1

140
64
138
67
63
41
17
12
9
531

2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Curtis
Wilson
Hall
Wagner
Maddox
Miller
Totals

23
4
2
2
1
1
33

1
33

SCORING
Player

Curtis
Dunlap
Jackson
Wagner
O’Conner
Sirianni
Goines
Maddox
Beiletti
Totals

TD

5
5
3
2
0
1
1
1
0
18

EPA

EPM

0
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
5_
18

0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
3
14

Pts.

30
30
18
12
11
6
6
6
_3
122

Yds.
716
181
72
66
40
28
1103

Ave.
31.1
45.2
36.0
33.0
40.0
28.0
33.4

STATISTICS

(

(continued)

TEAM FIGURES

Marshall

Opponents

122

Total Points

112

120

First Downs

110,

1742

Rushing

1,525

83

Passes Attempted

131

33

Passes Completed

46

531
2,273

9

577

Yards Passing
Total Yards

2,102

Passes Intercepted

8

20

Fumbles

15

13

Fumbles Lost

10

33

Number Punts

41

(

31.3

Punting Average

33.4

333

294

Penalties

RESULTS (Won 6 - Lost 3)

Marshall
14

West Va. State

7

21

Morehead

0

12

Western Michigan

7

14

Toledo

7

Kent State

6

7

Ohio

28

0

Xavier

18

13

Miami

25

Bowling Green

14

34

/

7
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(Gay Pauley on Mutual)

Gay Pauley, a Mar shall College journalism graduate and former

Huntington Advertiser repoidjer, is navi a daily Ifatuel Notwoi® radio
broadcaster#

Miss Pauley, who received her Marshall degree in 1942, has been

with United Press since her graduation.

She established the womens

news department for United Press in 1953.
She will be on the air weeddgry mox*nings from. 11 to 11:05 a.m.,

and on Saturdays and Sundays from 3 to 3:05 pan. Her Saturday program
does not start until December ?•

The others are now on the air.

The former Advertiser reporter will continue her assignments

from United Press#

-30-
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for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall ROTC rifle team wins second match)

The rifle team of the Marshall College Reserve
Officers Training Corps informed yesterday of a win last

week over Colorado College, has posted a 2 won and 1 lost
record so far this year.

Several more matches have been scheduled for the
remainder of the school year, according to Master Sergeant

George R. Sease, advisor to the group.
The team is usually made up of members of the Marshall
College Rifle and pistol Clul

although any student who

is taking RCTC is eligible to compete.
In arranging a match, one college challenges the other,

and then each team fires on their respective campus, and
after the scores are certified, they are exchanged and

the winner is announced.

As many students as possible

fire and the better scores are selected to be submitted

as contestants.
Prior to defeating Colorado, the rifle team defeated
Cornell and. lost their opening match to Norwich College.

The remainder of the schedule includes Middlebury College,
Vermont , December 7; Canisius College, Buffalo, N. Y.,
December lb-; Missippippi Southern College, February 7;

Eastern Kentucky, February 15, and Dickson College, Carile, Fenn..

Bebrajury 15 in a dual match; the University of Tennessee, March 1
/ •

and pi rematch with Middlebury College, April 18.
•>

(MORE)

-S-

ROTC

2222222

The team will also participate February 20 in the
William R. Hearst match.

Flans are being made now to

compete in the All-Army match , a national match for
ROTC rifle teams.
Members of the Marshall Rifle Olub are Noel Holt
senior, Larry Yeater, freshman, Richard Garretson,

sophomore, Arlie Turner, freshman, Jon M. Pinson,

sophomore, all of Huntington; Gary Nichols, Pt. Pleasant

freshman; John P. Killoran, Lewisburg junior; James P.
/

Anderson, Welch junior; Edward D. Martin 5 St. Albans
Sophomore, Anthony P. Cassinelli, Mullens freshman;
Larry N. Jordan, Kenova freshman; Luddy A. Kogoy,
Charleston freshman; Alpha Mayfield Dellshow sophomore;
I
'! Dennis K. Finley, Kenova freshman; James E. Lamber, Ironton,

/

Ohio.junior; and James

Nutter, Charleston freshman.

John Killoran is president of the club; James Anderson
is vice-president; Larry Jordan, secretary; Richard

Garretson, treasurer; Anthony Cassinelli, chief instructor,

I

and Jon Pinson, executive officer.

-30-
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Faculty Bulletin
Office of the Information Service
November 30, 1957
COMING EVENTS

Tuesday, December 3
Community Forum, 7:45 P.M.,
p.M., Old Main Auditorium
Wednesday, December 4 Campus Mothers meet,, 2 P.M.
P.M. , Laidley Hall Parlor.
Thursday, December 5
Convocation, 11 A.M., Old Main Auditorium
STUDENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENTS IN YOUR MONDAY OR TUESDAY CLASSES

COMMUNITY PORUM, 7:45 P.M., Tuesday, Dec. 3j Old Main Auditorium, speaker
NORMAN COUSINS, editor of SATURDAY REVIEW, will talk on "Education and Our
Foreign Policy."
CONVOCATION, 11 A.M., Thursday, Dec. 5> Old Main Auditorium,
Address: ’’Some Pros and Cons of Big Business"
Speaker: Mr. Louis P. Shannon, Manager, Extension Division, E. I. Du Pont
De Nemours and Company.

c

FACULTY ANNOUNCEMENTS

BLUE CROSS IS DUE DECEMBER 3 and 4.

BOOK ORDERS are due in the Bookstore as soon as possible.
CATALOG MATERIAL is due by Dec. 15 in the Information Service Office.

GRADES for the 12 week period are due in the deans' offices on Dec. 3.
REPORT OF BALLOTING UPON MOTION PERTAINING TO PROPOSED GRADUATE COUNCIL
Motion made by Professor Janssen FOR: 33 AGAINST: 46

ALL COOPERATIVE TESTS from the Cooperative Test Division of Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey will advance in price on January 1. If you
anticipate the need for additional tests within the next year, they should be
requisitioned now.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS A letter has been received
from Robert K. Carr, General Secretary of the Association, announcing that former
members may now be reinstated without payment of dues for the year in which
membership lapsed. Accordingly, former members owing back dues may now be
reinstated to membership merely on payment of $7-50 for the calendar year 1958.
Those who were reinstated in 1957 upon payment of back dues may, on request,
have the back dues applied in payment of 1958 dues.
The secretary of the Marshall College chapter would like to have the names of
who have been members of other chapters in order that transfer may be made to
our roll. She also has literature and application forms for any who would like tbecome members.
The secretary is Virginia Lee, Department of Journalism, Box 205.
(OVER)

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS MOTHERS regular December meeting will be'held Wednesday, Dec. 4,
at 2:00 P.M., in the Parlor at Laidley Hall. 1_
Mrs. Henrietta Spence, president
will preside.
PERSONALS

MISS MARGARET C. (CAMPBELL,
------ ‘ instructor in
‘ Education,
-------will speak to the Man
Elementary School Parents Teachers Association, Monday night, Dec. 2. The topic
of Miss Campbell’s address is ’’Characteristics of Child Development during
Elementary School Years."

PROFESSOR REX GRAY, principal of Marshall Elementary School, will be the
keynote speaker at the ninth annual conference of the State Association for
Student Teaching at West Virginia University, December 5 to 7. Professor Gray
will speak of the "Characteristics of a Good Teacher."
REVEREND AND MRS0 LANDER L. BEAL are the proud parents of a baby daughter,
Jane Lowell, born last week at the Cabell Huntington Hospital.

MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU
Huntington, W. Va.
November 28, 1957
for HERALD ADVERTISER

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Marshall instructor to speak at Man)
Miss Margaret C. Campbell, instructor in education at Marshall
College, will speak to the Man Elementary School Parents Teachers
Association at Man, Monday night (Dec. 2).

The topic of Miss Campbell's address is "Characteristics of
Child Development during Elementary School Years."
m
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MARSHALL NEWS BUREAU
Huntington, W. Va.
November 23, 1957
for HERALD ADVERTISER

for IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Professor Re.x Gray speaks at Student Teacher Meeting)

Rex Gray, associate professor of education at Marshall College,
will be the keynote speaker at the ninth annual conference of the
State Association for Student Teaching December 5 to 7 at West Virginia

University.
Professor Gray, who is also principal of Marshall Elementary School,
will speak on "Characteristics of a Good Teacher."

Attending the meeting will be people concerned with teacher

training, including college professors

state board of education members,

high school teachers, and some student teachers.

The meeting is alternated each year between Marshall College and

West Virginia University.
-30-
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(Carnegie Fellowships made available at Marshall)
Marshall College has been invited to participate in the 1958-59

$1,000 Carnegie Fellowships in Teaching for prospective high school
teachers at the George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville, it

was announced by Dean J. F. Bartlett of the College of Arts and

Sciences.

This fellowship will enable Marshall to nominate three students

who are currently enrolled as seniors ar are recent graduates, and
who are interested in high school teaching.

Students should have ma

majored as undergraduates in a subject taught in the high schools,
and the should not present a major in education.
Candidates are nominated by their undergraduate colleges and

final awards are made by a committee of the Peabody faculty.
Nominations are due by March 1, 1958 and announcement of awards

will be made on or about April 1.
Two former Marshall students have received these scholarships

to Peabody College.

Mariilyn Putz, who graduated from Marshall in

1954 with an AB degree and Is now an instructor in English at Marsha?

received her MA from Vanderbilt and Peabody Jointly in 1954-55.
The other is Sharon Madsen, whose home is at 4520 Price Creek Road ir
Huntington.

Miss Madsen received her AB degree from Marshall in 195p

and her MA from Peabody in 1956.

now teaching in California.
-30-
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Television Programs - Saturdav
I

Falcons
Given One
TD Edge
■

I

By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Marshall and Bowling Green
wrap up their football campaigns
today at Fairfield Stadium in a
Mid - American Conference game
that might develop into one of the
most exciting of the season.
Though Miami has already won
the championship much remains
at stake for today’s opponents.
! Marshall needs a win or tie to earn
undisputed possession of second
place. The Falcons, dethroned
champions, must win to tie for
runner-up honors with the locals.
In either case, it will be Marshall’s
highest finish since it joined the
seven member loop in 1952.
An extra early kickoff of
1 o’clock was set to avoid conflict
with today’s nationally televised
game between Notre Dame and
Oklahoma. Marshall officials were
expecting about 8,000 to show up
but, more than likely the crowd
, will hit somewhere around 4,000 if
the weather fails to clear.
; Probable Fireworks
‘ A tipoff on the probable fire
works the fans can expect came
ifrom pre - game statements by
; both coaches. Said Herb Royer
of the Big Green:
“We’re going to shoot the works.
Our boys have been practicing all
week like the season has a month
to go.”
Promised D o y t Perry, complet
ing. his third year as head coach
at his alma mater:
I
“We’ve had some real good1
,
practices this week and we’re in
decent shape physically. Mentally, I
we’re ready for a good ball game j
and are ready1 to go.”
Actually, the game finds Bowl
ing Green about a one touchdown
favorite. The Falcons boast of one
the strongest and most versatile
offenses in the midwest. Overland
they’ve rolled up 1,667 yards. Their
passing attack has produced another 719 for an overall total of!
2,386 and a 298.3 average.
Just As Tough
, Defensively, Bowling Green Is,
just as tough. The opposition has
managed only 892 yards nn the I

I

'Aerially, tne falcons <Xe-ense* r

have allowed only 611 lor a 76.4
mak.
Marshall’s offensive performance
this season is right up there, too.
On the ground the Big Green has
ground out 1,842 yards — for an
edge there — but aerially the total
;is only 455. Marshall’s combined
yardage is 2,297 which compares
i favorably with the falcons.
i
I In the matter of touchdowns its'
22 for Bowling Green and 17 for
Marshall with the former’s attack
centered around a pair of fine'
quarterbacks. Don Nehlen, second
in the MAC’S passing parade, has
(fired away 63 times and hit on
•34 for a .540 percentage. His
aerial yardage is 480 and touch' down strikes three.
j
Right behind him is Bill Lyons
who has hit on 15 of 29 for a fine'.
.519 mark
! Good Generalship
7 Marshall’s Bob Wagner is next
to Nehlen in the MAC. Bob, the;
6-1 Logan junior, has connected on •
25 of 60 for 383 yards and four,
touchdowns. His signal calling and •
.field generalship have been good
all season and has been directly
responsible for keeping Marshall
in contention.
Bowling Green’s best pass-catch
ers are Ray Reese, Bob Ramlow1
.and Ed Janeway. Between them
; they’ve snagged 38 with Reese’s 12
■ the best. Ray has rambled for
195 yards with his and three touch• downs, one of the best records in
‘the conference.
• Cagle Curtis, Roy Goines and
Dick Jackson — all halfbacks —
■have been Marshall’s top receiv■ers. Jackson has gone 138 yards
. with his five for three touchdowns,
■best all around mark of the trip !
though Curtis has caught two
more.
'
Last Appearances
Nine Marshall seniors will be
making their last appearances in
today’s contest — a Dad’s Day
affair — with eight of them fit for
action. Reserve guard Paul Bur
ford will have to sit it out because
of a dislocated shoulder. Bowing
out will be halfbacks Ray Dunlap
and Curtis, ends Bill Ray and
' Donzil Hall, guards Herb Hess and |
Bob Williams along with Burford, •
and centers Jim Simpson and;
Dana Kirk. Hess and Simpson are ’
the co-captains.
i
'Royer planned only two changes'
in his lineup. Vernon Howell, nor
mally a tackle, will again start at .1
a guard in place of Hess, who isj
slightly down physically. Jackson i
'will get his first starting call at(:
, right half. Otherwise it’s the same 1
i lineup with Ray and Todd Fugate I
at the ends. Jim O’Conner and'
John Beiletti at the tackles, Dick
Allen and Howell at the guards,
Simpson at center, Wagner at
quarterback, Curtis and Jackson
at the halves and Sonny Sirianni
at fullback.
Perry win open with an all-sen
ior lineup, a practice he’s observed
for all season finale’s.
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Cental Attitude Key-Herb

!
"'If

By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Ing a couple of good teams ln
Xavier and Delaware. Then caff16
that tie with Western Michigan off
Bowling Green’s own Homecoming
Day .and they haven't been the
same since. They’ve got an awfdl
lot of good ball - players on their
team and maybe, if they get mean
enough, they might hit us with
- - - ------

The team with the best mental
attitude will win.
That sums up Marshall coach
Herb Royer’s opinion of the sea
son’s finale here Saturday when
his Big Green clashes with de
throned" Mid-American
Conference
■
~
—j
champion Bowling Green at Fairfield Stadium — a game which
Marshall must win or to claim un
disputed possession of ■ s e c o n d
<1
place.
MS*
’ “Our own mental attitude has
&
been very good,” Herb said this
morning. “It’s surprising, too, be
cause right here at this last stage
of the season if the boys are just
playing out the string and count
•/i ing the days until the season is
over—they’re mentally down.
But, our fellows have been show
ing lots of life and pep in prac
tice—you’d think they had three
more weeks of football ahead of
them. And when a team reacts
like that — then, they’re m e ntally up.”
First Altitude
Royer said the mental attitude'
of his 1957 club has been the finest
all season of any club he’s ever
coached — and that goes, back to'
his very successful days at West ;
Virginia Tech and Logan high
.i f school.
“I think one factor for this is
'-4. i
. .-i»- .'
that we have a lot of sophomores
-■ w
-?w ss
on the team and also because
i
while losing our last two to a cou
ple of real good teams, they’ve yet
! iW
to take a physical beating. No
team has beaten us physically this
£ year. Another thing is that we play
about 25 boys a game and' when
P3a boy is seeing a lot of action,
“‘even if he’s only a reserve, then
it keeps his interest up. That’s one
:good thing about the two-unit sys
tem we’ve used. It gives a lot of
•mig-jvH ’01
>81 ZL6 9W
coz L
VUOZ[.
-tuozpv ’6 Mjboys a chance to play,
>1 OOOI SOS’
-8
OH L *IS ‘XI!H 8001 fiW
aojiva ’L joj Lot Depends on BG
Ml 8
1—
.81 ZIZl Hfr*
aqvja '9
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81 X90I 86f
baioj *g
Switching over, to Bowling Green,
III L
SI ZLOI STU’
UHL 8
SI 8Zol ZGV
sot 8 "is ’V’M *g J 5-2-1 on the season and 2-1-2 in the
.91 6881 W
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■ " ^l°H 'Z si conference and needing a win to
.XI 8IZL ttF
■av ».tot era6LI 8
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tie Marshall for second, Herb said:
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“A lot is going to depend on their
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Saturday. They began the
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one of their best games.”
Another, thing which has Herb’s
hopes high is the steady progress
of his winged - T attack — which
did everything but produce a lot
of touchdowns early in the season
but which has really jelled the past
three weeks, especially against
Ohio and Miami.

It may come up with a real ex
plosion Saturday.
Marshall, 6-2-0 on the season and
4-1 in the conference, expects to
enter the game at full strength.
The kickoff has been moved up to
1 P. M., to avoid conflict with the
nationally televised game between
Notre Dame and Oklahoma
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Delegates to the 23rd annual United High School Press meeting are shown yester
day during registration at the Marshall College journalism department. The or
ganization is meeting in conjunction with the West Virginia Journalism Teach
ers Association and the United High School Yearbook Association. The event will
close this evening. Shown from left are Judy Pinson, Barbara Jackson, Winia
Morrison, Nina Lee Miller, Jo Wilson, Mrs. Esta Herndon, advisor, and Miss Vir
ginia Lee, associate professor of journalism and registrar. From left, rear, are
Bonnie Nelson and Alan Gibson. Delegates shown are from Marshall high school.

- • -------------------- —J

Banquet Will c/ose
Annual UHSP Session

Tech's Bassi Edges Royer
For State 'Coach of Year'

A banquet tonight at the Mar-1 ings of the West Virginia Journal
shall College Cafeteria will close ism Teachers Association and the',
out the annual session of the United High School Yearbook As-'
1
United High School Press of West sociation.
Guests of honor at the banquet
Virginia.
The banquet, sponsored by the will be Mr. ad Mrs. Walker Long
Huntington Publishing Co., will be and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Walker
gin at 6'30 P. M. Dr. Stewart H. Long Jr.
! Smith, Marshall president, will be The college acted as hosts to the1
visitors at today’s Marshall-Bowl-!
(master of ceremonies.
ing Green football game at Fair-;
Nick Basso, WSAZ-TV and Radio field Stadium.
:
news director, will address the WHTN-TV held an open house'
and the Palace Theatre provided a I
gathering.
More than 300 delegates have movie for the delegates.
participated in this year’s conven The convention opened yestertion held in conjunction with meet- , day.I

'
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MORGANTOWN W) — Basket Gojden Bears to defeat their op
ball mentor Neal Baisi of West ponents last year by an averagei
Virginia Tech has been voted State margin of 25.4 points.
College Coach of the Year by the Honored At Dinner
West Virginia Sports Writers
Baisi will be honored at the 13tb
Association.
Baisi edged Marshall football annual Victory Awards Dinner
coach Herb Royer for the honor sponsored by state sports writers
in the balloting by 34 association and sports casters in Wheeling
members. Other votes were cast Dec. 9. He will receive the Charles
for Fairmont State’s Deacon Du ton Press Club trophy won last
vall and West Liberty’s Ollie Ol year by Joe Bartell of West Lib
erty.
sen.
Under Baisi, Tech zoomed to Royer guided Marshall College
stratospheric scoring heights dur to its first winning football season
ing the past three seasons to lead in several years. Duvall coached':
the nation’s colleges in this depart Fairmont State to a 7-0 record ,
ment. The Golden Bears posted a during the current gridiron cam
103.4-point average in 71 games paign for the State Conference title..
against senior college opposition Olsen guided West Liberty to an;
upset victory in the State Confer- ‘
during the three-year span.
ence basketball tournament at
Cop Four Tourneys
J
Last year’s Tech team compiled Buckhannon last February.
Si
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a 31-3 record to win the regular
season State College Conference
championship. In addition, the
Golden Bears won four tourna
ments, including the Hofstra, I
N. Y.» College Invitational, the I
Parris Island, S. C., Marine event,
the Tech Warmup and the NAIA
District Playoffs.
The 32-year-old Baisi also has
been acclaimed for this “pressing
zone” defense which enabled the
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By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Herb Royer and his Marshall
football staff prepared today for
a long, quiet winter of off season
work, all of it just as important
as the kind they do during the
season.
With the season ended on a los
ing note but the season itself a
winning one, Royer this morning
sounded like a man with a big
load off of his shoulders.
Highest Finish
“Let it rain,” he said when asked
how he felt with the 1957 campaign
behind him. “Every Monday morn
ing during the season we spent
■half of the time looking up at the
sky and wondering if the weather
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would let us practice. Now, it
doesn’t mean anything.”
Royer piloted Marshall to a 6-3
record, his first winning season
here and good enough for a tie
for second in the Mid - American
Conference with Bowling Green,
which edged the Big Green Satur
day here 14-7. The finish is Mar
shall’s highest in five years in the
conference.
Royer said his staff will spend a
lot of time the next couple of
months reviewing game movies of
the 1957 season and supervising
study halls for all football players.
“The big problem for the players
is to sharpen up on their grades
now,” he explained. “Not
that they're all in trouble. But,
their grades do slip during the sea
son because of the amount of time
it takes to practice and because
after practice a lot of them are
too tired physically to study much.
But, we’re getting right after
them now and seeing to it they
get their academic work done.
We’ll set up study halls between
3 and 5 every afternoon.”
Ball Control Hurt
Asked about the loss to Bowling
Green, which was set up on a late
game Marshall fumble, Royer
said:
“They were a little too much for
us, a little too strong and deep
but I thought we did all right.
Another thing, that ball control of
theirs in the second half hurt us
and whenever we got the ball we
were too- far back to do anything.
Our offense didn’t look either. I
don’t know why Bowling Green
didn’t win the conference .title
again. They were the best con
ference team we played.”
Looking back over the season,
Herb said:

1

Huntington merchants’ apparent lack of cooperation in the recent Marshall College Homecoming activities was not due to dis
interest but to improper planning. So said the Retail Merchants
Association yesterday in a- letter directed to H. R. Pinckard, editor
of The Herald-Advertiser. .
The letter relied to complaints in Pinckard’s Personal Column
of Nov. 3 that no welcoming
signs for homecomers were displayed in the downtown busiy ness district and that merchants
seemed unaware9 that Marshall
•, is one of the City’s “major in- dustries.”
The letter to Pinckard from
the Retail Merchants group fol
iotvs:

Royer, Micfes Beginning!5
Quiet but Active WinterH

'•

■--

Retail Merchants Pledge
Cooperation With■ /I-College
tO "S'?

“WE WOULD like to reply to
r> your Sunday, Nov. 3 Personal
“We came a long way from- Column. This article concerned
last year. We made a lot of
the lack of participation by the
strides. There’s still room for a
City of Huntington and, in parlot of improvement, though, and i ticular, the Retail Merchants, in
we know it.”
I the Marshall College HomecomRoyer said his 1958 club will be i-ing activities.
one of the most experienced he’s , •. “Marshall College, in our
ever had. He loses only nine men, j opinion is one of the greatest
two halfbacks, two ends, two cen- | assets „a town
uv>ixt like Huntington
ters, and three guards. Because^ he . can have_ Almost four thousand
used the unit system, Royer had < students from many states and
well over 25 players getting into
every county in West Virginia
each game.
go to school here. Millions of
Soph Guards Good
. dollars are spent here each
year by these students and the
“I was especially pleased with
faculty.
the work of sophomore guards this'year and particularly against Bowl
“MARSHALL College, along
ing Green,” he said. “Don Trimboli
with other Colleges and
and Bill Gillespie along with Dick1
Allen, whose been a regualr, did; Universities has a multiplicity
very well. Which is good because J(Turn to Page 4, Col. 7, Sec. i)
we lose (Herb) Hess, (Bob) Wil
liams and (Paul) Buford there.”}< |
Royer figures to be set at the'
ends, where he lost two men, with, !
seven coming back, including two ;
held out this season. He’s okay at'
tackles and center. At the latter he
figures to go with four, including
transfer Lester Little, a big,1
rugged 205 - pounder.
With Ray Dunlap and Cagle
Curtis graduating, Herb still has a
raft of good backs. He said he ex
pects a lot out of Dewey Ballangee
and Granny Zopp at left half in ’58
while at right half he’s got Dick:
Jackson, Roy Goines and Paul
Miller — all of whom started at [
various times this year.
“Ballengee and Zopp didn’t play
too much this year,” Herb said,
“but that was- because we had a
couple of awful good left halves in
Dunlap and Curtis. But, those '
fellows can look forward to a lot ,
of action next year. Ballengee has\
great speed and burning desire to |
play. That’s a good sign.
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IWAGNER AIMS FOR MAC PASSING MARK
Jackson,
Curtis Top
Receivers

I

Marshall quarterback Bob
Wagner, who has completed 25
passes in 60 attempts, will be
taking dead aim Saturday against* .
Bowling Green in an effort to
overtake Toledo’s Sam Tisci forthe Mid-American Conference
passing leadership. In conference
v action. Wagner has completed 21
out of 46 while Tisci has a 31 for
72 figure.
Wagner’s favorite target for the
“go-for-broke” toss has • been
halfback Dick Jackson, who has
been- on the receiving end of
three touchdown passes while
■catching five for 138 yards. The
leading pass receiver is halfback
Cagle Curtis who has speared
seven for 85 yards Including a
touchdown. Following Curtis is
another halfback. Roy Goines,
who has grabbed six for 64 yards.
In total offense, Wagner con
tinues to spark the Green. His;
passes have accumulated 383,
yards and he has rushed for 268.
yards for a grand total of 651
yards.
In the rushing department,
halfback Ray Dunlap has accum
ulated the most net yardage, run
ning for 274 yards while averag
ing 4.2 yards a carry. Average
wise, Jackson leads the Big
Green' with an even 6.0 yards a
run. Jackson has rushed 30
times for 181 yards.
Following Jackson is halfback
Roy Goines, 262 yards for a 4.9
average, Wagner, 268 yards for
a 4.5 average, Curtis 240 yards
for a 4.6 average, halfback Paul
Miller 127 yards for a 4.1 aver
age and fullback Sonny Sirlanni
225 yards for a 3.6 average.
Dunlap continues to pace the
squad in scoring, tallying five
touchdowns for 30 points. Curtis
is in second place with four
touchdowns for 24 points. How
ever, all four have beep scored
in conference play, and he will
' be shootnig for Miami’s Dave
; Thelen’s first place total of
I seven in Saturday’s finale.

I. Player
I Dunlap
I Wagner
i Goines

RUSHING
Att. Yds.
2R-J
58 307
51 270
52 251

n-i3

i

I

I

I

1
Martin Gabel and Agnes Moorehead, above, appear
with Raymond Massey in the distinguished Paul
Gregory production, “The Rivalry,” which plays here
next Wednesday at the Keith-Albee Theatre. Tickets
for the event, sponsored as an added attraction by
the Marshall College Artists Series, go on sale to
morrow at the Becker Music Store, 1040 Fourth ave
nue. The costume drama about Abraham Lincoln
(Massey) and Stephen A. Douglas (Gabel) is now
making a pre-Broadway tour of the country.

J

Jackson
•Miller
Maddox
Ballengee
Wilson
Thornton
Totals

Player
| Wagner
Maddox
Totals
Player
Curtis
Goines
Jackson
Sirlanni
Hall
Fugate
Kay
Dunlap
Wilson
Totals

3

so
Si
32
5
7
4
402

J"
J 30
101 40
25
5
. 31
0 31
13
.
...
12
1842 150 1692

* ’ 10’

PASSING
Yds.
At. Com. Int. Yds
60 25 2
383
72
16
5
1
3
76 30
455

1

Player
Dunlap
Curtis
Jackson
Wagner
O’Conner
Sirlanni
Goines
Maddox
Belletti
Totals

Pot.
.417
.313
.395

PASS RECEIVING
No. Yd;
rds, TD
85
1
0
6 64
3
5 138
4
46
0
3
0
63
0
2 21
0
1
17
iz 0
1
0
1
9
4
30 455

PUNTING
Player
Curtis
Wilson
Hall
Wagner ■
Maddox
./Miller
/ ' Totals

’

TD
4
0
4

No. Yds. Ave.I
20 605
>05
"‘
2 "
77
2 72
2
66
1 40
1 28
28 888

it?

SCORING
TD EPA EPM Pts.
0
0
5
4
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
2
0
12 IO
0
0
o
0
0
0
i
o 5 3
n 17 13
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RANGERS, BLACKHAWKS TIE
NEW YORK, Nov. 13 G?) — For-,
mer Ranger Ron Murphy drilled'
a low, sizzling chop past sub
goalie Marcel Faille at 4:20 of the
third period tonight that gave
the Chicago Blackhawks a 2-2 tie
with New York in a hotly-con
tested National Hockey League
game in Madison Square Garden.

i
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ACCEPTS INVITATION
STOCKHOLM, Nov. 13 OP) — Dan
Waern, the only Swede who ever
ran a mile in less than four min
utes, has accepted an invitation to
compete in the Compton, Calif.,
relays on June 6, next year, the
Swedish track and Field Associa
tion announced today.

18—The Herald-Dispatch—Friday, Nov. 15, 195T •

Star Of 'The Rivalry'
Knows War First-Hand
/

Raymond Massey, who comes
to Huntington on Wednesday as
one of the stars in Paul Gregory’s
production of "The Rivalry,” is
a Broadway stage notable whose
early career was an exciting one
and mostly military.
The Marshall College’ Artists
Series is sponsoring the perform
ance at the Keith-Albee Theater
at 8:30 P. M., but admission is
not included in series season sub
scriptions. Tickets are on sale at
the Becker Music Store, 1040
Fourth Avenue.
In the play written and di
rected by Norman Corwin and
now en route to Broadway, Mr.
Massey appears in his famous
role as Abraham Lincoln, insti
gator of the rivalry. Martin Gob el
portrays Stephen A. Douglas and
Agnes Moorehead appears as
Adele Douglas, who stands be
tween the two great rivals.
In World War I, Mr. Massey
served as a captain in the Royal
, Canadian Artillery, and after be
ing wounded at Ypres, he served
as a trench warfare and gunnery
officer at Princeton and Yale Uni
versities. That was a little too
tame for Mr. Massey, who re-

turned to Canada and joined an
expeditionary force and finished
out the war in Siberia. World
War II again found him in uni
form, this time serving as a
major attached to the adjutant
general’s branch in the Canadian
Army.
After the war, Mr, Massey de
cided to embark on an acting ca
reer and followed the advice of
another famous actor, John Drew,
who told him to begin his pro
fessional career in England.
Arriving in England for what
he thought would be a short
lived visit, Mr. Massey stayed
for 16 years. During this period,
besides being active on the
screen, he appeared in over 80
plays and produced and directed
30 more.
Since settling in the United
States, Mr. Massey has starred
in 10 Broadway plays, including
“Abe Lincoln in Illinois,” "The
Doctor’s Dilemma,” “Candida,”
and “Pygmallion.” He has ap
peared in over 60 pictures, includ
ing such smash hits as “Battle
Cry,” “East of Eden,” “Seven
Angry Men,” and "Prince ofi
Players.”
j
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RAYMOND MASSEY AS LINCOLN
One Of Stars In Drama Coming Wednesday

JACOBSEN QUITS
AT MARSHALL I
H. £>
By LOU SAHADI
jj „ ^-57 And so Jacobsen, the heralded sophomore
In an unprecedented turn of events, sopho who would have been the tallest player in Mar
more center Herb Jacobsen, towering 6’9” Mar shall’s history, leaves a question mark be
shall basketball hopeful, announced late yester hind him. How much his loss actually hurts the
squad will never be determined. Sources close
day afternoon that he was dropping out of school
because of academic difficulties. The Maryland to the college revealed that Dick Hall, an ob
scure bench ridden sophomore last season, was
native made known his volition to Coach Jule
Rivlin upon reporting for practice at the gym pushing hard for the vacant center berth left by
Hal Greer who is operating as a forward this
nasium.
year.
“It was something I didn’t expect,” replied
However, Rivlin stifled any speculation that
the popular Marshall pilot afterwards. “It’s
just one of those things that happens to a coach Greer will return to his old post by emphatically
making it clear that the lanky star would re
every now and then.”
main at his new position.
“The departure of Jacobsen didn’t affect the
The center job is now open to Hall and pos
squad's attitude,” continued Rivlin. This current
sibly Herm Conner who is being groomed as a
squad has more spirit than last year’s and, I
guard. Hall stands 6’5” while Conner measures
might add more desire.”
6’4”.
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RAYMOND MASSEY, AGNES MOOREHEAD AND MARTIN GABEL
i

__________

Moorehead, Massey Star
In ‘Rivalry9 Here Nov. 20
Three of America’s foremost
actors — Raymond Massey,
Agnes Moorehead and Martin
Gabel — will appear here in per
son November 20 in the new Paul
Gregory production, “The Ri
valry.”
The presentation at 8:30 P. M.
at the Keith - Albee Theatre will
be sponsored by the Marshall
College Artists Series, but not
included on any public sub
scription series.
The box office will open Thurs-

the recent hit, “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?” and “The
Reclining Figure,” which he also
co-produced. He also produced
“The Hidden River” written by
Ruth and Augustas Goetz.

'
(
’
■
!
;

Mr. Gabel Is known throughout
the country for his frequent ap
pearances on the television pro !
gram, “What’s My Line”?, on
which his wife, Arlene Francis, is
a regular panelist. He also
starred in director Corwin's cel
ebrated V. E. radio show, “On

_ .. _ -

1010 Fourth avenue.
“THE RIVALRY” will come
here en route to Broadway and
will afford a Huntington au
dience an opportunity to see an
other powerful Gregory produc
tion before it Is presented to New
York theatregoers.
Raymond Massey will appear
as Abraham Lincoln, the insti
gator of the rivalry. Martin Ga
bel will be seen as Stephen A.
Douglas, the arrogant rival who
fought to his death for what he
sincerely believed, and Agnes
Moorehead, as Adele Douglas,
the woman who stood between
the two great rivals.
The play was written and is
directed by Norman Corwin.
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IN THE THEATRE world
“Paul Gregory Presents” has be
come synonymous with topflight
•tag® entertainment. He pro
duced “Don Juan in Hell,”
“John Brown’s Body,” “The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
and “Three for Tonight,” all of
which were brought to Hun
tington by the Artists Series.
His productions have demonetrated his extraordinary ability
to combine great stars and great
dramas. “The Rivalry” follows
in this tradition. The clash ci
these three brilliant talents —
Massey, Moorehead and Gabel —
affords strong, solid drama.
In this play Massey again as
sumes one of his favorite roles,
mimes
that of Abraham Lincoln, but his
interpretation of the Lincoln
author Corwin writes about, is
new and unfamiliar to theatre
audiences.
Although famous for his many
screen roles, his first love is the
stage and before coming to Hollywood Massey starred on Broadway in “The Doctor’s Dilemma,”
“Candida,” with Katherine Cornell and “Pygmalion” with Gertrade Lawrence. He appeared in
z-<_____ ____ •
TrtVin
Gregory
’s production of ““John
Brown’s Body.”

ceivea nai- -ari-»

Dr. Roy Woods
Writes Article
Dr. Roy C. Woods, professor
of education, Marshall College,
is author of an article opposing
election of the West Virginia
state superintendent of educa
tion.
The November Issue of “West
Virginia School Journal” car
ries the article, which is an anser to a May article in the pub
lication calling for the official’s
election.
1
I
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> THIS ALSO is Miss Moore- !
; head’s second appearance under j
the Gregory banner, she having
j starred previously in “Don ;
Juan in Hell.”
I Roles in such hits as “Scarlet
! Pages,” “AH the King’s Men,” ■
“Soldiers and Women” and “Can- !
dlellght” first established the !
name of Agnes Moorehead along I
Broadway. Meanwhile, she was I
equally in demand on radio and j
became a regular member of Or
son Welles’ famed Mercury |
Players. . j
Her role in the movie “The
j Magnificent Ambersons” brought
» her an Academy Award nomlnai tion for the year’s outstanding .
i supporting performance. She
' also received the New York •
• Critics’ Award for the best ac‘ tress of the year.
She has since been nominated ■
: twice for an Academy Award as
the year’s best supporting ac- '
tress. She recently played an
important role In MGM’s “Raintree County.”

i

MARTIN GABEL has acted in
many Broadway plays including

a

He appeared in “Dead End”,
“Three Men on a Horse’’ and
many other main stem successes.
Not content to rest on his ac
ting laurels, he joined forces with
Jose Ferrer and co-produced
such Broadway hit plays as
“Charley’s Aunt”, “The Assassin” and “The Survivors.” This
is his first appearance under the
Gregory banner.
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Figures Show Herd Better
!

By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor

Ask anyone connected with theX
4?
Marshall football team today
what he thinks of last Saturday’s
game with Miami and you’ll get
something like this for an answer;
"-fi
“They beat us in the score but
we’re the better team.”
And, they have the figures to
•prove it. Miami won the game,
25-13, to clinch its fifth Mid
American Conference football
k- z-'
crown but the Big Green finished
on top in nearly every other de
■B-c
partment of play.
*
So, what’s the underlying rea
3
-J..
•
'■
son for the defeat before 7,000
shivering fans at picturesque Mi
ami Field in Oxford, O.?
“Our fumbles, our weakness on
I. >'
our outside defense and that call
on one of their fumbles which
JIMMY MADDOX
JOHN BEILETTI
went against us,”, said disapQuarterback, Tackle, Guard, Have Seen Plenty of
appointed head coach Herb Royer.
Fumbles Into Scores
Miami quickly converted two again heaped praise on Jackson punch at quarterback.”
Marshall fumbles into touch —a halfback who is improving Then switching to Jackson he
downs, their second and third with each outing.
said of the former Huntington
with the latter coming off a play “I think Maddox is going to be high star:
around the left side. The Redskins all right,” said Herb, an old Mar “He’s coming along all the
got their first score on a 54-yard shall quarterback of greatness time. He does a real good job out
drive, after Marshall went ahead himself. “He needed a good half there. Along with (Roy) Goines
. early in the. second period. The of action and 1 was glad he finally we have a situation at right half
Miami thrust was kept alive when got the chance. He seemed to be just like at quarterback — two
/eferee Dan Tehan, who always planning two or three plays ahead good men.”
Jackson carried the ball six
seems to be involved in Marshall and that’s a good sign. He’s also
rhubarbs, blew a play dead in a good runner and has fine bal times, in addition to catching the
' which halfback Curtis Gentry ap ance. It proves what I’ve said touchdown pass, and .raced for
parently threw the ball away all along — that in Wagner and 63 yards — better than 10 yards a
after being hit on the Marshall Maddox we have a good one-two clip. His two best runs were in
30. Sonny Sirianni’s recovery was
nullified by Tehan — to the
amazement of everyone in the
park except Tehan himself. So,
instead of Marshall taking over
at that point with a 7-0 lead, Mi
ami continued on to its first score.
“If our recovery had been al
lowed,” Royer said today,
. “there’s no telling what would
have happened. More than likely,
■from the way we had been play
ing them up to that point, we’d
'have gone into the second half
■' still in front and they never
would have had a chance to break
■ up the game.”
Four In Five
What Herb had in mind was the
'fact that Miami, taking advan
tage of the break, scored all four
of it^ touchdowns in the ensuing ,
five minutes and 16 seconds of
playing time — carrying over to
the 14*14 mark of the third period
when fMiami got its finale on its
first ^crimmage play of the sec
ond half.
Royer thought that Marshall’s
runing? attack reached a seasonal
high of efficiency against Miami.
“Considering the opposition I’d
say it never looked better,” he
said. And, statistics show that
he’s <^n target. Marshall’s two
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BOB GARDNER
Action for Marshall
setting up the first touchdown •.
with a 12 yard slant to the one
and a weaving, slashing 39- j
yarder in the fourth period.
Both times Dick showed an.
ability to run at half-speed and
then feint his way into an open- .
ing before turning on the gas.
Marshall, now 6-2 and 4-1 in the
conference, has assured itself of .
no worse than a tie for second
place in the MAC — regardless of |
how it does/ against Bowling

(Con', on Page 14 in Col. 5)

jwives —
.
(yards and was directed by Bob
(Wagner who ended it with a nice
7-ya.“d pass to Dick Jackson.
TUe second one covered 62
yards in the fourth quarter and
was capped by Jim Maddox’s
bucl< from the one. Maddox
j spelled Wagner at quarterback
foj: the entire second half because
|pj/ a recurring ankle injury suf| fered by Bob. Just prior to its
’second touchdown, Marshall
drove from its’13 to the Miami
. eight.
i Except for that spectacular
! scoring burst by Miami, Marshall
dominated the action — getting
off 63 plays from scrimmage to
only 46 for Miami which only had
one scoring drive all day.
;
Royer was pleased with the way
Maddox spelled Wagner and he i
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ate Team Goes To Morris Harvey Today
shall College debate and
ims will travel to Morthis inorning to enaeir second match of
i_. Schools from West
jlo, and possibly Pennd Virginia will p.articl•P1 Kappa Delta area
heet.
rn University will be
/st school. Ohio State,
Sity and Denison Uni■; also accepted invita-

's debate question will
jro and cons of mak1 shop illegal.
squad will be made
len and three women,
Ben W. Hope, asso,or of speech and foror.

Representing the affirmative tory will be -e n t e r e d by Fred
side will be Walden Roush, Mason Fudge, Huntington freshman.
freshman; Bill Brook, Huntington
senior; Tom Carter. Huntington
junior, and Linda Matheny, St. Al
bans sophomor^.
Negative debaters will be poth
ers Bob and Fred Lowe, Pitts
burgh juniors; Tom Stafford, Hun
tington sophomore, and RichardKyle, Huntington senior.
Three women will recite poetry.
Miss Matheny will read a selec
tion from Robert Frost. John
Keats’ “Ode to a Grecian Urn”
will be done by Peggy Fleshman, |
Huntington senior. Kay Humph
reys, Huntington senior, will read
Alfred Tennyson’^ “Idylls of the
King.”
Extemporaneous speeches will
be given by Lewis Yeager, Par
kersburg junior, and Roush. Ora-

.

RCA Records
Composition
Of Elias

PTA Leaders
Visit Marshall!
College Today

I

}

Mi’s. Edith McBride Cameron
of Gainesville, Fla., chairman of
the National Congress of Par
ents and Teachers Committee on J
Cooperation with Colleges, will '
inspect Marshall College today.
Mi’s. John H. Brown of Par-1 ,|;
kersburg, immediate past presi- • /
dent of the West Virginia £ o ngress of the PTA, is accompany
ing Mrs. Cameron on her visit:’
of 11 colleges in the state.
Mrs. J. E. Cummings and L.
Carl Cornell, presidents, respec-i
tively of the Cabell and Wayne
Councils of Parents and Teach
ers, are in charge of a dinner
at the Hotel Frederick tonight I
for Mi's. Cameron and Mrs.
Brown. Following the dinner, the
women will attend a meeting of
the Cabell County Council at the
Courthouse at 8 P- M. ■
Among the colleges in the state
remaining to be visited on t h e
tour are: West Virginia State
College, Morris Harvey College,
Glenville State College and.West ’
Virginia University.
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Gwynn (Babe) Elias, Marshall
College junior from Charleston,
and his brother, Al, are co-au
thors of two compositions now
on new RCA-Victor recordings,
one is in the “rockabilly” style
and the other in the “chicken”
style. The record was released
last week and is due in the local
music shops within the next few
days.
Both sides of the Black Label
recording are sung by Al Elias
with Bill Leavitt’s Orchestra.
The “rockabilly” number is
called “Off To The Preacher.”
The reverse side, “Chickadee,”
employs some unusual sound ef
fects such as the cackle of a
chicken and others.
Both numbers will be sung by
Al on the ABC-TV “American
; Bandstand” tomorrow at 3 P. M.
; over WHTN-TV, Channel 13.
Just prior to the “American
Bandstand” show, “Babe” will
appear on the “Gretchen Wade
Show”, WHTN-TV at 1 P. M.
! He will be interviewed and will
| play the recordings on the show.
i “Off To The Preacher” and
“Chickadee” are published by
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GWYNN (BABE) ELIAS

Marshall Student Co-Au
thors Two New Songs.
“Babe” and Al’s own publishing
firm, Triple E Music Publishers, !
a subsidiary of Weiss & Berry |
Publishers, music publishing I
firm for Twentieth Century-Fox !
Films.
-a
RCA has predicted the record .
to be a hit. Another number by
the brothers which was released
last* summer, “Available Lover,”
sold 200,000 copies.
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SAE Picks Pledge Officers
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Pledge officers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at Marshall College are,
front row from left, Robert Bledsoe, secretary; Ty Cobb, president; Jack Wort
man, vice president; back row, Ronnie Crews, sergeant - at - arms, and Tom
Ingersoll, treasurer. The 101-year-old SAE, the nation’s largest Greek social
fraternity in membership, boasts a 30-member pledge group here. SAE has
been on the Marshall campus since 1953. (Staff Photo)
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Improved Frosh
Seek Upset at \
Greenbrier.
A much improved Marshall College freshman football team is;
slated to do battle with Green-i
brier Military this afternoon at
Lewisburg.
The frosh left here yesterday
.with high hopes of evening its
I record at 1-1.
Bill Chambers, coach of the j
(Marshall yearlings, said yesteri day before the team departed,!
1 “We’re going up there with up-!
■ set on our minds. Greenbrier isI
7-0 on the season and ripe for
picking.
“I think they have a good idea
what college football is like now,”
Chambers added about his little
Green.
The freshmen went against a
strong Xavier frosh team last
week and came out on the short
fend, 45-2. No doubt a big factor
| was the locals were playing their
first game while Xavier had pollished off three previous opponents.
[ A few changes are expected in
[the Marshall starting lineup.
,'Greg Porter, who was listed as
ia starter last week but was
j scratched because of a light case j
of the flu, will go at end instead
• of Harry Underwood. Changes at »
, tackle and guard will find Glen i
! Williamson and Dan James among j
the starters.
The only backfield change will !
• be Paul Hess at right halfback |
: instead of the ailing Kent Bailey. •
Bailey has been bothered with a •
sprained back muscle since the ]
Xavier game.
Chambers listed his probable
starting lineup as follows: Ends,
Larry Jarrett and Porter: tackles,
Williamson and Fred Lewis;
guards, Wilson Lathen and James;
center, Lester Little; quarter*
jback, Ron (Tags) Meredith; full, back, Jim McDonald; halfbacks,
i Ken Parsons and Hess.
j
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CO-CAPTAIN JACK FREEMAN SCORES ON BREAK
Speedy Freshman Charley Gordon (22) Can’t Stop Him
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Defensive Rebounding
Marshall Weak Point

By DON HATFIELD '
Last night’s preview of the 1957-58 Marshall College basketball
ik teams provided many indications, as hoped, of what’s to come.
It appears:
ie
(1) The hopes of Marshall lie in the shooting eyes of Hal Greer,
’h
Jack Freeman and Leo Byrd;
ie
(2) Marshall is noticeably weak on defensive rebounding;
1I
y . -(3) This year’s freshman crop is a good one;
it
(4) ’Big Green fans may bide their time until Ivan Mielke I
Al becomes eligible for varsity com
petition, which will be in Febru
•r ary, and
(5) In a year or two Marshall
0. will have a hot-shot middle man
“• in Charles (Chuck) Gordon.
Varsity Coach Jule Rivlin said
e; after the game-condition scrim
mage against the freshmen, won
£ by the varsity 92-64, that he was
•_ “satisfied.” He added, however,
*;. that “we need a little more work r
under the defensive boards.”
■’ Still Uncertain
Riv said the game helped his
" team, but he still doesn’t know
who’ll be in the starting lineup
when Marshall opens against
Morehead here Wednesday.
Last night, he began with Greer,
nink TTa.ll at cen-

•t

good eye for the bucket. But I
neither has the speed of the other
three starters. John Milhoan and
Herm Connor subbed for Derrow i
and Hall, respectively,' and will ji
probably be Riv’s chief reserves
if they don’t crash the lineup.
The play of Gordon, who shined 1
j in the state Scholastic tournament ,
Hfor Wheeling here last year, was j
promising. He’s a good ball han, dler.
Frosh Coach Mike Josephs said
his boys did all right, but “need
experience, naturally.”
Mielke, who’s been drilling with
the varsity, played the first half
with the frosh and scored 21
2 points, fie moved over to the var
sity the second half.’
|
When \February rolls'* around,
there’ll probably be a three-way
battle for center involving Mielke,
Connor and Hall.
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Bachelor’s Corner

Songwriting, The Law And
Cookery Make Potpourri
!

By JIM WRIGHT
I doubt that I’ve ever seen any
one person so wrapped up in so
many entirely different kinds of
work and to all appearances
happy in all of them as Gwynn
(Babe) Elias, of Charleston, a
junior in pre-law at Marshall
College.
“Babe” wants to specialize in
tax and-or corporation law with
an eye to becoming a theatrical
agent as well as managing his
own music publishing firm.
The latter was recently organ
ized as a subsidiary of Weiss &
Berry, publishers for Twentieth
Century-Fox Studios. The name
of “Babe’s” firm is Triple E
Music Publishers. The three E’s
stand for “Babe”, his brother,
lawyer-singer Al, and their fath
er.
“Babe” and Al are co-authors
of two new songs recently re
leased by RCA-Victor under the
Black label. The songs are
“Off To The Preacher”, a rock
‘n’ roll number, and “Chicka
dee”, to the tempo of the pop
ular new teen-age dance called
the chicken. Brother Al sings
both numbers on the recording
with the able assistance of
Bill Leavitt’s Orchestra.
According to “Babe”, RCA has
predicted the new record will be
a hit with the younger set. Al
was all set to appear on the
popular daytime television show,
“American Bandstand” last
Monday to sing both numbers but
because of slip-ups in booking
and Al’s current tour of the East
to plug the numbers, the appear
ance had to be cancelled. How
ever, he is slated to appear on
the program within the next
three weeks, “Babe” says.

part in the actual composing of
the music but he does the lyrics.
For these he uses synonym and
anonym dictionaries.

WHILE ON TOUR last August,
“Babe” appeared on the NBC- •
TV “Marty Faye Show” in Chi
cago. Faye has a reputation for
hating anything and everything
music-wise that anyone else likes.
He tore the Elias number “Des
ert Fantasy” to shreds and
“Babe” along with it. C o ns equently, “Babe” had the num
ber accepted by a number of
other Chicago disc jockeys who
has previously turned it down
and he says it really took hold in
the Windy City.
I can personally recommend
“Desert Fantasy” as a delight
ful number of Oriental flavor,
yet haunting and mysterious.
A new number by the brothers,
“Faith”, is now in Perry Como’s
hands and “Babe” is confident
it will be recorded by him soon.
Indications are that another
Elias number was recorded by
Rosemary Clooney at her last
recording session. However, until
definite word is received of this,
“Babe” is not at liberty to re
lease any information concerning
it, not even the title.
Their next recording star is
expected to be Paul Anka.
Local disc jockeys have been
playing “Off To The Preacher”
and “Chickadee” for the past
two weeks. “Babe” appeared on
the “Gretchen Wade S h o w”,
WHTN-TV, last Monday. He will
be interviewed again on that
show the same day Al appears
on the “American Bandstand.”
“Babe” is setting himself for
the future. A writer in the music
“BABE” LIVES alone in an field retains writer’s rights for
apartment at 1614 Third avenue, 50 years. After that time, a
where he does all his own cook song becomes public domain. In
ing and general household the
__________
meantime, in addition to regchores. He lived for a long while uiar writer’s royalties from the
in Paris with a French family, sale of records, “Babe” also re
and from them he learned some ceives a certain amount every
of the finer points of the culinary time one of his songs is played
arts and boasts that cooking rare over radio or television anyplace
and unusual dishes is one of his in the country.
favorite hobbies.
CHEF’S CORNER: In spite of
Being in. school all week
doesn’t leave him much time to “Babe’s” love for wine cook
experiment In the kitchen, but ery, one of his favorite dishes is
when Friday comes he says he Hungarian cabbage rolls. Asked
the recipe, he was a bit
really gives way to his appetite. for
puzzled—it seems he never
In addition to his busy school really uses one. He just throws
schedule, “Babe” finds time to the ingredients together and
take off on extended tours either they always come out delicious
nlugaiuxi his own .songs or as a ^..and-tempting-.
.
pubuo _ relations representative
I’ll pass on his ingredients and
I for travelling shows.
'
His latest tour was last sum if anyone has the knack of cook
ing with a dash or this and a
mer when he travelled with the
“Rock *n’ Roll of 1957” show sprinkle of that added to some of
which featured Fats Domino the other, they’ll come up with a
tasty dish.
among other famous stars.
“Babe” combines beef or lamb
Al, a tax lawyer in New York,
is currently on a tour which in with rice—be your own judge as
cludes such cities as Baltimore, to the amounts—and seasons to
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, taste (you may use garlic) for
Chicago, Boston and Phila- ■ the stuffing. Take the large
leaves from a head of cabbage
i delphia.
and boil them until tender. Make
I
Al studied music for five years individual rolls by wrapping the
1 in Philadelphia but “Babe” has leaves around the meat mixture
\ had no music training other than and fastening them with tooth
\ what he has learned from Al in picks. Cook in a covered pan on
x the past two years or so Of top of the stove with your fav
\course, he doesn’t take too much
orite tomato sauce.
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“BABE” ELIAS, in white shirt, looks
on as disc jockey Bud Gumm, WPLH
Radio, prepares to spin “Off To The
Preacher” and “Chickadee”, the two
newest RCA-Victor recordings by

“Babe” and his brother Al. Al sings
the numbers with Bill Leavitt’s Orches
tra and “Babe” is the co-writer.
“Babe”, who hails from Charleston, is
a pre-law student at Marshall College.
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Bowling Green Is Final
.3 .

r

T omorrow's

Tilt To Be

Dad's Day
Marshall’s Big Green, seeking al
surprise second place finish ini
the Mid-American Conference,!
will close its most successful sea-’
son in 10 years Saturday after-j
noon at Fairfield Stadium against
J powerful Bowling Green. The con,[test listed for 1 P. M. will also
»| be designated as Dad’s Day as
well as the final game for nine
Marshall seniors.
1

Ending their college career I
• Saturday are: halfbacks Ray Dun- I
lap and Cagle Curtis; ends Donzil |
Hall and Bill Ray; guards co- I
captain Herb Hess, Bob Williapis, I
and Paul Burford; centers co- I
captain Jim Simpson and Dana I
Kirk. All but Burford will be ready g
for the Falcons. Burford is side- I
lined for the season as a result of I
a shoulder injury suffered in the I
Xavier game.
j
At a special half-time ceremony, I
the dads of the Marshall players I
will be introduced over the public |
address. They will be seated be- I
■ hind the Big Green bench during I
’the game with a numbered plac- I
. ard corresponding with the fig- I
ure on their sons uniforms.
|
Bowling Green also will be I
shooting for a second place finish. |
The defending champions are 2-1-2
in conference play, and a victory |
; would push , them into a tie withH
Marshall. The Big Green enters j
the fray with a 4-1 loop record.
i
The Falcons will be near top \ 1
strength for Saturday’s fourth 11
meeting with the Green. Bowling |
Green leads in the series that was li
begun in 1954, 2-10. Star halfback
Vic DeOrio and first string cen- •
ter Jim Dreher are slightly hob
bled by injuries. DeOrio is both
ered by a bruised shoulder and
Dreher by a pinched nerve in his
neck, but both are expected to
see action.
As has been customary, Coach
i Doyt Perry will open with an all
1 senior aggregation. However,
| he’ll quickly revert to his regular
I lineup after the first play.
1 Marshall also will be near peak
I strength for the Falcons. Quarter|back Bob Wagner, Hess, and
■ guard Vernon Howell have been
I slowed down by injuries during
I the week’s workout, but all three
f are expected to be ready for the
i Bee Gees.
I The only change listed by Coach
I Herb Royer in his starting lineup
is the installing of Dick Jackson L
I at right halfback. Otherwise the
Green will line up this way: Ray,
left end; John Beiletti, left tackle;
Hess, left guard; Simpson, cen
ter; Dick Allen, right guard; Jim
O’Conner, right tackle; Tod Fu
gate, right end;, Wagner, quar- I
terback; Curtis, left half; Jackson, right half and Sonny Sirianni, fullback.
—SAHADII

39—The Herald-Dispatch—Friday, Nov. 15, 1957 .*
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Foe For Green
[bowl/ng greenbacks]
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Marshall Freshmen End
Season With Away Tilt
At Greenbrier Tomorrow
Marshall’s freshman grid hopefuls ends its abbreviated season
tomorrow afternoon at Lewisburg, W. Va. by battling the Greenbrier
Military School. The Little Green will leave today by bus with hopes
of ending its season on a .500 level.
In its only ’appearance of the year, Marshall was defeated by
Xavier’s yearlings, 45-2 on a muddy gridiron last Friday in Hun
tington. The other scheduled con
test against Ohio University was
cancelled because of a heavy flu
outbreak on the frosh squad last
month.

Krutko May See
Only Limited Duty

Freshman coach Bill Chambers
indicated that his squad, although
hampered with flu and injuries
the early part of the season, will
be a much improved outfit
against the Cadets. The squad
had experienced a series of good
workouts all week, and is in good
physical shape.
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Che above four Bowling Green backs will spend a
tomorrow against Mar<»usy axi,CilluuxI
afternoon on offense
i
nail. Above left, halfback Vic DeOrio; above right,
uarterback Don Nehlen; lower left halfback Bob
Ramlow; lower right, fullback Sturg RusseU.
—
~—-----------------

Chambers listed halfback Kent
Bailey aj his only doubtful per
former. The Princeton, W. Va.
halfback suffered a wenched
back against Xavier last week.

Appearing as bright notes in
the Xavier loss were quarterback
Tags Meredith, halfbacks Vic
Quinet and Kenny Parsons and
the center of the Little Green
line led by center Les Little.
Chambers listed his probable
lineup as follows: Larry Jarrett
and Greg Porter at ends; Glen
Williamson and Fred Lewis at
tackles; Wilson Lathan and
Buddy James at guard; Little at
center; Meredith at quarterback;
Parsons and Paul Hess at half
back and Jim McDonald at full
back.

MORGANTOWN, Nov. 14
Coach Art Lewis indicated to
night that Stubby Krutko, West
Virginia University’s hard-run
ning fullback, might see only
limited duty against Wake For
est.
A toe injury received by the
210 - pound workhorse in last
week’s 7-6 victory at Pitt has
been slow to respond to treat
ment this week. That means
Glen Shamblin might get the
starting nod at Winston-Salem,
N. C., Saturday.
Lewis also quoted his scouts
that Wake Forest — which has
dropped seven straight games
this year — has the “finest los
ing team” the WVU staff has
seen.
Bill McClure, whose long punt
return set up the WVU touch
down at Pitt, will be the start
ing halfback Saturday. Other
wise, the Mountaineer lineup
will be unchanged.
Lewis continued to worry, as
he prepared his 35-man squad
Tor 12:30 P. M. flight to Win
ston-Salem tomorrow, that his
charges would run into a firedup Wake Forest crew out to
avenge a 46-0 licking here two
years ago.
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Agnes Moorehead Adds Laurels
To Career Wifh 'The Rivalry1
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One of America’s outstanding
stage and screen personalities, Ag
nes Moorehead adds new laurels
to her career with her current por
ar
trayal in Paul Gregory’s produc
b?
tion of Norman Corwin’s powerful
at
new play, “The Rivalry,” starring
sh
Raymond Massey, Miss Mooreth
head and Martin Gabel.
The production plays here
Wednesday at 8:30 P. M. at the
1 Keith-Albee Theatre. It is being
‘sponsored as an added attraction
’ of the season by the Marshall Colllege Artists Series. The box of
fice is located at the Becker Music
Store, 1040 Fourth avenue.
This is Miss Moorehead second
appearance under the Gregory
' banner having starred previously
in his record-breaking production
{• of George Bernard Shaw’s “Don
ij Juan In Hell.”
W ■
[I Supports Douglas
In “The Rivalry,” Miss Moore
head appears as the beautiful wife
of Stephen Douglas, whose
staunch support gave him added
courage in his bitter debates with
Abraham Lincoln.
Born in Boston, Mass., the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John R.
Moorehead of the Presbyterian
Church, Miss Moorehead moved
with her family to Reedsburg,
Wisconsin, when she was a little
girl.
AGNES MOOREHEAD
Here she received her primary
Hard work, talent and self-confidence
and secondary education. She at
tended Muskingum College in Ohio
and later the University of Wis film, “Citizen Kane”, he cast duction, “Raintree County,” a •I
consin where she received her Miss Moorehead as Kane’s story concerning the same period
Master’s Degree in English and mother. Their second film, “The of time as “The Rivalry.”
Public Speaking. While there she Magnificent Ambersons,” brought
taught school and coached the lo her an Academy Award nomina
tion for the year’s outstanding sup
cal drama club.
When the young and ambitious porting performance. She also re
Miss Moorehead had accumulated ceived the New York Critic’s
enough in her savings account to Award for the best actress of the
gamble her chances in the theater, year.
she struck out for New York and She has since been nominated
the American Academy of D r a- twice for an Academy Award as
the year’s best supporting actress
matic Arts.
—the second time for her role in
In Demand On Radio
“Mrs. Parkington” and the third
Hard work, talent and self-con time for “Johnny Belinda” in
fidence paid off in success. Roles which she played Jane Wyman’s
in such hits as “Scarlet Pages,” aunt.
“All the King’s Men,” “Soldiers It is interesting to note that al
and Women” and “Candlelight” though Miss Moorehead is prob
permanently established the name ably known best for her portrayals
of Agnes Moorehead along Broad of villainous women or drab, frus
way.
trated characters, her nominations
Meanwhile, Miss Moorehead for “Mrs. Parkington” and “The
1 was equally in demand on the ra Magnificent Ambersons” were for
dio, with such personalities as Bea parts where she enacted witty,
Lillie, Bob Hope, and Fred Allen. wordly, wealthy women.
During one of these radio shows Role “Great Challenge”
she met Orson Welles, who imOf her role as Adele Douglas in
’ mediately signed her as a regular <“The Rivalry,” Miss Moorehead
member of his famed Mercury says: “The wife of Stephen DougPlayers.
/ las was a wonderful woman and
When Welles made his first showed remarkable strength of
character in supporting a husband
continuously embroiled in political
schemes for control of the coun
try. Playing Adele Douglas in a
story with the scope of Norman
Corwin’s, “The Rivalry,” is truly
a great challenge.
i
Miss Moorehead spends her va-1
cations from stage roles and film
( making on her 320-acre farm near
I Cambridge, Ohio. The farm, a
1 grant to her great-grandparents
I who came from England, has an
f historic past. The first deed was
i signed by President James MonI roe, and the second by President 1
I John Tyler.
|
She recently played the import- I
ant role of Montgomery Clift’s I
r mother in MGM’s $5,000,000 pro-1
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Hechler Is Author

ix-Alarshall Prof's
War Book Published
By BOB ADAMS
On March 7, 1945 a handful of American soldiers thrilled the
free world and stunned the German high command with an amaz
ing victory.
At about 3 o’clock that afternoon they beat off defending Ger- •
• man troops, captured the Lundendorff Bridge at Remagen and |
crossed the Rhine.
!
The effects of their daring action were dramatic and far
reaching:
Adolf Hitler ordered immediate
; execution of those Nazi officers re■ sponsible.
i . Marshal Removed
si
J Field Marshal Von Rundstedt
A■ "
■ was removed as commander in
'uu■,
| chief of the German armies on the
; western front.
Nearly 50,000 German soldiers
were captured and the final defeat
of Germany was brought weeks
, closer.
“The Bridge At Remagen,” a I
book by Ken Hechler, former Mar- j
shall College associate professor
of political science, is the account, )
■ ?
before, during and after of that ■
■■ f ■
battle.
!
The book was published today by
Ballantine Books in New York in
a 50-cents-paperbound edition and
'•a $4 trade edition.
' Combat Historian
; Hechler, as an army combat his
torian, was on the scene in time
to interview both Germans and
Americans who had taken part in
the action.
As he recalled later: “Lots of
things” ran through my mind as
I looked at the shaky bridge, heav
7>M ? '
ily damaged by German dynamite
and bombs.
Pretty Betty Frame, picture editor of The Parthenon, the student newspaper
“I kept thinking,” Hechler said,
at Marshall College, shows Larry Lankas of Man High School how the news
“that it must have taken a lot of i
strange coincidences to make it
comes in on a teletype at the annual meeting of the United High School Press
possible for the Americans to
of West Virginia. Larry was one of the early arrivals for the conference at
cross.”
Marshall, which will continue through today. (Staff Photo)
Weakened Position
These “strange coincidences” as
brought out by the author seriously
.weakened the German position on
ithat fateful day.
. Hechler, however, does not at
tempt to undersell the courage and
daring of the American fighting
•men who made those- happenings
; Some 350 young journalists and from schools as far away as
pay off.
their teachers registered yester- Moundsville, Clarksburg and]
One of the "breaks” received by !day
for the 23rd Congress of the Welch.
the Americans was the withdrawal ’United High School Press of West After meetings today and a(I
of the German anti-aircraft force {.Virginia and were guests of the buffet luncheon sponsored by the j
Chamber of Commerce, the dele- I
guarding the bridge on the morn gPalace Theater and WHTN-TV.
ing of the battle.
The 19th West Virginia Journa gates will be guests at the Mbx-V
lism Teachers Association and the shall - Bowling Green football!
Absorbing Story
game. The meeting will close ■
“The Bridge At Remagen” is a Sixth High School Yearbook As with a banquet sponsored by the I
detailed, absorbing story of what sociation- meetings are being held Huntington Publishing Co.
1
! could have been a routine military concurrently.
Nick Basso, news and promotion 1
report In the hands of a less skill- f The congress, sponsored by the
i ful writer.
Marshall College Journalism De director for WSAZ, Inc., will be
Heckler shows, through charac partment, attracted delegates the principal speaker.
ter build-up and action, the devo
tion to duty, courage, and strength
of both Germans and American in
volved in the battle.
He seems to have worked with
complete objectivity, an ingredient
left out of many factual war stories
written on both sides of the fence
following World War II.
Hechler has a story and he tells
it well.
1
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46 Bid For Arts-Science College Degrees
science degree
ucb* ce can-] Candidates for the Bachelor
hxumhvvw—
‘ » Bachelor of ' Science
can-]
Forty-six prospective candidates |
Margie
Ann Cobbs,
Engineering Science degree are
degrees
in
the
Marshall
Coldidates
are
Margie
Ann
“
L. Beckett, Leno Earl Bird,
for ( _
----- James R. Keller, Carolyn Coous,
Miles> | Ralph
Wesley D. Maxwell, Thomas A.
lege arts and science college | Mileski, Edgar A. Moore, Curtis Morrison, Jonathan s. Murrell,
have been named by Dean j.; p. Tate, Huntingdon; Charles R. Jr., Huntington, and Louis E.
i Loar, Ashland; Roy H. Pauley, DeVaughn, Charleston.
Frank Bartlett.
I St. Albans; Charles E. Secrist,
Candidates for Bachelor of Arts Petersburg, and Francis L. Si Candidates for the two - year
Associate in Science degrees are
degrees are Edwin C. Berry, mon, Ironton.
Virginia Jenkins Creasy, Hunting
Lawrence V. Cartmill, James H.
Candidates for Bachelor of Busi ton, and Annette Thabit, Spencer.
Halstead, Vinton C. Weiss, Travis ness Administration degrees in
E. Wells, Jr.; and John Witten clude Joseph C. Blair, Gary H.
berg, Huntington; Charles W. Boggs, Robert M. Bullock, Jr.,
Booth, Wayne; and James A. Gerald K. Chandler, Tommy A.
Shannon, Mabscott.
Cogar, Sara Bogess Elliott, Rob
ert L. Fulton, Edward G. Gibson,
Jr., John Philip Healy, Berman
J. Meadows, Arthur W. Mitchell,
Paul J. Niggemyer and Delbert
D. Stinson, Huntington; Charles
E. Amos, Kenova; Roger T.
Baird, Charleston; John B. Cald
well, Logan;. Clark Curry, Jr.,
I Hamlin; Jacob A. Maynard, Jr.,
Lando Mines; Gordon Pratt,
Wayne; Carl S. Tickle, William
son, and W. R. Young, Richwood.

French Society
To Initiate
Janice Howgale

I

kJ-■’
Regular and honorary mem
bers of the Marshall Alpha Upsilon chapter of Pi Delta Phi,
French national honorary so
ciety, will hold their fall meet
ing at 2:30 P, M. today at the
home of Dr. Alma N. Noble, fac
ulty adviser.
After the initiation ceremony
for Miss Janice Howgate, Hun
tington sophomore, Professor
Ernestine Jones of the Marshall
department of English will give
an illustrated lecture on “Not• So-Faraway Places.” She will de< scribe her last summer’s tour of
' Europe. After the program there
will be a social hour.
Special guests will be Mrs...
George Howgate and Mrs.' T. W.
Harvey.
Officers of the chapter are:
president — William Brook, Jr.,
Huntington senior; vice-p r e s ident — Patricia Fannin — Ash- i
land senior;- secretary - trea- I
surer — Mrs. Vincent Virgallito,
Huntington special student; Mrs,
Edgar Corum, honorary mem- p
ber and permanent correspond- ’
ing secretary.
J

Thanksgiving Show
At College Tuesday

i

Thanksgiving services at Marshall College will be held No- '
„. vember 26 at 11:30 A. M. under the sponsorship of the Student j
Christian Association and Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity, it j
was announced by the Rev. Lander Beal, student religious coun- i
selor.
j •
The services, to be held in front of the Student Union, will have the annual theme, “We Give Thee Thanks.” In case of rain
the program will be held in Old Main Auditorium.
The committee in charge of the 20-minute program consists of
a Bruce Moss, St. Albans junior; Tom Stafford, Huntington sopho- •
more; Cecil Jividen, St. Marys senior; and Sandra Spencer, Hun- <
tington sophomore.
;
Choir To Sing
Included on the program will be the Marshall Symphonic f
De.TmirnAf.fp Huntington
RnntW/m senior. '■
Choir, under the direction of Ned DeJournette,
Among the numbers the choir will present are “Let Thy Holy
Presence,” and O’Lord The Measure of Our Prayer.”
Also included will be a number of student speakers, and group
singing led by Edwin Hazelrigg, Charleston senior.
This Thanksgiving service, planned and carried out by Mar• shall students, is designed to give the traditional background of
Thanksgiving, and to show how Thanksgiving can have a mean
ing for the college student of today.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE Title of Snow
Princess”, one of whom will reign over
the Winter Formal of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity December 1, are, left

to right, Miss Mary Catherine Myers,
Miss Shirley Marshall, Miss Bea Thomas
and Miss Nancy Connolly fStaff
_ Photo)
.

Four Compete
For Title oF JI
Snow Princess
Slgma PM Epsilon fraternity .
at Marshall College -will c e 1 e- •
brate its lObh anniversary of activity on the campus December •
7 with an alumni banquet at the *
Hotel Frederick, followed by a
a reception in the Rose Room
and a winter formal in the
ballroom.
•At the dance, one of four
candidates will be crowned
“Snow Princess”. The candi
date! for the title are Miss Mary
Catherine Myers, social member
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority, .
Miss Beatrice Thomas, president
of Alpha Chi Omega, Miss Shir
ley Marshall, Alpha Chi Omega
member, and Miss Nancy Con-nolly, Sigma Sigma Sigma soror
ity president.
Jim Andy Caudill’s band win
play for the dancing from 9 A. M.

■
----i
The candidates
1
I
1
1
1

for Snow Prlncess will be guests of the frateniity at a dinner next Tuesday, and Thursday, December f, '
a social hour will be held ta
their honor at the fraternity.
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(Rivlin, Not Completely Satisfied With Squad’s
[Progress, ’Outlines Heavy Workouts This Week'
Marshall basketball coach,
are scheduled the day before
Jule Rivlin, not completely satThanksgiving and the day fol
isfied with the progress his
lowing the holiday.
squad has made in its preAlthough the squad has shown '
season drills, has outlined
heavy workouts for his hopefuls
improvements the last, few
the entire week. The Big
days, they are not quite ready
Green’s season opener against
to open their 24-game cam
Morehead is only 10 days away
paign. Rivlin admitted that the
■ and Rivlin is concerned
t ____ 2 over , team’s shooting has perked up
j the condition of his squad.
considerably, but his main con
cern is getting his athletes
i Shifting to spacious Memorial
ready to go at top speed for 40
Field House last week, Mar- minutes.
■ shall was struggling to find its
The past week was a very
; legs. The change from the
busy one for Rivlin. He sched
small campus gym was a task,
uled twice a day drills some of
and the squad is just now beginthe time at afternoon and eve
• ning to catch its breath.
ning sessions. He also received
I However, Rivlin, who deword that Marshall will meet
mands perfection and usually
Xavier in the first round of the
gets it from his athletes, will
University of Cincinnati Invita
bear down in order to smooth' tional Tournament on Decem
) out the rough spots. His outfit
ber 13. Finally, he selected
| will work out every day this
seniors Hal Greer and Jack
■ coming week except ThanksFreeman as captains for the
i giving Day. Practice sessions
’56-’57 campaign.

I
!
j;
•
•

The squad has been working
along without serious injury.
However, sophomore Ivan
Mielke has been troubled with a
bruised shoulder that hampers
his shooting somewhat.
With only three starters re
turning from last year’s team
that produced a 15-9 record,
Rivlin will have to rely to a
large extent on sophomores for
depth. Two of the first year
candidates appear slated for
heavy duty, 6’4” Henn Conner
from Huntington and 6’3” John
Milhoan from Gallipolis, Ohio.

*

Marshall will have a v$ry
testing schedule the early part
of the season. After Morehead,
they play at St. .Francis (Pa.),
take part in the Cincinnati tour
ney and return home to face
defending Mid-American Con
ference champion, Miami.

©
■V

I

Pledged To Kappa Alpha
TWENTY-THREE men have pledged
Kappa Alpha fraternity at Marshall
College this semester. Left to right,
front row seated, are Jim Mosko,
Jack Jarrell, C. B. Staton, Jim New
man and Charles Lusk; back row,
standing, Vernard Stallard, Don Chil-

ders, Ronald Griffith, Wayne Pender
grass, Charles Carroll, Richard Hicks,
Walter Bess, David Britton, Martin
Smith, Bob Chambers, George Lowe
and Joe Brynetti. Also pledging are
John Morton, Jack Vital, John Bolt,
Fred Reeder and Gene Ferris.
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College Publication
For Creative Writing
Will Appear , Twice

ALFRED LANEGGER
Violinist

Two To Present
Faculty Recital
Professors Alfred P. Lanegger,
violinist, ana William Davidson,
nioniet
fonultv nf
pianist, nf
of i-ho
the faculty
of Hi
thep
Marshall College Department of f
1
‘Music,
Miicip wITt
will nrpconf
present qa fannlfv
faculty re- 1
cital at 8:15 P. M. Tuesday in
the college auditorium.
The program, which is open
to the public, will include works
! by Tartini, Schubert, Vieux■ temps, Hubay, Dvorak, ScottKreisler and Sarasate.
The concert is one .of a series
of faculty recitals presented each
season by the music department.

j
k:
I
I
*j
i
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The Marshall literary magazine, “Et Cetera,” an outlet for
student creative writing, will be published twice this, year, according to Pat Fannin, Ashland, Ky., senior and editor-in-chief.
Previous policy had been to print one issue each spring. This
year an issue also will be published in January.
Deadline for turning in copy -is December 16. Contribution!
will be accepted from all Marshall
students for the magazine.
Comprising the “Et. C e t e r a”
staff are Gretchen Border,
Charleston senior, art editor; Hil
bert Campbell, Hico junior, Marj
orie Cappellari, Pt. Pleasant
senior, Linda Mc’Ghee, Hunting
ton junior, Bill Moran, Huntington
senior and Bryan Compton, Hun
tington senior, editorial board; LaDonna Crockett, Matewan sopho
more, and Nancy Marples, South
Charleston senior, production.
Faculty advisors are John Slen
der, associate professor of Eng
lish; Marvin Mitchell, assistant
professor of English, and John
Marvin, English instructor.
“Et Cetera,” established in 1953,
j is a literary publication, which
PAT FANNIN
prints original poetry, short stor
ies, essays, book and play reviews', and translations and criticisms of ■
I any Marshall student.
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W L T Pct. Pts. OP
; Marshall
4 0 0 1.000 67 48
I Miami
4
0 0 1.000 86 21
■B. Green
2 1 1 .625 63 34
Toledo
3 2 0 .600 69 72
Kent St.
1
4 0 .200 48 77
Ohio U.
1
4 0 .200 63 95
Western M.
0
4 1 .100 44 93
. SATURDAY’S GAMES
Ohio 20, Western Michigan 7.
✓ Miami 13, Bowling Green 7.
Toledo 21, Kent State 7.
F /">
I
SAT., NOV. »
i
! Marshall at Miami.
i Bowling Green at Ohio.
Toledo at Xavier.
I Louisville at Kent State.
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Mrs. Cameron
.To Visit
Schools Here
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Down in Front
By Ernie Salvatore
ADVERTISER SPORTS EDITOR

f
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Marshall Has a Homecoming,
But Does Huntington Care?

I

I
I

ii

This is the time of year when the old grads come home.
r
They return for many reasons but mostly, I think, it’s to re- ‘
capture for a few hours the joys of years that have become quite |
precious though outlandishly distorted through the passage of time.
Homeqoming, to anyone fortunate enough to have attended col- •
lege, is the chance to be re-welcomed to a place where founda
tions for life were laid. You come back and note the changes in
the tangible things like buildings >.nd the intangibles like atmos
phere. It’s never the same as it was back in your day but there’s
enough of the familiar to be comforting.
Which is the value of any home—the familiar. It lends a re
assurance that a place where you grew up, whether physically or ’
mentally, is still there, rock-like, indestructible and imposing.
I admire those who return and feel sorry for those who can’t.
To those who won’t, I pity. They must have been terribly unhappy
or maladjusted and their values must be pretty artificial today.
Are Generally Nice Affairs
. The homecomings here at Marshall, like the one scheduled for
tomorrow, have generally been nice affairs staged in typical Mar
shall fashion. By that I mean in the face of handicaps,' such as
money, or a lack of it. Maybe that’s why so many graduates of the ,
fine old school are successful today by whatever yardstick you ;
want to measure success by. They went to a school which was and
still is handicapped in its at
tempts to progress, but which
progresses anyway, be it aca
demically or athletically.
If anyone was to chuose a
phrase best describing the col
lege, I think this one would fit
it best: progress in the face of
TODAY
handicaps. For, out of this has
FOOTBALL
'
come that fierce pride of .accornCharleston vs. Huntington East, Fair-;
field Stadium, 7:30 P. M.
plishment which burns in the
Huntington high vs. Barboursville,)
Barboursvllh
King Field, 7:30 P. M.
hearts of Marshall’s sons and
Guyan Valley vi.
• ’Milton, BaU Field,
”
7:30 P. M.
{ daughters. Other schools may
Williamson vs. Wayne, Wayne Sta-’
, swell rapidly in size and expan diuni, 8 P. M. BOXING
Gale Kerwin vs. Johnny Russo,
U S
U, 10,
1U,
sion, may conquer more than be
lightweights, from Madison Sqi[uare Gar-’
conquered athletically, and be den, New York, via WSAZZ-NBC-TV,
heralded the length and breadth 9 P. M.
TOMORROW
of the land. Marshall folks are
FOOTBALL
unimpressed.
Penu State vs. Syracuse, from Syra
Let Marshall move ahead an cuse, N. Y., via WSAZ-NBC-TV, ’
P. M.
inch, gain a foothold here or 12:15
Ohio University vs. Marshall College, ’
Mid-Amcrlcan
Conference, Fairfield Sta- i
there, icumiu
vucic,
remain unsung
unsung ui
in Waxawaxa,J
atchie, L. A., or The Bronx, and dlum, 2 P. M.
k^the movement will be greeted

Sports
Calendar

///>

Mrs. Edith McBride Cameron
of Gainesville, Fla., chairman of
the National Congress of Par
ents and Teachers Committee on
Cooperation with Colleges, will
begin a tour of West Virginia
institutions of higher learning
here tomorrow.
She will spend the day on the
Marshall College campus and at
5:30 P. M. will be guest of
honor at a dinner at the Hotel
Frederick. Attending the dinner
will be ‘officers of the W a y n e
and Cabell County Councils of
Parents and Teachers^and officers of the state Congress of
Parents and Teachers who re
side in this area.
Mrs. Cameron will confer with
Marshall President Stewart H.
Smith at 10 A. M. Later she
will address Dr. Thomas Turbyfill’s class in the Principles of
High School Teaching. At noon
she will have lunch with mem
bers of the college department
of education staff in the college
cafeteria. At 2 P. M. she will
speak to a class of Teachers
College juniors on the general
subject of the relationship be
tween the teacher and the PTA.
Mrs. John H. Brown of Par
kersburg, past president of the
state PTA, will accompany Mrs.
Cameron on her tour of 11 of
the state’s institutions in ad
dition to the State Department’
of Education at Charleston and
a visit to Jackson’s Mill where
a meeting of Future Teachers of
America will be in progress
next Saturday.
Purpose of the tour is to
strengthen the relationships and
mutual cooperation between the
local, state and national PTA
organizations and the colleges
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MRS. EDITH McBRIDE
Cameron of Gainesville,
Fla. will visit Marshall
College tomorrow and will
be guest of honor at a din
ner meeting of ParentTeacher Association of
ficials at 5:30 P. M. at
the Hotel Frederick. Mrs.
Cameron is chairman of
the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers
committee on cooperation
with colleges.

and West Virginia University.
Mrs. Cameron is a past presi
dent of the Florida Congress of
Parents and Teachers and also
of Pilot International, classified
service club for women. She
has a number of friends and
acquaintances who are members
of the Pilot Club of Huntington.
Mrs. Cameron holds degrees
from Nebraska State Teachers
College and the University of
Missouri and has done graduate
work at Missouri and the Uni
versity of Florida. She is head
of the Department of Auditors
Instruction and Women’s Activi
ties of the General Extension
Division of the University of Floi
ida.

' more genuine than the more
fortunate institutions. And, best
of all, the Marshall folks will
be impressed.
Hard mo Sever
Out of (struggle and hardship
comes a tying together hard to
Lsever.
I Yet, I wonder, if those of us
jffho have remained behind here
I in the hometown of the /Id
I school, really do much more
man be impressed or have a
ijerce pride. I doubt it. How
$se can be explained the aloof|^ss which Huntington-at-large
splays and is displaying on
;$s day?
j I see no banners strung across
tawntown Fourth avenue welfjcining returning graduates to
j.t city they identify with a place
i ttev love. I see no official prol gram arranged by city fathers
i to officially join Huntington with
! this week end of reunion. No
1 proclamations have been writ
ten by them to add a touch of
warmness, no spoken words,
even, have come from them to
be put in the press.
They are busy men, these
men who run our city, but in
the past they haven’t been too
busy to issue similar welcomes
or similar proclamations to
events whose intrinsic value to
Huntington pale in comparison
to that of a Marshall Homecoming. And, this is so because
Huntington has a permanent
place in the hearts of anyone
I who ever attended Marshall. No
'i matter where they live today,
they join the two places to
gether—Marshall and Hunting
ton. Neither is a whole without
the other to these people.
Residents Also Aloof
And, as for the residents, they
are as aloof as the city. I see
nothing in their faces this week

aware there is a college located
at Sixteenth street and Fourth
avenue. They take it for granted .
it’s there and always will • be.
What if it suddenly wasn’t
there? Suppose some power in i
the future took Marshall right !
out of its present orbit and
planted it someplace else—200
or 300 miles distant? What
would the reaction be then?'
The wails and the cries of
indignation would reverberate
the length of the Ohio Valley,
through the halls of state
capital buildings and through
out the newspapers. But, it
would be too late wouldn’t it?
Who’s that I hear laughing
and saying to himself, “This
guy is a real nut today, isn’t
he?”
Well; the Dodgers aren’t in
Brooklyn anymore and that one
fact proves to me that nothing
is impossible.
This year the old grads will
have come and gone by tomor
row night with hardly a ripple I
stirred up in the city’s daily rou- i
tine—except for the splash in the
sport spages dutifully reporting i
the Marshall-Ohio game. Next
year, I hope it will be different.
I hope the city will join with
the college to help make the
returnees feel they really are
home for a day.
After all—there’s no place like
home.
r-1.
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Marshall
Teachers
is shown
are Mrs.
Marshall

College plays host today to a delegation of state and national ParentAssociation officials. Dr. Stewart H. Smith, center Marshall president,
during a meeting with the executives this morning. Shown from left
Hiven Snodgrass, state regional seven director; D. Banks Wilburn,
Teachers College dean; President Smith; Mrs. Edith McBride Cam
eron and Mrs. John H. Brown.
‘

.National PTA Figure
Talks Here Tonight
' Mrs. Edith McBride Cameron,, West Virginia Congress of Par
Gainesville, Fla., chairman of the ents and Teachers.
• National Congress of Parents and Mrs. Cameron is touring West
Teachers committee on coopera Virginia colleges to emphasize
tion with colleges, will address the the need for strengthening the re
Cabell County Council of Parents lationships and the mutual cooper
ation between the local, state and
and Teachers tonight at 8 o’clock national PTA organizations and
at the‘Cabell County Courthouse. the colleges and West Virginia
Mrs. J. E. Cummings, president, University. She will visit 11 of
the state institutions in addition
will preside.
to the State Department of Edu
At 5:30 P. M. Mrs. Cameron cation
at Charleston and Jack-'
. will meet with officials of the son’s Mill where a meeting of Fu- i
Cabell and Wayne county councils ture Teachers of America will be;
?
and state officers of this area at in progress ’Saturday.
a dinner at the Hotel Frederick. Mrs. Cameron is head of the,
Department of Auditory Instruc-r
Earlier today she visited Mar tion and Women’s Activities of the•
isha!! College. This morning she General Extension Division of the I
conferred with President Stewart University of Florida. She is a'
H. Smith, Later she spoke before past president of Pilot Interna-1
j Dr. Thomas Turbyfill’s class on tional and has a number of friends !
and acquaintances here who are j
the principles of high school members of the Pilot Club of >
teaching and this afternoon was Huntington.
j
to address a class of juniors of
I
the Teachers College on the
WILL
ATTEND
RITES
;
. teacher and his association with
I the PTA.
Mrs. Rose Umberger, 2909 Wash-;
i At noon Mrs. Cameron had ington boulevard, left Huntington '
j lunch with members of the De- today to attend funeral services for
jpartment of Education at Mar her father, Harry Boettener, 80, of
shall. She was accompanied here Cumberland, Md., who died Satur
’by Mrs. John H. Brown of Par- day. Services will be held tomor
; kersburg, past president of the row in Cumberland.
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Officers of the pledge class of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at Marshall Col
lege are, first -row from left, Miss Patsy Bennett, vice-president; Miss Mary
Mott Mossman, president, and Miss Freddie Burns, secretary; back row from
left, Miss Pinky Level, treasurer, and Miss Susan Daugherty, junior Pan
Hellenic representative. (Staff Photo)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE BRASS ENSEMBLE
Wilbur Pursley, Conductor

Marshall Brass Ensemble To Play
The Marshall College Brass
Ensemble, under the baton of
Wilbur Pursley, of the music
department faculty, will present
a program of brass music at
3 P. M. today at the Hunting
ton Galleries.
The program follows:
I.' Sonata (Venice 1636) Gioanni Battista Buonamente
Johann
Two pieces (1617)
Hermann Schein
Paduana
Gaillard
Sonata No. 2. (1670) Johann

Pezel
Canzona per sonare No. 1
“La Spiritata” Giovanna Gab
rieli
H. Sonata for Horn and Piano
(1939)
Bernhard Heiden
Moderate
Tempo di Minuetto
Allegretto
Morris Kyer, horn
Wilbur Pursley, piano
HI. Sarabande and Minuet
J. S. Bach
Presto
Joseph Hydn
Adagio non troppo lento (from

Quintet for Brass) Victor
Ewald
Finale: Allergo vivo (from
Quintet in B flat) Robert
Sanders
Dale Riley, trumpet
Robert Fleming, trumpet
Morris Kyer, horn
Jack Flouer, trombone
I
Robert Spencer, trombone
John Triplett, tuba
I
IV. Variations and Fugue |
(1957) First Performance Wil- •
bur Pursley
j
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Verdi's 'La Traviata'
At Keith-Albee Tonight
%

Verdi’s “La Traviata” will be
presented at the Keith-Albee
Theater tonight in English by the
NBC Opera Co. Curtain time is
8:30 P. M.
The performance, comprising a
company of 100 with full chorus
and orchestra, is one of the top
features of the Marshall College
Artists Series’ 1957-58 attractions.
Tickets for non-members will

be available today at the Becker
Music Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue,
and at the box ofifce tonight.
The opera, conducted by George
Schick, musical coordinator for
the NBC Opeara Co., has been
transposed in time to the “Gay
Nineties.”
Dolores Wilson, Frank Poretta
and Walter Cassel are featured
members of the cast. Miss Wilson
last year received a 23-minute
ovation when she substituted for
Maria Callas in a Metropolitan
Opear Co. production.
Mr. Cassel has performed with
the Metropolitan and the New
York City Opera Co. Mr. Poretta I
last season toured the Midwest!
with the New York City Opera!
Co., singing the wk—ef-COUPl
] Almaviva in “Barber of Seville.”
I The specially commissioned
[ translation in English of “La
I Traviata” has attracted wide acF claim throughout the i United

i States.
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A SCENE FROM the opera “La Traviata” to be sung tomorrow night at

.. .

>

. the Keith Albee? theatre on the Mar
shall Artists Series is shown above.

4la Traviata’ Plays Here Tomorrow
Opera in English comes to the
Keith-Albee Theatre tomorrow at
8:30 P. M. when the NBC Opera
Co. presents Verdi’s- venerable
masterpiece, “La Traviata.”
. The performance, featuring
a company of 100 with full chorus ,

and orchestra, will be sponsored
by the Marshall College Artists
Series as a regular attraction of
the current season. Seats f o r non-members of the Artists Se
ries will be on sale tomorrow
at the Becker Music Store,
1040 Fourth avenue. .
' The specially commissioned
translation in English of th,e
well-loved opera and the'quality
of its revitalized production have
attracted wide acclaim. By shift
ing settings, costumes and moods
to the captivating Gay Nineties,
critics say, the lilting music
and poignant plot of “La Tra
viata” have been made more
plausible for Americans.
CONDUCTOR and musical
coordinator of the NBC Opera
Co. is George Schick, who is
. considered one of the ablest fig
ures in America music. .
Heading the company of sing
ers will be Dolores Wilson,

Frank Poretta and Walter Cas
sel.
Miss Wilson was one of the
hits of the season last year
at the Metropolitan when she
filled in for Maria Callas. She
drew curtain calls and an ova
tion lasting 23 minutes.
Mr. Cassell joined the Metro
politan in 1943 and subsequently
added the New York City Opera
to his list of credits. He. still
sings frequently at the Met when
not on one of his transcontinental
tours.

MR. PORETTA is a graduate
of the University of- Michigan
School of Music and was the
leading tenor there in such pro- 1
ductions as ‘The Merry Wives :•
of Windsor”, “Don Giovanni’” .
and other Gilbert and Sullivan
works. Last season he toured
the midwest with a New York
City Opera company singing the
role of Count Almaviva in “Bar
ber of Seville.”
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lLa Traviata1 To Be Sung Here Monday
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Tliis is a scene from “La Traviata” which will be sung in English on Monday
at 8:30 P. M. by the NBC Opera Company as a feature of the Marshall Col
lege Artists Series. The cast appearing at the Keith-Albee Theater numbers
over 100, including an orchestra of 40. Single admission tickets may be ob
tained at the Becker Music Store, 1040 Fourth Avenue.
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Smith Will
I

Be Memorial
Rites Speaker
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, presi
dent of Marshall College, will be
the speaker at the annual memo
rial services of Huntington Lodge
313, BPO Elks, to be held at the
First Presbyterian Chiurch at
3 P. M. next Sunday.
Lodge members who have died
during the past year asd whose
memories will be honored include:
Charles C. Burke, W. W. Wells,
Ira M. Harless, .Jean C. Banga,
D. D. Evans, J. H. Shultz, S. T.
Williams, Johnston E. Bell, S. R.
Bischoff, I. E. Omer, Sr., Tho
mas M. Hays, Fred J. Hoback,
E. P. Kees, J. H. Palmer, H. C.
Thomas, Fred E. Waugh, Wil
liam Leon Harmon, Dr. C. T.
Taylor, Lester V. Baumgardner;
F. J. Ginn, H. L. Cooke, Harry
N. Bailey, H. W. Richardson,
Walter D. -Davidson, Bruce C.
Clarke, Abe D. Goldenberg, E. S.
Ward, C. O. Wash, Robert Lee
Smith, George B. Miller, Fred L.
. Taylor and R. L. Fryburger.

trr—-------------- ----------- ----------

Cage Rules Clinic
At Marshall Will
Feature D. C. Ref
Phil Fox, prominent cage ofr
, ficial of the Washington, D. C.»
area will be in charge of the
basketbail rules clinic to be
staged tonight at 7:30 at the
Marshall College gym, sponsored
by the Huntington area of the
Southern Board of Basketball
Officials.
Marshall Basketball Coach
i Jule Rivlin and the members
of the Big Green squad will be
on hand to assist in conducting
1 the clinic, along wjth W. R.
Fijgitt, secretary of the W. Va.
Secondary School Athletic Com
mission.
“Scorers and timers play an
important part this year,” said
Roy Straight, president of the
local group, “and the players
j and coaches of the area high
I schools should also get a first
i hand account of the qhanges in
j the rules this year.”’
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Armco Man Will

I! -ZZ'

iTo Worship
1.

Speak At Marshall
\ Stanleigh Elam, supervising
‘ metallurgist at Armco Steel
Corp., in Ashland, will address I
; Marshall College chemistry ma-1
jors today.
I.
Mr. Elam received his B. S. de
gree in chemical engineering at
i Georgia Technological Institute!
and joined Armco in June, 1941. ■
•He was promoted to his present ,
position in February, 1954.
In 1954 he was a co - winner of
the annual Open Hearth confer
ence Award of the American In- f
stitute of Mining and Metallur- ’
gical Engineers for a technical /
research paper on open hearth
, practice.
|

On Tuesday
“We Give Tnee fhanks” will,
be the theme of the annual Mar
shall College Thanksgiving worship service, which will be held
in front of the Student Union on ,
. Tuesday at 11:30 A. M.
The Student Christian Associa
tion and Sigma Phi Epsilon so- :
• cial fraternity will sponsor the ;
non-denominational worship serv: ice.
■ .
Student President David Kirk|
, will deliver the invocation at the j
.
i service, the fourth of its kind.
The Marshall Symphonic Choir, |fI
> under student director Ned De■ Journett, will.sing two anthems. >
Bruce Moss, St. Albans senior,
' Cecil Jividen, Charleston senior,
and Tom Stafford and Sandra
'Spencer, Huntington sophomores,
have served as a planning com
mittee for the service.
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Fraternity
To Initiate
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Thirty - two Marshall College -.
students will be initiated into
<n
the Kappa Delta Pi, national 'k
1
honorary society in education, ;
y
Tuesday, November 26, at 8:00
P. M.
'
The ceremony will take place
•
i
in the North Parlor of Old Main.
Presiding will be Miss Nancy
Marples, South Charleston senior
and president of the Phi chater. j
Following the initiation serv
(?
ices a short talk will be given ■
by Mamie Jane Galloway on
1
“What I Expect in Teaching.”
i
Miss Galloway, the daughter of .
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Galloway .
of Kenova, is a teachers college
•:
senior who is doing her student
teaching at Meadows School.
Huntington initiates are Carole ,
Lynne Cargel Compton, Marion ,
Janet Thomason Lambert, Wil- |
liam Charles Moran, seniors; j
Sandra Kimpel Anderson, Jean
Browning, Rosalie Sue Cottrill,
Dorothy Gaynette Davis, Lenore ,
Joanne Greenlee, Nancy Welch
Hanger, Marilyn Brooke Hayes,
, Mary Alice Keyser, Beulah Ba- /
ker Virgallito, juniors; Betty
Jo Clifton, Mary Katherine
Estler Jarrell, and Tressa Dale
Kingsbury, graduates.
Other senior initiates are Billye
Sue Bowyer, Beckley; and Bev- ’
erly Jean Thompson, St, Albans. »
<
Junior initiates include Mildred
Joan Fisher Adkins and Henry
Lawton ‘France, Barboursville; .
Kay Jolynn Leech, Nancy Mor- :
gan Young, South Charleston;
Shirley Sue Soto, Beckley;
Hilbert Haynes Campbell, Hico; !
Richard Kuril Givens, N e w j
Martinsville; Nina Leoma Keen
er, LeTart; Elizabeth Lambert
Kinder, Wallace; Lois Ann
Richey Watts, Weirton; Carol
Sue Cox, Mt. Nebo.
Graduate initiates are M a rgaret Eloise Chapman Hussey,
Margaret Young Grizzell,
Charleston: Billie Louise Ben
nett, Ripley, and Dwight B.
Heinz, Proctorville, Ohio.
A social hour will follow the
meeting.
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JUDGE H. W. Richardson of Charleston, judge
of domestic relations and
juvenile courts since 1948,
will speak at 7 P. M. to
morrow in the Marshall
College Science hall audi- ;
torium. He will be ad
dressing the class in juv
enile delinquency taught
by Dr. J. T. Richardson of
Marshall in a faceting
open to the public. Judge
Richardson is a graduate
of West Virginia, where
he received his B. A. and
L, L. B. degree. He is a
member of the Kanawha
Welfare Council and
founder of the Kanawha
Juvenile Council Inc.
j
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HERB PROFITT

LINDA GARDNER

n

I

MARSHALL
14

h

Jackson
Has Best
Average

13

JI
7
34
0

13
7

Goines
Slriannt
Curtis
Jackson
MUIer
Maddox
Wilson
BMIcngee
Thornton
TOTALS

PLAYER
Warner
Maddox
TOTALS

335

1:?
5??
1?
£ 130
iJJ
$ f{
105

1 1

a

132

. 13
.1?
1921 179 1742

PASSING
rtll.
VO. Int. Ydr
Att. Co.
fi'7 58
18 5
83 33 6 531

■

3.0
4.0

TDS’
5
0

5

.398

PASS RECEIVING
PLAYER
No. Yds. TD
Curtis
8~ 110 2
Goines.
fi
Jackson
3
5
Siriannl
5
67 0
Hall
0
3 63
3 41
Fugate
0
Ray
0
1
”
Dunlap
0
Wilson
0
TOTALS
33 531
5

r s

PUNTING
. PLAYER
Curtis
Wilson
Hall
Wagner
Maddox
MillerTOTALS
PLAYER
Curtis
Dunlap
Jackson
Wagner
O’Conner
Slrlannl
Goines
Maddox
BeHetH
TOTALS
MARSHALL
122
12ft
1,742
83
33
531
2,273

»

2ft
13
33

SS.4

Yds. Avi

. II

Si

33.0 ’
10.0
.
28.0
1103 33.4

SCORING
TD EPA EPM PI:
, Iff.
ft " 0
30
0
ft
30
ft
0
18
3
0
12
ft
n 1’
II

5

r

0
18

o
n

0
5
18

0
0
0
3
II

8

««
n?

TEAM FIGURES _
OPPONENTS
112
Total Points
lift
First Downs
1,525
Rushing
Passes Attempted 131
4G
Passes Completed
577
Yards Passing
2,102
Total Yards
Passes Intercepted1 8
15
Fumbles
10
Fumbles Lost
41
Number Punts
31.3
Punting Average
‘>04

*s

18
25
U

The Marshall College journalism
department will be host to West
Virginia high school journalists
and their advisers this coming
weekend.
In session will be the 23rd Con
gress of the United High School
Press of West Virginia, the 19th 1
West Virginia Journalism Teachers .
Association convention, and the
sixth United High School Yearbook
Association of West Virginia meet
ing.
Highlights of the conferences, ex
pected to attract approximately
300 persons, include group meet
ings on problems, the Huntington
Chamber of Commerce luncheon,
Marshall - Bowling Green football
game, business sessions, exhibi
tions, and the Huntington Publish
ing Company banquet.

Lost Net Avi
8 283 3.9
M %

*1

i

High School
Press Meets
This Week

RUSHING

Wagner

7
O
7
7

3—The Herald-Advertiser •
Sun., Nov. 10, 1957

I Apparently halfback Dick Jackl son should have carried the ball
i more often.
The former Huntington high star
finished as Marshall College’s lead
ing ground-gainer, average-wise,
this past season.
According to statistics released
by the college athletic department
last night, Jackson averaged 5.4
yards per cany. However, totaling
the most yardage was halfback
! Ray Dunlap. Ray rolled up 283
I yards—but in more carries than
• Jackson. Dunlap finished with an
; average of 3.7. Jackson had 183
total yards in 32 attempts.
Quarterback Bob Wagner gained
a gross sum of 335 yards, but was
thrown for 58 yards in losses, finiishing second to Dunlap in the toi tal-gain department.
' Wager led all passes with 28
1 completions in 67 tries for a .418
percentage. Top scorers were
i Dunlan and Ca°:le Curtis with five
; touchdowns apiece. Jackson had
| three and Warner two.
PLAYER
Dunlap

West Va. state
Morehead
Western Michigan
Toledo
Kent State
Ohio
Xavier
Miami
Bowling Green

S

TWO SPECIAL features Friday
afternoon and evening will be the
annual theatre party for the dele
gates given by the Palace Theatre
and an open - house held by WHTN
radio and television.
Registration of delegations will
be held Friday from 1 to 6 P. M.
and Saturday from 8 to 9 A. M.
in the Journalism Department of
fice. Miss Virginia Lee, associate
professor of journalism, is in
charge of registration.
A general group meeting of all
delegates will commence at 9:30
A. M. in the Science hall auditor
ium. Daniel E. Thornburgh, in
formation service director and instructor in journalism, will preside
as director of program for the
meetings.
Greetings from the college fac
ulty, administration, and student
bodies will be extended. Professor
W. Page Pitt, head of the Mar
shall journalism department and
founder of the United High School
Press, will also speak.
SESSIONS on problems in high
school journalism fields will fol
low. The delegates will break up
Into editorial, business, and sports
sections.
Marshall journalism majors and !
representatives of commercial,
firms will serve as section lead
ers. ___ 4

?

.
j

j
•
j

__The Huntington
c_ o C h a m ber"of i
Commerce will hold its annual
luncheon for the three groups at
12 noon in Shawkey Student Union.
Exhibitions from the New York
Times, Time Magazine, Ansco, j
Kings Features Syndicate, and
other communications firms will
be on display during the buffet
luncheon.

IMMEDIATELY following the
luncheon the high school students
and their advisers will trek to Fairfield Stadium for the Bowling
Green game, where they will be
the guests of Marshall.
A busiess session for the elec
tion of officers will be held by I
each group prior to the evening |
banquet.
At the Huntington Publishing
Company banquet Nick Basso,
WSAZ radio and television news
and public relations director, will
speak. This annual banquet has
been sponsored since the outset
of UHSP by Colonel J. H. Long,
the “Daddy” of the high school
journalism group.
THE STUDENT Union will be
host to the delegates following the
banquet at an after - the - game
dance.
Officers of UHSP are Robert
Parley, St. Albans High School,
president; Dale Perry, Wayne
High School, vice - president, and
Ruth Callaway, Milton high
School, recording - secretary.
Willie L. Auxier, Cedar Grove
high school is president of the
yearbook association. Other offic
ers are Hershel E. Webb, Welch
high school, vice - president; El
len Lathan, Welch high school, re
cording secretary, and Clifford D.
Russell, Wayne high school, parlimentarian.
Mrs. George Pride, St. Albans
high school, is president of the
journalism teachers. Miss Jeanne
Harless, Clear Fork high school, is
vice - president and Flavy Kelly,
Jr., Buffalo high school, is secre
tary.
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Kearns Announces College
Cast For ‘Light Up Sky’

■■■

1

By TOM MILLER

8 — The Herald-Advertiser — November 3, 1957 •
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The cast for the ' J a n u a r y
production of “Light Up the
Sky” by the Marshall College
Theatre has been announced by
director William G. Kearns, instructor in speech. '
I j The play will be presented
; January 13, 14, and 15, 1958,
in Old Main auditorium. StagP Ing will be under the direction
! of James A. McCubbin, assistant .professor of speech, and his
play production class.
jIncluded in the cast will be
! Carol Reynolds,, Huntington
sophomore, as Miss Lowell;
Tae Reed, Charleston freshman,
Irene; Nancy Jett, Harrisville
freshman, Frances; Judy O’Dell,
Parkersburg sophomore, Stella;
Mark Madsen, Huntington junior, Carleton; John William
Teel, Pineville freshman, Peter,
' , Peter Harrington, Huntington
senior, as Owen; . John Murphy,
Clarksburg junior, Tyler; Brian
• Bobes, Wheeling freshman, Gallagher; Vara Scandola, Wierton
freshman, plainclothesman; Margy Minichan, Huntington senior, the masseuse; Tod Crane,
South Charleston freshman, the
shriner, and Jerry Rutherford,
Huntington senior, Sidney.
Assistant directors will be Miss
Minichan and Diane Tincher,
Huntington sophomore.
•
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DR. RALPH E. LAPP
Nuclear Science Expert

I

I
i

Scientist To Address
Community Forum Nov. 5
One of the nation’s top scien
tists will address the Marshall
’ College Community Forum audi■ ence Tuesday at 7:45 P. M. in
. the college auditorium. / ’
He is Dr. Ralph. E. Lapp, di
rector of the Nuclear Science
Service, an organization he set
up in 1949 to serve as consultant
to industry on uses of nuclear
energy.
Dr. Lapp always keeps abreast
of the latest developments in
nuclear energy. Typically, he
traveled to Geneva, Switzerland,
to attend the first International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses

The action centers around thproducer of the fictitious pla
“Time Is Now” and his asoci
ates, including the director, th
leading actress, and the younf
Playwright.

Marshall . Student Journalist

■til appointed scientific adviser
to the War Department General
Staff. In 1947 he was made the
executive director of Dr. Bush’s
research and development board.
A year later he switched over
to the Navy Department to head
the Nuclear Physics Branch of
the Office of Naval Research. ;
He is a member of the Ameri- :
can Institute of Physics and the
American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science.
Admission to his lecture here
will be by season forum mem
bership only. A ten dollar prize
will be given for the best ques
tion from the audience in a dis-

'

'

■

Written by Moss Hart, the play :
is a farce concerning a pre
Broadway tryout of a play in
Boston. The setting of the entire
..play is a Boston hotel suite.
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tions, in which delegates of 72
countries participated.
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DR. LAPP has collaborated ,
with Stewart Alsop, well known
columnist, in a number of Satur- '
day Evening Post articles cover- \
ing civil defense, the hydrogen ;
bomb, tactical uses of atomic |
bombs and highlights of our ■'
atomic project. Following the na? tionwide atomic attack alert in '
the summer of 1955, he wrote
a feature article in Life on the
effectiveness of our civil defense
program. Life also condensed a
portion of his latest book,
“Atoms and People,” which was j
published in October, 1956.
Dr. Lapp’s book, “Must We •
Hide?” was the first popular :
study of atomic defense and won ,
a wide audience in 1949. His
“Nuclear Radiation Physics” is a j
standard textbook.
Dr. Lapp also serves as special 1
editor for the Bulletin of the ;
Atomic Scientists—the most re- ;
liable periodical on atomic af- ’
fairs.
A native of Buffalo, N. Y., I
he. is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate |
of the University of-. Chicago j
where he also - earned his doc- i
torate in cosmic ray physics :
under Dr. Arthur H. Compton. i
He began his professional scien
tific work with the late Dr. A. J.
Dempster - and later was asso- !
ciated with Dr. Vannevar Bush i
and Dr J. Robert Oppenheimer, j
He served as division director !■
of the wartime Manhattan Proj- i
’ ect and during the postwar years '
was assistant director of the ,
Argonne National Laboratory un- I
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XAVIER MADE CHOICE TOJj^MARSHALL
East Given !
__ ___ |
Nod Over i Tie ^ou,d SIow Tit,e Decision
Parkersburg pinner
Saturday's Marshall-Miami I
;

By DICK LEONARD

I

Associated Press Sports Writer

Tilt Would Be Mid American Champ

There are only 45 shopping days
By BOB COLE
—””
■ ally couldn’t be challenged.
Green would have a 4-0-2 mark >
until Christmas and this football
If Marshall can beat Miami
A Marshall win. would make
to match against Miami’s 4-0-1. ■
forecasting department is hinting
*
t
at Oxford t{iis Saturday, the
the Big Green 5-0 also, so even
This past weekend, Marshall j
for a new crystal ball after the. ‘ Big Green cat wrap up the 1957
if they lost to Bowling Green,
way things went last week.
lost to Xavier University, 18-0,
;' Mid - American Conference
they would still have one-half
Last week’s results netted 28
football championship.
and the loss killed its six-game
game edge on the Redskins in
right, 10 wrong and at least nine I
If Miami defeats Marshall,
the final standings.
winning streak. The defeat
postponements or cancellations I the Redskins will be the 1957
But, if there is a tie game
could lift from Marshall the
for a .737 average — low for the
MAC champs.
this Saturday, the Big Green
pressure of maintaining an un
season. The season average has
If the game ends In a tie,
will have to defeat Bowling
beaten* record ami, in that
sagged to .791.
the conference crown won’t be
Green to annex its first football
way, be a possible boost toward
This week’s 1fearless football i decided until Marshall’s season
title since 1937. That was the
conference honors. Oddly
forecast:
} finale, against Bowling Green . year Marshall won the Buckeye
enough, Xavier was the last
West Virginia over Penn State! here, November 15.
Conference bunting.
team to beat the Big Green be
— Nittany Lions have lost their •
This triangular showdown sit
If, and its a big ‘‘if,” Mar
fore the win streak began. The
regular quarterback.
uation was set up last Saturday
shall should happen to end the
Musketeers had knocked off
♦ when ]*"■
o
Xavier over Marshall—To snap ♦when
Miami* edged' _______
Bowling
season by tying both Miami
Marshall, 21-0, in the final
Green, 13-7, to eliminate the
Big Green’s six - game winning
and Bowling Green, the Big
game of 1956.
streak.
j Bee • Gees from title consid
eration, and leave only the Red
i_ Fairmont West over Morgan
town — Bolar Bears stay in run-- skins and Marshall as cham
pionship contenders.
ning for AA title.
fact that
Miami. ..plays
Big Creek of War over Man-—The
■
----- ------’ ^ve conference
'
Big Creek also has designs on AA'1
foes> (six
W L T Pct. Pts. OP W L T Pct. Pts. OP
ip the usual number) is an Marshall
crown.
4 0 0 1.000 67 48 6 1 0 .857 102 73 I
Weirton over Wheeling — For. I other factor that makes this -------Miami (Ohio)
4 0 0 1.000 86 21 4 2 0 .667 111 97,1
week’s game the big one for Bowling Green
Red Riders’ seventh straight vic-,•|*the
2 1 1 .625 63 34 5 1 1 .785 146 41 *
Big Green and the Red
Toledo
tory.
j
3 2 0 .600 69 72 4 3 0 .571 96 120
skins.
} Huntington East over ParkersRent State
1 4 0 .200 48 77 2 5 0 .286 81 103
Because of its abbreviated Ohio U.
I burg — In a running duel between 1
1 4 0 .200 63 95 2 5 0 .286 120 109
■ Dick Wilds of the Highlanders and' schedule, Miami will end its Western Mich.
0 4 1 .100 44 93 2 4 1 .357
. 102 107
’i• conference play against Mar
«Parkersburg’s Jim Bargeloh.
Ties count one-half game won, one-half lost.
shall,
which
leaves
these
possiBeckley over East Bank — With
SATURDAYS GAMES
SAT., NOV. 9
I bilities for deciding the chamlittle trouble.
Marshall at Miami.
’
pion:
Ohio
20, Western Michigan 7.
Charleston over Huntington
Bowling Green at Ohio.
! ■ A Miami win would leave
Miami 13, Bowling Green 7.
Mountain Lions bounce back.
Toledo at Xavier.
Bluefield over Logan — Beavers ...5®^
a mar^ which naturToledo 21, Kent Slate 7.
Louisville at Kent State.
return to action after three - week
-----------—
layoff because of flu.
Moundsville over Linsly Mili
tary — Trojans are rolling.
Keyser over Petersburg — In
a warm up.
Also: Bethany over Washington
& Jefferson, Bluefield State over
Fayetteville, N. C., Tchrs., Salem;
over D & E, Concord over Shep-.
herd, West Liberty over W. Va.i
State, Hampden - • Sydney o v e r
W. Va. Wesleyan and Pitt Frosh
over WVU frosh.
Barboursville over Dunbar, Du-i
Pont over Elkview, Clarksburg
Victory over Buckhannon, Clarks- 4
burg WI over Bridgeport, Weston"
I over Fairmont East, Grafton over ’
Shinnston, Montgomery over Mad- ’
ison, Oak Hill over Gauley Bridge,
Mullens over Princeton, St. AlbJ
Jans over Milton, Mount Hope';
lover Stoco, Ansted over Walton. 5
I Welch over Pineville, Ripley!
over Pt. Pleasant, Marlinton over
II Franklin, Gary over Iaeger, Rav- 1
f enswood over Grantsville, Win- I
II field over Hamlin, Hinton over I
f! Alderson, Nitro over Hurricane, I
I Kingwood over Belington, Look-1
fl out over White Sulphur Springs, I
fl Mannington over West Union, I
II Philippi over Parsons, Poca over I
fl Sissonville, Paden City over St. I
I Marys, Green Bank over Webster I
J Springs, Hillsboro over Frank- I
[| ford.
I

J

I

,------

—

MAC STANDINGS

! T-^J— 1-

WTTS.J—

_«

IV _

VTI —V.---------s

aj ’

_________________

J

I
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Sink Or Swim, Survive Or Perish

r

? i.

The melancholy days are come,

5

The saddest of the year. . .
/!

—William Cullen Bryant.

!

< y«

■

ending of a very, vei
It’s
Herb R( t’s Marshall College
Fairfield radium, especially if tl
’.en Falcons. And I — f<
Bowling
anybody is interested
In c
ing Herd to have a c
the Thui
the Mid-America Football Conferenc
Green.
I am picking the Men of Mar
formance (minus butterfingers) a
skins. Also because the Ohio U., 1
7-7 photo last week. And please p
“
’
don’t ask me what the “Thunder
 t
ing Herd did to the Bobcats. Re 1
member? .
z
t
They aren’t likely to catch S
“Dapper Dick” Jackson, Bob e
Wagner, Sam (Sonny) Sirianni, E
Chris Cagle Curtis, Raymond if
Dunlap, Jimmy Maddox, Roy
Goines, Paul Miller & Co., in this w
(’
one.
To be even more serious, as a u
double-play combination — Wag- tl
ner-to-Jackson. Or Maddox-toCurtis.
The Thundering Herd is tl
------- —
a
a <constant threat from the open- I
ing tweet-tweet of the whistle un- gtil the final gun is fired.
This department also tips off vv
to Coach “Spike” Underwood’s
rock-and-sock’em line, where Bill
Ray, Toddy Fugate, Jim O’Con
ner, Vernon Howell, John Beiletti, an
Rudy Colombo Co-captain Herb du
Hess, John Beiletti, Bob Gardner, RJ
Dick Allen and Co-captain, Jim
Simpson at the snapperback post,
til
operate—but magnificently.
We have $5 in fresh money that (c
says the Thundering Herd will Cs
trap the Falcons. Now don’t &
hs
everybody rush to the phone.
ei
Soooo? So we’ll see . . . First
and 10, Marshall.

WF. AGELESS DAME
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Bruce McClure, right, of Glasgow, Scotland, shows
Marl Waybright, left, Marshall College coed, the cor
rect highland fling technique. William Smart of Hun
tington plays bagpipes. Mr. McClure presented a
program of Scottish dances yesterday in Old Main
Auditorium. He will teach the dance tonight and to
morrow at the Huntington YWCA,, 633- *Fifth
avenue.
••«** 14TVUUC'
A'S-- 4
Hours for the
instruction are 7:30 P. M. today and
. 10 A. M., 2 and 8 P. M. tomorrow. The instruction
is open to the public.
■
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Marshall Convincingly
Outplayed; Musketeer
Aerial Game Sparkles
I

jl/j

By ERNIE SALVATORE
CINCINNATI, Nov. 2. — Marshall was knocked from
the ranks of the unbeaten here today by fired-up Xavier, 18-0,
before a Musketegr homecoming crowd of 7,000.
The Big Green’s aerial defenses were riddled all afternoon /
by the fine passing of quarterback Jerry Casper, who connected
for two touchdown strikes, had two others dropped in the end
zone, and carried over for the
third- touchdown himself.
It was the first defeat in seven
starts for the Big Green, which,
though convincingly outplayed,
battled gamely until the end.
The victim of a couple of first
half calls by officials which, at
the time, could have conceivably

< Statistics
I First downs
Rushing Yardage
Passing Yardage
Passes
Interceptions By
Punts
Fumbles Lost
Yards Penalized

XAV.

MAR.

H s'

10-21

_________ 1
2-38.5 8-3C
20

I resulted Ju a different story, Mar| shall got only one serious scoring
j threat under way throughout the
dreary afternoon.
Xavier’s umbrella defense,
practically a nine-man line, was
just too tough. In the first pe! riod, it forced Marshall into
three fumbles — all of them re
covered by Xavier but none of
, which proved costly.
i THE VICTORY was the fourth
. for Xavier in eight starts and )
snapped a three-game losing
streak. It justified the bookmak
ers who, disregarding Marshall’s
fine record, installed Xavier as
favorite on the strength of a
tougher schedule.
I
The Musketeers did all of their
scoring in the middle quarters,
getting two touchdowns in the
second and the other in the third.
With better luck, Xavier might
have had two TDs in the opening
period and another one in the
'finale. In the first quarter, half
back Terry Meyer dropped two
well-placed passes in the end
zone. Both were thrown by reserve
quarterback Ralph Lane. In the
finale, halfback Faust Coyle
fumbled on the Marshall four
with 80 seconds left to play. Co
Captain Jim Simpson of the Big
Green recovered the bobble and
kept the margin at a respectable
point.
,

AFTER MEYER’S two errors,
first string quarterback Jerry Cas
per finally found a reliable re
ceiver in Captain Bob Young, an
end
*>

Ou
Psychologists Convene

Urges M. C, Prepare
For Training Plan
•
Marshall College must develop its psychology department if
I it wants to take advantage
of its favorable location for formula• tion of a state mental health training program.
i
That was the opinion here Sunday of Dr. William B. Rossman,
: director of the State Department of Mental Health. Dr. Rossman

j was a member of a panel that discussed mental health at a meet” " ,'T"!
ing of the W. Va. Psychological As
sociation at Huntington State Hos
pital.
Rossman cited the urgent need
of a state training, program for
workers in the field of mental
health.
“Any school which shows an in
clination to develop such a pro
gram,” he said, “can expect co
operation from” his department.
Huntington State Hospital should
be used to give training ex
perience, Rossman said.
Approximately 50. state psycholo
Henry G. King of Charleston, a
gists, leaders in mental health and
former Huntingtonian, has been I
faculty members of state eduelected president of Kanawha Val* cational Institutions were on hand
w ley Alumni Association of Mar
•_ for the session.
shall College.
«■ Others on the panel included Dr.
Other officers are William R.
K. K. Loemker, head of the de
Seidel, first vice-president;
partment of psychology at Mar
Frank Giuduce, second vice-presi
shall; Dr. James F. Carruth, as
dent; Rosemary Justice, secre
sociate professor of psychology at
tary, and Eddie King, treasurer.
t West Virginia University and presi-;
Executive board m e m b e rs
dent of the state association; Dr. j
chosen were, Dallas C. Higbee,
Quin F. Curtis, head of the;
Eugene H. Brown, Miss Kather
| psychology department at WVU, ‘
ine Ney, Miss Winifred Newman
< and Dr. Charles E. Hamner, super-j
and Arthur B. Koontz.
i intendent of Huntington State.
|

Marshall Alumni
■< Unit Elects King

£aeria_ a.'
« •».
. had to make a leaping backward
I stab to get the ball. The time was
>8:15 and the Muskies were" in(
■ front, 6-0, after Casper missed’
the conversion. In fact, all Xav
ier extra point-tries were no good.
About seven minutes later, Cas
per again found the range, hitting
..his other end, Dan Boyle, with a
’25-yarder to make it 12-0. This
! drive covered 92 yards and was
featured by Casper passes of 32,
14 and 25 yards. The drive needed
; 11 plays.

KEY PLAY IN the first touch
-down march was a pass interi ference call against Marshall
! which resulted in a 37-yard Xavier
1 gain for a first down on tre Mari shall 35. That call hurt. Between
; the first and second touchdowns,
'Marshall halfback Ray Dunlap
was belted down by three Xavier
defenders inside the Muskie five.,
where Ray was trying to catch a
1 pass thrown by Bob Wagner.
/ This time the officials didn’t
see a pass interference penalty.

' On Boyle’s great catch of Cas. per’s 25-yard pitch for the second
\ touchdown, officials first ruled

’ /*-*-*. *? -»‘X-* ' .:-
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'Big Green Will Oppose
Frosh Tomorrow Night
By DON HATFIELD
Local basketball fans will get
their first look'at Marshall Col. lege’s 1957-58 basketball team to
<£
morrow night..
Head Coach Jule Rivlin today
'h5' y
»• ■ y-.-y
announced a scrimmage' game
between his varsity and Coach
■' -'VMike Joseph’s freshman eagers
X
for Memorial Field House at
iy;a
7:30.
>.
Rivlin added that'he may even
; y
j
conduct a brief clinic for the
. fans.
C?
?W
■
“There’s a new no-harm, no
.- y ,/?z 7
foul rule,” he said. “And if we
■y
have time, I may go over it for
the fans between halves of our
game.”
7,»-' ■
% ; y-1 ? Riv would not give a starting .
lineup for the game. He did say
■H
:
?
i that three veterans — co-captain
Hal Greer and. Jack Freeman
7
and high-scoring Leo Byrd — are
set. But the other two spots are
wide open.
.. . - <
“We’re going to have an intra
squad scrimmage today,” he
y
said. “And after it, I’ll know
more about who to start tomor
■A'row night.”
The varsity-frosh scrimmage
will be conducted under actual
- .game conditions. It’s being held
in preparation for Marshall’s
'<>
. .y • ■:
f.
opener here December 4 against
rugged Morehead.
'*<
Feels Better
Rivlin said his boys were com
ing right along and added that
I’
he, himself, is “feeling a little
better now.”
>-7*'
Last week, he made the an
r.;
nouncement of Greer , and FreeLi
. man as co-captains. It appears
a,
that they’ll furnish the side
yy<
. (.......
sections of the famed Marshall
fast break, with the speedy
Byrd in the middle-man slot.
■^a&ssias-.;
Oddly, all three boys are from
Huntington — Greer from Doug
LEO BYRD
lass and Byrd and Freeman
Will Take Over Middle Spot on Fast Break
from Huntington high school.
J
Big Responsibility
The
of handling
j
1UC responsibility
X tOHVlUJluu*vj
Ml
uu.iu.i-o
I the break will be a big one for •
! Byrd, who last year went down
the left in the company of midI dle-man Cebe Price and rightsider Paul Underwood.
Byrd, however, handled the
break while in high school, and
has been working daily in that
, position this season.
Marshall’s opener will no
doubt be the toughest first game
the Big Green has had in recent
years. Morehead is reported to
be just as good as ever, and
figures show Coach Bobby
.Laughlin has come up with an- j
other tall team.
Rivlin asked that all Big Green
fans attend tomorrow’s game
free of charge.
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BIG GREEN SEEKS REDSKIL
Marshall Expects To Open Offense
In Quest Of Mid-American Crown
I

By LOU SAHADI
Marshall’s football legions find themselves in its most important position in 20 years today
by meeting Miami at Oxford, Ohio, for the Mid-American Conference title.
Not since 1937, when the Big Green led by its present coach Herb Royer swarmed to the
Buckeye Conference championship, has Marshall erupted for such grid prominence. And this after
noon at 2 P. M. the Green can wrest its first Mid-American crown with a revived eleven that was
snubbed as no better than fourth
Place before the campaign opened.

Both Marshall and Miami are
stalemated in first place with 4-0
records and upwards of 10,000
spectators are expected to witness
the showdown battle at Miami'
Field.

f

Prospects of a muddy field are
evident, as Oxford has been sub
jected to rain since Thursday
night. However, officials at Miami
disclosed that necessary steps had
already been taken to protect the
field from any further abuse.
The Redskins reservation was
hit with some bad medicine the
early part of the . week when
three warriors fell victims to the
flu, namely two first stringers,
quarterback Ernie Jarvis and
guard John Drew. Also suffering
flu miseries is reserve tackle
Herb Fairfield, but all three are
expected to put on the war paint
for today’s fight.

&

4®
I

I

•

IO?. SB"

i.

ROY GOINES
Back As Starter

VERNON HOWELL
Shifted To Guard

Miami’s big chief is fullback
Dave Thelen, whom Marshall
scouts label as the best back the
Green will see this year. Thelen,
who possess good speed for a
line buster, is averaging better
than seven yards a carry and
By LOU SAHADI
never once in 81 thrusts has he
Marshall’s frosh eleven opened its belated season yesterday
been saddled behind the line of
afternoon at Fairfield Stadium by bowing before Xavier’s un
scrimmage.
beaten freshman, 45-2 before a slim gathering.
Indications are that Royer plans
The fashion in which the Xavier frosh scored victory No. 4 •
a few surprises for the payoff was reflected in the final statistics. Although they produced j
fray. The personable mentor is only five first downs, their air ------ '--------------------------------------aware of the importance of to game buzzed for 396 yards on ■■" ■ . 1
"■
day’s joust and may pull the
cork for some surprises.
“It looks like we’ll have to open
Statistics
up and play a reckless game,”
XAVIER MAR.
First Downs
5
said Royer before his departure Yards
Rushing
90
yesterday by bus with a 35-mem- Yards Passing
196
5-13
ber squad. “Yes, you can look Passes
Intercepted By.
1
2 .
3
i
1
Lost
for us to throw a little more,” he Fumbles
Punts
1-30.0 S-1G.S
added.
30 I
18
Penalties

Xavier Frosh Use Air Lanes
To Blitz Little Green, 45-2

■

«

4-?? I

■\

The smart money favors Miami
by 13 points, and apparently
Marshall will go fro broke on the
passing arm of Bob Wagner. The
junior signal caller has displayed
the knack of producing the big
pass in his assortment of 22 com
pletions that has directly pro-

•_

-a-

/

five completed passes that ac
counted for four of the seven
touchdowns.

The Little Green though hamp
ered from the opening of the sea
son by injuries and a siege of the

Toledo and Ohio conquests. Royer

iy

iv-o in the opening

may very well have instructed quarter, they still managed to
bounce up and due! the Musket
i Wagner to fire away.
i Royer, along with Ills staff and eers throughout the entire contest.
i right down to every member on
Playing prominent roles in Mar-1
j his squad feels the Redskins can shall’s showing were quarterback!
’ be scalped. Practices all during Tags Meredith, and halfbacks
the week were highlighted by Kenny Parsons and Vic Quinet.
hard work and high spirit, and Meredith handled his duties well,
the Marshall mentor contends running, passing and handing off
that a supreme effort will turn in fine fashion. Parsons and Quinet
the cheers in the Green’s direc led the runners and although .
tion.
Quinet was also used interchange- :•
Ironically, Bowling Green, the ably as a quarterback, he excelled
pre-season pick to cop the con as a halfback with his power run
ference toga, and who last week ning.
Finding the muddy gridiron a
ras eliminated from the race,
: manhandled Xavier, 16-0, a club hinderance to its ground attack,
that disposed of both Miami and Xavier quickly took to the air on
Marshall by three touchdowns, its second series of downs. Quar
fhe Xavier loss was the Green’s terback Don Rodgers opened the
first after six consecutive vic scoring by heaving a 29-yard pass
pries, while the Redskins, in to end Warren Montgomery in the
vading a setback to Purdue, are first period.
Then with Rodgers on the side-|
For today’s setto, Royer has lines, reserve quarterback Ron!
stored Roy Goines to his famil Costello found the range. He com
spot on the first unit at right
Iiar_______________
... bined with halfback Fred Johnson
! bilfback, with the remainder of on a 53-yard pass play and another
I the lineup being the same that withfullback LarryStelzer that}
, opened against Xavier. However, accounted for 35yards.
I
i vern°n Howell, normally a
'
Xavier collected its second
i tackle, is expected to see duty
• thh afternoon as a guard. This stanza touchdown on a 55-yard
event was brought about drive that was climaxed when
I' turnby ofguard
Paul Burford’s injury halfback Bob Kain streaked over
that has sidelined him the re from the two that pushed the
mainder of the season. Howell Musketeers into a 26-0 halftime
rill perform on the second unit, bulge.
! with Ken Parker filling in at Halfback’s Lou Martin’s score
from six yards away and Phil Long
I .Howell’s spot at tackle.
to Fred Johnson aerial that aci
The probable lineups:
| cumulated 65-yards gave Xavier
Miami two more touchdowns in the third i
mabshall
PO8.
Mack Y’oho
LE
Tod Fatale
Ron Kaclc period and a 39-0 edge.
Jim OVonner LT
Pat Orloff
LG
HeA Hms
Marshall cracked into the scor
Jim Wahlke
C
jlta SiBipaoa
Sebastian Lasplna ing column in the final quarter
I John Bellett! KG
Ed Hill
KT
Cliff Mierczynski when Bill Nardo led a group of >
RE
Bui Riy
Ernie Jarvis tacklers' in downing Long in his :
QB
Box Wwner
Bill Miller
LH
Cute CartiB
Ha! Williams> own end zone.
KH
Boj Golnei
Dave Thelen
Stnnj Slrlnnn! FB
M Minutes from the end, however, ;
Jack Leonard picked off a desper- •ation pass by Bob Burchett and
scampered 54 yards for the final
touchdown.
19 7 13 6-45
XAVIER
0 0 0 2— 2
, marshall

zI

i

! Xavier Scoring: Touchdowns — ;
| Johnson 2 (53, pass-run from Cos- j

SHIVS 31111 Nl dlVOS

•

/
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UNBEATEN MARSHALL JOU!
STATISTICAL STORY I Musketeers

Big Green

Is Seeking
7th Victory
A 36-man contingent, Intent on
preserving Marshall’s unbeaten
six-game winning skein, leaves
by bus tomorrow at 12:30 P. M.
for Cincinnati for a Saturday aft
ernoon date with Xavier. The
contest, set for 2 P. M., will
also serve as Xavier’s Homecoming.
Coach Herb Royer pronounced
his squad in almost top phys
ical shape with one reserve half
hack, Granville Zopp, being side
lined with a knee injury. Co
Captains Herb Hess and Jim
Simpson, along with guard Bob
Gardner, who were bruised up
in the Ohio University game,
have shaken their woes and are
ready for full time duty.

Thd Big Green lineup that
opened against Ohio will prob
ably get the call against the
Musketeers with the possible ex
ceptions at tackle where Jim
O’Conner and Vernon Howell
seem to have won a starting Job.
However, Royer has been using
his tackles Interchangeably and
John Belletti and Rudy Colombo
also will see their share of action.
Marshall, bulging with beef at
tackle, is considered strong at
• this position.
Royer devoted a great deal of
today’i workout to his punting
game in an attempt to discover
a longer kicker. Handling the
punting duties along with Cagle
Curtis were Tod Fugate and Paul
Miller. Fugate has kicked twice
this season, averaging 35 yards
a boot.
Marshall will be going up
against an Xavier eleven that
is smarting from three succes
sive setbacks. Now 3-4 for its
season’s work, the Muskies have
been pointing to the Big Green’s
unblemished mark.

Xavier has faced three Mid
American Conference opponents
and emerged with two triumphs.
They disposed of Miami, 39-19

Xavier

Marshall

RUSHING

BUSHING
Att. Yds./Lost
53 ~*
2-19•
3_
47 246
16
41
220
"
11
46 220 13
50
186
ii
31
130
3
18 11G
5
15
57
11
4
13
1
15
5
8
2
0
7
310 1459
79

Player
Dunlap
Wagner
Curtis
Goines
Slrlannl
Miller
Jackson
Maddox
Thornton
Ballengee
Wilson
Totals

PASS

•

RECEIVING
No. Ydi
Yds. TD
1
5
55
0
4
131
2
8
24
0
21
2
0
20
2
0
17
1
0
12
1
0
23 861
8

PUNTING

CurH?
Fugate 1
Wagner
Maddox
Hall
Miller
Totals

Player
Dunlap
Curtis
Jackson
Wagner
O'Conner
Slrlannl
Goines
Belletti
Totals

No.

Yds.
42-1
2
70
..
66
2 €0
■"
1 40
1 38
—
1 ...
28
21 666

Casper
Lane

Player
Young
Meyer
Krebs
Serleka
Kilgore
Wessel
Boyle
Riley
Thomas
Sllvatl
MdUardl

Avi
"
30.3
35.0
33.0 Player
40.0 Serleka
38.0 Lan.
28.0
___
31.7

SCORING
TO EPA EPM Pts.
0
"
0_
30
5
0
0 24
0
0
12
0
0
12
12 10 10
0
0
6
0
0
6
3
2
2
15 12 102

Att. Yds. Avg.
82 837
4.1
72
817 4.4
8.3
29
96
22
6G 2.5
3.0
12
36
17
36 2.1
26
9
17

Player
T. Meyer
Serleka
Coyle
Kilgore
Thomas

Player
PASSING
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TD Pct. Casper
49
22 1
858 3 .449 r.n_
10
1 1
8 0 .100 Lan*
2 Ml
— 8- .890 ”
T. Meyer
59
28

Player
Wagner
Maddox
Totals

Player
Curtis
Goines
Jackson
Slrlannl
Fugate
Hall
Ray
Dunlap
Totals

....
Net mu.
Ave.
246 4.6
230 4.9
209 5.1
207 4.5
175 3.5
r.r
127 4.1
111
46
12 3.0
10 3.3
7 3.5
1380 4.4

«

Att.
80
81
8

PASSING
Comp. Pct. Yds. Int.
g TRs
TRfi
34
.425 614
.298 288
19
2
1
.833 34
o 1

PASS RECEIVING
Caught
12
10
8
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
1

Player
Terry Meyer
Ed Sericka
Jerry Casper
Tom Krebs
Ralph Lane
Faust Coyle
Jim Wessel
Bob Young
Team
Total

Yd:
Yds.
167
"■
141
110
92
76
117
47
31
77
M
_
7

12
"3
2
1
0

J-0

0
0
0

PUNTING
Att. Yds. Avg.
22 703
32.0
8 282
35.2

SCORING
TD EPA EPM Pts.
OO*
48
8
24
0
O
4
22
2 12 10
2
„OO
12

11OO
i S

1
0
20

4
3
20

|
g

0
0
10

o
180

I
■■ < ' E

‘
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Suffering
Loss Skein
CINCINNATI, Ohio, Oct. 31—
Xavier University’s Musketeers,
away from home the past four
games, encounter the undefeated
Marsha^ College Big Green in
a Homecoming Day contest Sat
urday, Nov. 2, at- 2 P. M. in
Xavier Stadium.

The Musketeers, suffering
from a three-game losing streak,
will go after their eighth victory
over Marshall in the eleventh
game of the 31 years old series.
The Big Green has captured de
cisions over the Musketeers in
1939, 1940 and 1948. Xavier has
won the last three games be
tween the two schools, 13-7 in
1949, 21-0 in 1955 and 30-6 last
fall.
Marshall, current Mid-American pacesetter, has rolled over
six straight foes. The victory
trail includes wins over West
Virginia State, 14-7, Morehead,
20-0, Western • Michigan, 12-7,
Toledo, 14-7. Kent State, 7-6, and :
Ohio U., 34^28. The last four 1
triumphs have been over con- .
ference teams.
Xavier has defeated St. Jo-,
seph’s, Ind., Kent State and
Miami in seven games. The four
setbacks equal the number of
losses the last two seasons. Cin
cinnati, Detroit, Bowling Green
and -Dayton have been victorious
over the Musketeers.

Terry Meyer, Xavier’s stand
out halfback, who has been av
eraging better than a touchdown
a game in his 17-game career,
continues to lead the Musketeers
in scoring, ground gaining aim
kickoff returns. The speedy, 172
pound junior has scored eigb
times this fall to give him 1
touchdowns in his two season
He has picked up 337 yards i
82 trips for a 4.1 average ar
has returned seven kickoffs fc
145 yards. Meyer Is second i
Capt. Bob Young in pass reed
ing with 10 catches for 141 yard
and three touchdowns. Your

<

|
’
I
i

.5

I'

f

The Musketeers nave Deen pri
marily a passing team, averag
ing 21 passes a game. Jerry
Casper is the chief thrower, hav
ing tossed 80 passes and com
pleted 34 including five touch
down tosses.

■IS .

caught 12 aerials for 167 jardi
and one TO.

XAVIER’S JERRY CASPER
He Loves To Rear

However, the Muskiea have a
vaunted ground game, powered
by fullback Ed Serleka and half
backs Terry Meyer and Myron
Kilgore. Serieka and Meyer are
both averaging over four yards
a carry while Meyer has crossed
the opponent goal line eight
times.

’

Junior quarterback Jerry Ca
per has passed, for 614 yards ‘
completing 34 of 80 tosses f
live touchdowns. Ralph Lane b

I

■ Marshall is expected to arrive
in Cincinnati at 5 P. M. and
head directly for Xavier Stadium
for a scheduled workout.
While in Cincinnati they will
be quartered at the Sinton Hotel
and will return*) Huntington fol- >
lowing the game.
■
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Curiosity Behind Satellites,
Marshall Physicist Contends
Dr. Donald Martin, head of the
physics department at Marshall
College, told the Huntington Lions
Club yesterday that “Man’s in
herent curiosity as to what is in
space is responsible for the recent
launching of the Russian satel
lites.”
The physicist explained some of
the principles of rocket power, and
described how a balance between
gravity and centrifugal forces conr
trols any matter sent into outer
space.

In addition, he covered part of
the history of rocket power, and
explained a few of the simpler me
chanics of launching an earth satel
lite. After his speech, he answered
questions from the club members.
President F. J. White extended
the appreciation of ' the club to
E. J. Kaiser, who served as chair
man of the Lions Club Halloween
party at Memorial Field House Oc
tober 31. President White described
the party as a “huge success.”
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THE ALPHA CHI OMEGA sorority gaveJ • !. Bruce Moos,_f as. tourists;, Miss Carolyn
an unusual dance Friday night at Fra- - * Jackson, as cigarette girl; Max O'Dell,
"ternal Hall. It was called the Las Vegas
operator; i Miss Sally Montgomery, i
party and dance and some of the cos- !;^ dance-hall girl, and David Stump, as ii
tumes were unusual. Attending were,
a’ gambler. The decorations were in i
left to right, Miss Sue Campbell and
keeping with the theme. (Staff Photo).
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Face Miami

For Title

&

Tomorrow
I A 35-member Marshall football
squad will leave by bus for Ox
ford, Ohio today at 1:30 P. M.
intent on subduing Miami Satur
day afternoon and copping its
first football title in 20 years. Not
(since 1937, when Marshall swept
•to the Buckeye Conference cham. pionship, has the Big Green aninexed any additional titles.
I Both Miami and Marshall enter
i the fray with conference marks
' of 4-0, and the victor will walk
off with the laurels. In overall
I season play, Marshall is 6-1 while
Miami is 4-2.
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MARSHALL BOARD OF STRATEGY MAPS FINAL PLANS FOR MIAIV
From Left, Assistants Ed Prelaz And Spike Underwood, Head Coach Herb R
And Assistants Bill Hillen And Bill Chambers

The Big Green warriors will
work out at 12:30 today prior to .
boarding a bus for Cincinnati rwhere they will remain over night
at the Sinton Hotel. They will re' turn to Huntington immediately
after Saturday’s crucial contest.
Marshall head man Herb Royer
pronounced his squad in just about
top physical strength with the
By HUGH FULLERTON JR.
team’s spirit reaching high pro
Associated Press Sports Writer
portions. Only reserve guard Paul
. Burford will miss the Miami
Take an ambitious, personable young football coach, a squad
‘clash as a result of a shoulder of pretty good players and a burning desire to knock somebody
dislocation.
Halfback Paul Miller, who suf off the top and you have a pretty good formula for creating an
fered a broken nose in Wednes- upset. It has worked more than once this season and it could
i day’s workout, will not miss work again Saturday.
Saturday’s payoff battle. Miller
Coaches who come quickly to mind include Missouri’s Prank
will be outfitted with a special Broyles, Washington’s Jim Owens, Mississippi State’s Wade
face mask that will allow him to
appear in the lineup when needed. Walker, Harvard’s John Yovicsin and California’s Pete Elliott.
The common denominators among them are that they’re young,
i In Miami, the Green will be en
countering an old nemesis. The comparatively new at their jobs and have the opportunity this
i two institutions first met in 1905 week.
Missouri and Broyles run up against the so far unbeatable
; and intermittently through the
\ years have played each other 13 combination of Oklahoma and Bud Wilkinson in the game which
■ times. The Redskins hold a 10-3 likely will determine the Big Eight championship and one of the
edge, producing victories in its Orange Bowl contestants.
last five meetings.
This is the one which really seems to have Wilkinson worried
“We feel confident that we can| about the prospects of winning his 101st coaching victory. The
beat Miami,” remarked Royer. Sooners, lacking the overwhelming offensive punch of the last two
“However, we have to play better seasons, had to work hard against Colorado and Kansas State
than at anytime during the sea to gain their 45th and 46th consecutive victories. Missouri, after
son to seek our objective,” he a shaky start in Broyles’ first season as coach, has come along
added. “And I also might, add, I to win four straight. Against two common opponents, Iowa State
think we are capable of "such a and Colorado, the Tigers have done about as well as the Sooners.
1 performance.”
Washington’s only victory so far knocked defending champion
To fare successfully against
Miami, Marshall will have to Oregon State out of contention in the Pacific Coast Conference.
check the running of fullback Now it faces the current leader and prospective Rose Bowl team,
Dave Thelen, the Mid-American Oregon. Meanwhile Elliott’s equally unsuccessful California team
J Conference’s leading ground faces Oregon State.
a gainer. Scouts who studied the
Walker’s second Mississippi state team, now third in the
1 Redskins label them as a good Southeastern Conference with a 3-1 record, encounters unbeaten
1 sound football team with Thelen Auburn. So far it has been almost impossible to score on Auburn,
X the best back the Green will come so as victory would bring tremendous prestige and likely a bowl
-gin contact with all year.
bid.
girparfy is being. credited with ^o'a&_of_tha_ reason’s-

OLE MAN UPSET LIKELY
TO DOT COLLEGE SCENE

GREEN HARi
HEAD FOR
MEET TOD
Marshall’s cross corn
will take off by bus
ford, Ohio, today to p
in the eleventh am
American Conference
Big Green harriers w
legs in the morning
sit in on the Marsl
football championsh
that afternoon.
The Big Green rui>
only been victorious
four matches this y
only win was reco
West Virginia Wesle
Marshall has bowe
University, 49-15, 1
36-20 and Fairmont,
In its last appears*
Fairmont, Marshall v
in the first three j
Green succeeding
the next three spo
Ferguson finishing t’
Bolden fourth and
berry sixth.
Making the trip t.
the above three alo>
Reese, Kyle Arthur
and Bill Muth.
’
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Face Miami
For Title
Tomorrow

A 35-member Marshall football
squad will leave by bus for Ox
ford, Ohio today at 1:30 P. M.
intent on subduing Miami Satur
day afternoon and copping its
first football title in 20 years. Not
i since 1937, when Marshall swept
■ to the Buckeye Conference cham
pionship, has the Big Green an
nexed any additional titles.
I
I Both Miami and Marshall enter
i the fray with conference marks
[ of 4-0, and the victor will walk
off with the laurels. In overall
’ season play, Marshall is 6-1 while
Miami is 4-2.
The Big Green warriors will
work out at 12:30 today prior to
boarding a bus for Cincinnati r• where they will remain over night
’at the Sinton Hotel. They will re' turn to Huntington immediately
after Saturday’s crucial contest.
’ Marshall head man Herb Royer
pronounced his squad in just about
top physical strength wit’.; the
team’s spirit reaching high proreserve guard Paul
"artin, T "ne Chan«e
his
starting hneup
Halfback
,,°'nes* ,Who was <he starting right
h.t bvt1 « 10St his s”‘ when
who
WUI rcplace Miller
position?
n 0Peraline in Genes’
J
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MARSHALL BOARD OF STRATEGY MAPS FINAL PLANS FOR MIAI*
From Left, Assistants Ed Prelaz And Spike Underwood, Head Coach Herb 1
And Assistants Bill Hillen And Bill Chambers

OLE MAN UPSET LIKELY GREEN Hari
TO DOT COLLEGE SCENE head for
By HUGH FULLERTON JR*

I

Associated Press Sports Writer

MEET TOC

Marshall’s cross
___________ <-«vnrr fnftt.ha.ll. COach. a SQUaQ_. L
best coaching jobs after""shifting from Gettysburg to Harvard,
/ill
take off by
The Crimson, with a 2-2 Ivy league record, faces league leading
Princeton and Tiger scouts say the improving Harvard team is ord, Ohio, today
a real threat.
n the eleventh
Add to this unlikely list of upsets the chance that Southern
Methodist,, under a new but experienced coach, Bill Meek, can
knock off the nation’s top-ranked college team, Texas A&M, and
you have the intriguing possibility of having the leaders of five
major conferences beaten. The odds against such a happening are
incalculable.

cou
bus
to 1
an?
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The Mid-American Conference lead also is up for grabs be
ti and jkn nL* John Beilet- tween Miami of Ohio and Marshall, now tied for first, and in the
c°-captain Herh 1lJer at tackles» Border Conference pace setting Arizona State plays third-place , -qonoj Xabm sa-iqj IT3
Allen at
HeSS and D*<* Texas Western. Few if any of the other conference leaders are. jpaM
jo 5pEa sss
Simpson aT center nTain Jim threatened.
-SV POJOA SEM PUB A
at Quarterback ra TBob Wagner
JBdUIBS^a p93B[d9J
left halfback and /e 0111,115 at i
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MARSHALL FROSH ROSTER
*

Player
Bailey. Kent
Burchett, Bob
Cattery. Charles
Campbell, Michael
Dahmer, Alvin
Goss, David
Hess, Paul
James. Daniel
Jarrett, Larry
Kin;. Tom
Lathan. Wilson
Lewis, Frederick
Little. Lester
McCallister, James
McDonald. James
Martin, Clarence
Meredith, Ronald
Mullins, Norman
Nardo, William
Parsons, Kenny
Peavlcr, Scott
Porter, Gregory
Quinet. Vic
Ray, Wattle
Tricot, Michael
>od, Harry
Under woo
Wickline, Rucker
Williams.
son, Glen
Yoho, Jfames
e

$

Pos.
Wgt.
Hometown
RH
165
Princeton. W. Va.
QB
180
Marlon. Va.
T
190
Bluefield. W. V*.
RH
171
Kenova. W. Va.
T
18-e
Rainelle, W. Va.
G
181
Beckley, W. Va.
LH
166
Barboursville, W. V*.
G
r<»
Parkersburg, TV. Va.
E
18G
Charleston. W. Va.
G
190
Norfolk. W. Va.
G
5'11
191
Charleston, TV. V*.
T
2'15
Huntington, W. Va.
C
205
Nitro. TV. Va.
G
207
Huntington, TV. Va.
FB
205
Chester, TV. Va.
T
186
Barboursville. TV. V*.
QB
151
St. Albans. TV. Va.
T
205
Mullens. W. Va.
G
185
New Cumberland, W. Va.
LU
JOI
Ripley, W. Va.
G
190
Marlon, Va.
E
176
Barboursville. TV. Va.
QB
177
St. Albans. TV. Va.
E
185
Hamlin. W. Va.
FB
178
Clarksburg. TV. Va.
E
168
Barboursville, W. Va.
C
186
Barboursville, TV. Va.
T
216
New Cumberland. TV. Va.
E
181
Cameron, TV. Va.
HEAD COACH—Bill Chambers
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Frosh Open Year With Xavier
Today At Fairfield Stadium

Ia

1
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Marshall’s freshman squad finally opens its 1957 season today
against the Xavier frosh at Fairfield Stadium, with the kickoff
set for 3 P. M.
Coach Bill Chambers’ Little Green were scheduled to start
their year on October 25 against the Ohio University freshmen,
but lost the game to the flu.
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Coach Chambers doesn’t know what to expect from the
Musketeer frosh, as he hasn’t seen them play.
Despite the Little Green’s running bout with the flu and
injuries, they do show some promising signs. They are smaller in
size and number than last year’s yearlings but nevertheless are
regarded faster than the ’56 squad.
Tags Meredith, 1955 Kennedy Award winner in his final
year at St. Albans High School, will start at quarterback for the
Little Green. Meredith, who spent a year at a Virginia military
school, is regarded as a smart field general who can handle the
ball and pass with finesse. Meredith is backed up by Vic Quinet
who succeeded Meredith at St. Albans and is also considered a
promising quarterback.
The probable lineups:

XAVIER
Jim Bolger, 181
Ed Davis, 226
Bob Wish art, 212
Gene Tomczak, 184
Tom Miehaus, 199
Henry Rigler, 221
Warren Montgomery, 192
Don Rodgers, 162
Bob Kain, 154
Lou Martin, 173
Walt Roeckers, 178

POS.
LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LH
RH
FB

MARSHALL
Harry Underwood,
Fred Lewis,
Wilson Lathan,
Lester Little,
James McCallister,
Norman Mullins,
Larry Jarrett,
Tags Meredith,
Kenny Parsons,
Kent Bailey,
Jim McDonald,

168
225
191
205
207
205
186
151
161
165
205
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Huntingtonian Is Author

i

•

(Initial Copy Of War Book Given Ike
I. event and told them he was form- ledo, Ohio, butcher, so shy and
-'lin?
ng.the
?ciety nf
01 the
t.hp S
Snripf.v
fha Remagen
soft-spoken one has to strain to
Bridgehead.
catch his words.
President Eisenhower has been
He explained to the II, which, He was in a hurry that day be
criticized for some of the gifts he, naturally, included Drabik:
or his administration, has accept “Now, of course, that was not cause, in the confusion, he thought
a buddy of his, Sgt. Joseph A. Deed, but even his severest critic the biggest battle that ever was, Lisio, already had gotten across
wouldn’t complain of the present but for me it always typified one and was in trouble. Actually Dething: The dash of ingenuity, the Lisio had peeled off to take care
readiness at the first opportunity of some Germans in the towers
iy he got today.
It was the first copy of a new that characterizes the American
sguarding the bridge, and Drabik
1, book, “The Bridge at Remagen,” soldier.”
was genuinely surprised a couple '
by Ken Hechler. It was dropped In case your memory has fuzzed of days later to learn he was first
off at the White House by Alex up on Remagen, here’s the pic across and the general wanted to
ture:
I see him.
Drabik, the first soldier to cross
The Allies were eager to cross Drabik today gave this philos
3
the bridge in one of the great the Rhine, but figured it would be
ophy of a sergeant’s heroism:
turning points of World War H. long and costly since the Germans “Sometimes I could be ahead
(Mr. Hechler is a Huntingtonian would blow up the bridges as they and sometimes I could be behind.”.
who formerly was on the staff of retreated.
A pause. “But sometimes it’s hard
the political science department On that March morning, Sgt. to be behind.”
at Marshall College).
Alex Drabik and his outfit were Years later Hechler hunted up
As Eisenhower himself has said, riding unenthusiastically to Rema German Capt. Karl Friesenhahn,!
an old soldier likes to look back gen. They knew nothing about a the man who was supposed to >
over the high points of his career, bridge, and couldn’t care less.
blow up the bridge but failed. >
and he has an especially warm So there was surprise all around Friesenhahn explained how the •
memory for Remagen.
when it was discovered that the Americans had crossed the bridge
On March 7, 1955, the 10th anni Germans were still retreating and while it was shaking from ex- i
plosions and said:
versary of the historic crossing, the bridge was still standing.
the President called in 11 men The command was given, the , “In my mind, they’re the great- ■
:
I who. played a lead role in the Americans moved forward and est heroes of the whole war.”
crossed a bridge the Germans ------ ■--- --------------------- T"L..
were trying desperately to de- ’
> stroy.
The Germans almost did it, too.
The bridge was so weakened it
fell in the water 10 days later,
but by that time Germany had
been given a mighty shove toward
defeat.
Hechler, the official Army historian who was there at the time,
puts it this way: “It broke the
back of German resistance.”
i
And Eisenhower was to say of
ing a mold of the damaged bust.
Remagen in his book, “Crusade in
A cast will be made from the
Europe”; “That was one of my
mold to serve as a guide in mak
happy moments of the war.”
ing a new bust.
Anyone who talks with heroes
always is surprised how little they
fit the fictional standards.
i Drabik today is a 46-year-old ToBy ARTHUR EDSON
WASHINGTON, Nov. 12

•ir
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rateful Marshall Accepts
ffer To Finance New Bust
President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall College yesterday ac
cepted with “deepest apprecia
tion” for an offer by A. R. Win
ters of Huntington to pay the
$600 cost of replacing an Italian ■
marble sculpture of John Mar-i
. shall at the east entrance to the ;
campus.
The bust of the late U. S. Chief,
Justice, for 20 years a landmark
on the campus, was damaged be
yond repair by vandals last
spring. Dr. Smith said on Mon
day that it would cost $600 to $800
to replace it and that state funds
were not available for such a pur
pose.
Mr. Winters is a Marshall grad
uate and a former state senator.
Dr. Smith said that Professor
J. S. Jablonski of the Marshall
art department has started mak-
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Dunlap
Remains

Down in Front

In Front

—--------- <4

By Ernie Salvatore
ADVERTISER SPORTS EDITOR

Ray Dunlap continues to be
Marshall’s most potent ball car
rier, team statistics released by
-the athletic department this morn
ing reveal.
Big Ray, now a senior, has car
ried 61 times 270 yards and a 4.4
average. All but the average are .
tops for the Big Green. Second to
Dunlap is another halfback,
junior Roy Goines. Goines, slowed
by flu for several weeks, has 258,
yards in 51 carries for a 5-1 mark.
— the latter is best on the squad.
Quarterback Bob Wagner’s pas
sing average slumped consider-.
ably in the 18-0 loss to Xavier but
the Logan junior’s seasonal record
remains very respectable. He’s
thrown 55 times, hit on 22 for 258
yards and a .400 percentage.
Cagle Curtis, Goines and Dick
Jackson share passing receiving,
honors. Curtis has caught five,
the same as Goines, for 71 yards
and one touchdown. Goines’ five .
catches gained 55. Jackson, while
catching four, has been the most
effective receiver. He’s gained
131 yards with them, best on the
squad and scored two touchdowns
—one a never-to-be-forgotten catch !
In the last 74 seconds ' which
whipped Ohio.
Marshall, out of the ranks of
the unbeaten now, hopes to clinch
Its first Mid-American Conference
championship against Miami at
Oxford, O. Saturday. To the win
ner of the game goes the crown.

Statistics
6l
51
53
45
52
31
24
20
4
4

4

YDS

m

1:5
1:° !

■■

passing,
Warner
Maddox

C I YDS TD PCT;
55 if!
22 2 354
358 3 .400
46

punting
Curtig
Hall
Wilson
fugit*
Warner
Maddox
Miller

sxr.

■

I
i
j
I
i

‘
’
•
.

AVG.

tl
1:5
3.6

0

.1821

yDS AVG.'.

16
3(h8
2
26.0
2
38.5
2
35.0
2
66 ___
33.0
1
1
PASS RECEIVIN'
'O. YDS. TD

55 t?
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Marshall Should Be Able
To Profit by Xavier Defeat

•

KUSH!*10
Dunlap
Goines
Warner
Curlls
ISfrlann!
Miller
Jackson
Maddox
Balleng-ee
Thorton
Wilson
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A defeat has' a sobering effect on fans and brings into focus
facts which they failed, or didn’t want to recognize when things i
were going good.
When Marshall went down to defeat at the hands of Xavier last
Saturday it was obvious that the Big Green, though having travelled
a long ways up the football ladder in one. year, wasn't quite ready j
to look a team like Xavier in the eye on equal terms.
The Musketeers were down physically, their Coach Mickey
Connolly made no bones about that. But, all that did was equalize •
the contest much more than it would have been had the Cincin
natians been physically fit.
Xavier, defeated four times by tough, big time independent
clubs, had too much class, too much finesse and too much offen
sive and defensive imagination for Marshall. Their pass patterns
were beautiful things to watch, if you were a Muskie rooter and
quite terrifying if you were in the Big Green’s corner.
Maneuvering Subtle
Their defensive maneuvering was subtle and operated, basically,
out of what the pros call an umbrella defense. This puts seven
men up front with two others just outside the ends and the remain
ing two just inside the corner men.
When I'arshall looked like it was going to pass, the two back
men simply gave ground with the receivers and the corner men
covered the middle while the
forwards put the pressure on the
Green its unblemished record in
Big Green thrower.
When Marshall tried to go into the face of a highly drilled team I
last week.
i
the line it was no contest. Then,
This doesn’t mean the remain
it was a case of running into
ing two games against Miami
too many defenders.
There were two alternatives and Bowling Green are already
lost and with them a chance
for Marshall to follow in the face
of this — run to the outside, for the Mid-American crown.
which the Big Green didn’t do Far from it. If anything, Mar
often enough, or throw short shall’s experience against Xavier
passes to the flat or right over could prove to be just what the
the middle of the line, which team has needed all season — a
real, stiff, bloody nose test
Marshall didn’t do at all.
against a foe which wasn’t so
Broncos Toughest
tough but smarter.
Members of the Marshall club
Maybe out of what happened
insisted later that Western Mich at Cincinnati will come the per
igan remained the toughest team fect jelling Marshall needs to
they had played all year. But, move against deeper teams,
Western Michigan’s head on, against teams of admitted class.
rock ’em style isn’t like the The Big Green has courage,
finessing of Xavier’s and that’s
more than most teams I’ve seen
where our lads were mis-led.
play in. 15 years of writing
Prior to the Xavier game Marsports. It has desire. It has
shall won against good but
ability. Why shouldn’t it be able
lesser teams in the conference
to profit by a hard-learned les
without an offense which had
son then?
truly clicked all season, except,
No reason, that I can see, or
ironically enough, against Ohio.
others in the team’s corner, for
And, even in that game, long
that matter.
sustained drives were rarer than
Crazy Turns
hen’s teeth.
When all is said and done
It was a question of time un-

.»

rural*
Rail
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3
1
1.
23

Total*

Dunlap
Curtit
Jackion
Warner
O’Conner
fifrfannl
Goines
Bellettf
Total*

o

31
«:<
<>o
12
381

0

o
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SCORING
TD EfA EPM PTS.
K
0
.30
0
0
24
0
0
12
2
0
0
12
0 12 10
10
1
0
0
1
0
0
S'- .0
3
2
2
15
15 12 102
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Tickets on Sole
For Miami Tilt

■

Tickets for Marshall College’s
championship game with M1 a m i |
Saturday at Oxford, Ohio are still'
available.
So said Neal (Whitey) Wilson,.
Marshall business manager, last'
night. The tickets can be obtained;
at the Marshall athletic department for $3 each. They will re-)
' main on sale until Friday noon.!
Marshall and Miami are tied for '
the Mid-American Conference lead
with 4-0 records.

come ngnt out in the open
I against a real power. This defij ciency was obvious last Satur

day.

The 1957 Marshall team has
plenty of good points, don’t mis
take me on that. It has a real,
, bruising line, a deceptive quar
terback and some fast halfbacks
’ not to mention the magnificent
: offensive-defensive play of Sonny
■. Sirianni — week in and week
• out the most consistent guy on
J the squad. No one has ever
i whipped “Cheeta,” as his mates
j call Sonny and I doubt anyone
. will.
■
If the pros don’t bird-dog this
• kid then they’re as nutty as I
think most of them are, any< way.
Created Tough Ones
That one, basis flaw of not
| being able to operate an attack
; consistently is what turned all of
Marshall’s wins into dogfights,
where most should have been
easy and is what cost the Big

tuub >.t out: Mar
shall shouldn’t have lost by more 1
than a touchdown — but did be- '■
cause of a series of crazy turns '
of fortune already noted since
the game ended. And, Marshall •
blanked the Muskies for the last ■
22 minutes, the very time span '■
in which they’ve have been
most potent all year.
They couldn’t close it out with
a kayo punch, Xavier couldn’t.
So, when Marshall goes into I
the assignments against Miami I
and Bowling Green it has noth- ’
ing to fear if it learned its '
Xavier lesson well. The Big ‘
Green may not win the next ;
two, but it won’t quit trying.
Next year, to take a quick •
look in that direction for a mo- i
ment, Marshall, I'm sure, will
move a notch or two higher up 1
the grid ladder and the Xavier’s, 1
Miamis and Bowling Greens will •
begin to feel the sting as did
other teams this season which
had become used to feasting on ,
the locals — Kent and Ohio •;
especially.
But, right now, 1958 is a long .
way off and Miami and Bowl- i
ing Green aren’t. Time to shoot i
the works, I’d say and see what
happens.

